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Proposed EU Consumer-Credit 

Harmonisation Directive: Interim 

Report 

Introduction 

1. This Inquiry is being conducted by Sub-Committee G of the European 
Union Select Committee, which deals with social policy and consumer 
affairs. This is an interim report setting out where the Inquiry stands and our 
emerging conclusions to date. 

2. The Members of the Sub-Committee who are carrying out this Inquiry, and 
details of their declared interests relevant to it, are shown at Appendix 1. 

Why are we carrying out this Inquiry? 

3. The European Commission propose to establish the legal conditions to 
create a single EU-wide market in consumer-credit. We decided to carry out 
this Inquiry because we wanted to know more about the Commission’s 
proposal and to examine the possible consequences for British credit 
suppliers and consumers against a background of rising concern about 
consumer-credit in this country. 

4. We aim to produce a Report to draw wider Parliamentary and public 
attention to the proposal and to inform the development of United Kingdom 
policy towards it, especially during the United Kingdom Presidency of the 
EU. 

Background 

5. In September 2002 the European Commission (the Commission) published 
a proposal for a Directive 1 to harmonise the laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions of Member States concerning consumer-credit2. 

6. Following discussion in the European Parliament, the Commission published 
an amended proposal3 in November 2004 which was submitted for 
Parliamentary scrutiny on 30 November 2004. 

7. Our first meeting of the new Parliamentary session after the General Election 
on 8 June 2005 confirmed the intention of the Sub-Committee in the last 
Parliament that the proposed Inquiry should go ahead. 

8. Arrangements had already been made for oral evidence sessions with 
witnesses representing the United Kingdom Government, consumer-credit 
suppliers and consumers’ organisations. 

                                                                                                                                     
1 12138/02 COM (2002) 443 

2 These proposals were initially considered by Sub-Committee D of the European Union Select Committee 

and transferred to Sub-Committee G when it was set up in December 2003. 

3 14246/04 COM (2004) 747 
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9. On 15 June 2005, however, the Commission informed us4 that a revised text 
of the proposal was not expected to be adopted by the College of 
Commissioners before mid-July and that it would not be possible for the a 
Commission representative to give oral evidence to the Inquiry in the 
meantime. 

10. We therefore decided to: 

 go ahead with most of the oral evidence sessions already arranged to 
highlight the key features of the Commission proposal as it stood; 

 postpone the oral evidence sessions tentatively arranged with the 
Government and the Commission until after the Summer Recess; 

 produce an interim Report of our preliminary findings up to the Summer 
Recess; 

 resume the Inquiry after the Summer Recess, taking oral evidence from 
the Commission and whatever other evidence might be needed to 
complete the Inquiry, including oral evidence from the relevant DTI 
Minister; and, 

 aim to publish a full Report before the Christmas Recess. 

11. At this stage we consider that an interim report would be of value to the 
House to enable exploration of some of the key issues in advance of 
consideration of the Consumer Credit Bill and at an early stage during the 
United Kingdom Presidency. 

Conduct of the Inquiry 

12. The oral and written evidence we have received so far is listed in Appendix 3. 

13. We have also noted the recent appearance of the following publications on 
consumer-credit: 

 House of Commons Treasury Committee Report: Credit charges and 

marketing published on 4 February 20055 

 Report of the Commission led by Lord Griffiths of Fforestfach on 
Personal Debt6 

 Report by the Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation7 

Emerging issues 

14. Based on the evidence we have seen thus far, the main issues arising from the 
Commission’s proposals appear to be: 

 whether it is currently feasible or desirable to introduce a Directive to 
create a single EU-wide cross-border market in consumer-credit; 

 what would be the consequences of attempting to achieve that objective, 
as the Commission propose, by imposing maximum (sometimes referred 

                                                                                                                                     
4  Email dated 15 June 2005 to the Clerk from Dirk Staudenmayer (DG SANCO) 

5  HC 274 

6 “What price credit?”, published by the Centre for Social Justice, March 2005 

7 “Not waving but drowning: over indebtedness by misjudgement” by Antony Elliott, March 2005,  

ISBN 0-9545208-7-4 
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to as total) harmonisation which we understand would forbid Member 
States from introducing legal provisions other than those laid down in 
the Directive; 

 whether it would be better to introduce appropriate EU-wide minimum 
standards for consumer-credit transactions to give greater certainty for 
credit suppliers and improved protection for EU consumers; and 

 if so, what elements should be included in those standards 

Emerging Conclusions 

15. In the absence of the Commission’s revised text, or any specific evidence 
from the Commission, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions at this stage. 
More evidence will be needed once the Commission’s revised proposals have 
been published. But so far we have drawn the following initial conclusions. 

Single Market in Consumer Credit 

16. From the evidence received to date8 we doubt whether a satisfactory single 
cross-border market in consumer-credit can be achieved in the near future 
simply by introducing a new Directive on the lines currently proposed by the 
Commission. The differences in national laws, commercial practices and 
consumer habits create a lack of certainty and practical difficulties for 
consumer-credit suppliers and little or no discernible immediate advantage 
for most consumers. 

17. At this stage we are not sure whether it might be possible to create a 
workable single EU-wide consumer-credit market in the longer run by 
introducing a new Directive. Nor do we yet know, if it was, whether that 
market would offer significant opportunities for British business or 
consumers. 

18. Our evidence9 suggests, however, that a market in consumer-credit is 
developing spontaneously amongst some Member States in reaction to 
perceived commercial opportunities through corporate acquisitions, mergers 
and new business ventures. That commercial activity is clearly not confined 
to EU-based companies10. 

19. We have had no evidence thus far to show whether a significant cross-border 
credit market currently exists for most ordinary consumers, as distinct from 
competent international financial operators who may able to raise credit 
internationally with advantage. 

Maximum (or Total) Harmonisation 

20. We have serious doubts about the Commission’s proposal to create legal 
conditions for a single cross-border market in consumer-credit by 
introducing EU-wide maximum (or total) harmonisation of consumer-credit 
laws to replace a broad range of existing national legislation with a common 
set of uniform provisions binding on all Member States. 

                                                                                                                                     
8  Q 9, Q 69, QQ 72-74, Q 126, QQ 165-167, Q 207, QQ 219-221, pp 28-32, pp 48-51, pp 63-66 and  

pp 90-100 

9  QQ 69-74, Q 80, pp 28-32 and pp 76-78 

10  Q 86 and Q 165 
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21. We note that evidence from the Government, as well as from representatives 
of leading United Kingdom credit-suppliers and consumers organisations 
and two independent expert witnesses11 indicates that maximum (or total) 
harmonisation will cause administrative difficulties for Member States and 
could reduce some of the existing protection which British consumers 
currently enjoy from present domestic legislation. 

22. That evidence also indicates that maximum (or total) harmonisation will be 
too inflexible and could constrain Member States from introducing new 
domestic legislation to deal rapidly and effectively with developments in 
national consumer-credit markets which might not be replicated elsewhere in 
the EU. 

An Alternative Approach 

23. If maximum (or total) harmonisation is undesirable or impractical in present 
circumstances our present view is that it would better to try to agree on a set 
of measures based on appropriate common minimum standards designed to 
strengthen the present EC Consumer Credit Directive12 effectively without 
impeding the flexibility of additional domestic legislation. 

24. We would hope that those measures might create a legal framework to guide, 
strengthen and promote growing cross-border harmonisation in due course. 

25. We are still not clear what the Government mean when they suggest13 that 
the most fruitful approach for the time being would be what they describe as 
targeted harmonisation. As the Inquiry proceeds we will explore how 
targeted harmonisation might differ from the expanded minimum standards 
approach which most other witnesses seem to favour14. 

26. In any case, we consider that a useful starting point might be to attempt to 
incorporate a set of basic principles for the conduct of consumer-credit 
transactions around which appropriate new EU-wide measures could be 
developed15. 

27. We suggest that these principles might be founded to some extent on an 
agreed definition of the concept of responsible lending which has already 
been suggested, but not yet fully developed, in the Commission’s proposal16. 

Further Investigation by the Inquiry 

28. In addition to examining the Commission’s revised proposal, when available, 
in the light of the above, we will also want to examine what elements might 
appropriately and usefully be incorporated in new EU-wide legislation. 

                                                                                                                                     
11  QQ 4-6, Q 13, QQ 18-19, Q 70, QQ 75-77, QQ 149-151, Q 160, QQ 170-173, Q 191, Q 200,  

QQ 207-213, QQ 220-221, pp 100-107, pp 28-32, pp 79-80, pp 48-51, pp 63-66, pp 76-78, pp 84-88, pp 

90-100, pp 80-84 and pp 88-90 

12  Directive 87/102/EEC 

13  Q 9, Q 24 and Q 62 

14  Q 70, Q 77, QQ 168-169, QQ 172-176, QQ 207-211, QQ 220-221, pp 100-107, pp 28-32, pp 79-80,  

pp 48-51, pp 63-66, pp 84-88, pp 90-100 and pp 88-90 

15  QQ 168-171 and pp 48-51 

16  Q 20, QQ 98-100, QQ 149–156, QQ 168-171, QQ 177-188, QQ 213–217, QQ 220-221, pp 28-32,  

pp 79-80, pp 48-51, pp 63-66, pp 84-88 and pp 80-84 
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29. From the evidence received so far, the aspects for consideration might 
include: 

 possible rules on transparency such as setting out pre-contractual 
information in clear, honest and accurate standardised terms that can be 
readily understood by the average consumer and relied upon in making a 
sound decision17; 

 the desirability and feasibility of common measures to curb high-pressure 
sales tactics, deliberate mis-selling of credit products, extortionate 
interest rates, irresponsible extension of credit levels and debt 
consolidation, and coercive debt-collection practices; 18 

 common arrangements for data sharing; 19 

 common provisions for consumers rights of withdrawal and early 
repayment; 20 

 whether increasing cross-border movement of people within the Union 
creates a new need for improved common consumer-credit regulation; 21 

 whether the legislation should prescribe minimum and maximum levels 
of applicable loans;22 

 whether the scope of the legislation should cover aspects of secured 
lending, such as equity release; 23 

 how it should deal with bills of exchange; 24 

 whether and how it should cover joint and several liability; 25 

 how it should deal with credit unions;26 

 clarification of the status of official student loans27 and; 

 whether the legislation should also cover licensing of credit providers, 
alternative dispute resolution and independent advice mechanisms.28 

Other Considerations 

30. The Inquiry is taking place against the background of the passage through 
Parliament of the Consumer Credit Bill. We will want to know whether the 

                                                                                                                                     
17  Witnesses have suggested (QQ 37-40, Q 128 QQ 212-213, Q 215, pp 63-66, pp 76-78) that this might 

include developing an agreed template on the lines of the summary box used for United Kingdom credit 

cards or the European Standardised Information Sheets for home loans. 

18  QQ 21-22, QQ 89-93, QQ 152-156, Q 168, QQ 177–184, QQ 189-191, QQ 213-214, Q 217, Q 220,  

pp 100-107, pp 48-51, pp 63-66, pp 84-88, pp 90-100 and pp 88-90 

19  Q 110, Q 212, Q 216, Q 222-223, pp 100-107, pp 63-66, pp 76-78 and pp 88-90 

20  QQ 42-48, QQ 130-136, Q 216, pp 100-107, pp 107-110, pp 90-100 and pp 80-84 

21  Q 167, QQ 175-176 and Q 207 

22  Q 2, Q 15, Q 170, pp 79-80, pp 48-51 and pp 76-78 

23 QQ 26-33, QQ 120-126, QQ 224-225, pp 107-110 and pp 63-66 

24 Q 49 

25 Q 6, Q 207, pp 100-107, pp 107-110, pp 76-78 and pp 80-84 

26 pp 100-107, pp 79-80 and pp 80-84 

27  Q 50 and QQ 54-57 

28 Q 2, QQ 94-99, Q 156, Q 189-190, QQ 192-195, Q 215, Q 227, pp 100-107, pp 48-51 and pp 88-90 
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Bill, once enacted, might provide a relevant model for European consumer 
credit legislation. 

31. We will try to take account of the possible relevance for EU, as distinct from 
national, legislation of reports such as those of the Commons Treasury 
Committee, the Griffiths Commission and the Centre for the Study of 
Financial Information. 

32. We will also consider the extent to which it might be appropriate for the 
Directive to take account of the United Kingdom method of regulating 
consumer-credit not only by national laws and secondary legislation, but also 
by bodies such as the Financial Services Authority, the Office of Fair 
Trading, the Financial Ombudsman Service and local trading standards 
offices, and by self-regulation. 

33. We are conscious that most of the evidence we have had so far has focussed 
on conditions prevailing in the United Kingdom and do not know to what 
extent that evidence may be relevant to the situation in other Member States. 

34. Our evidence to date raises doubts whether the Commission have researched 
and consulted adequately when preparing and amending this proposal. 

Next Steps 

35. As soon as we have received the Commission’s revised proposal, and the 
Government’s Explanatory Memorandum about it, we intend to issue a fresh 
Call for Evidence inviting written evidence on the revised text, and the above 
considerations. We will examine that additional evidence as soon as 
Parliament resumes after the Summer Recess. 
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APPENDIX 1: SUB-COMMITTEE G (SOCIAL AND CONSUMER 

AFFAIRS) 

The Members of the Sub-Committee which conducted the Inquiry were: 

Lord Colwyn 
Earl of Dundee 
Baroness Gale 
Baroness Greengross 
Lord Harrison 
Baroness Howarth of Breckland 
Baroness Massey of Darwen 
Lord Moser 
Baroness Neuberger 
Baroness Thomas of Walliswood (Chairman) 
Lord Trefgarne 
 

Declarations of Interest: 

Lord Colwyn 
Practising Dental Surgeon 

President, All Party Group, Complementary and Integrated Healthcare 

President, National Medicines Society 

Chair, Campbell Montague International Ltd 

Chairman, Banbury Local Radio 

 

Earl of Dundee 
No relevant interests 

 

Baroness Gale 
Commissioner for Wales, Women’s National Commission 

 

Baroness Greengross 
Vice Chair, Britain in Europe 

President, Pensions Policy Institute 

Chief Executive, International Longevity Centre United Kingdom 

Chair, Experience Corps 

Board Member, HelpAge International 

 

Lord Harrison 
No relevant Interests 

 

Baroness Howarth of Breckland 
Board Member, Food Standards Agency 

Board Member, CAFCASS (Children and Families Court Advisory and 

Support Service) 

Secretary, All Parliamentary Group for Children 

Patron and Trustee, Little Hearts Matter (health/care charity) 
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Baroness Massey of Darwen 
Chair of the National Treatment Agency for Substance Misuse 

Co. Chair of APPG for Children 

School Governor 

 

Lord Moser 
Board of Governors, LSE 

Board of Governors, Open Universities of Israel 

Board Member of National Research and Development Centre for Adult 

Literacy and Numeracy 

 

Baroness Neuberger 
Member/Trustee of the British Council 

Non-Executive Director, VHI (Irish health insurer) 

Trustee, Imperial War Museum 

Former Chancellor of Ulster University (1994-2000) 

Advisor, Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health 

Advisor, Jewish Community Centre for London 

 

Baroness Thomas of Walliswood 
No relevant Interests 

 

Lord Trefgarne 
Chairman, SEMTA 

Director, United Kingdom Skills 

President, IIE 

President, METCOM 
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APPENDIX 2: CALL FOR EVIDENCE 

 

During the last session of Parliament, Sub-Committee G of the House of Lords 
European Union Committee decided to launch an inquiry into the European 
Commission’s proposals for harmonisation of consumer credit laws and 
regulations in the EU. 

The Sub-Committee is expected to be re-appointed in the next Parliamentary 
session. In anticipation of that, and in the hope of enabling the proposed inquiry to 
get under way as rapidly as possible, interested parties are invited to submit 
information or observations on these proposals to the House of Lords Committee 
Office by Monday 23 May. 

The European Commission’s proposals are contained in European Commission 
document reference 14246/04 COM (2004) 747 final entitled Amended proposal 

for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the harmonisation of the 

laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning credit for 

consumers repealing Directive 87/102/EC and modifying Directive 93/13/EC, which was 
published in Brussels on 4 November 2004. 

The aim of the Commission’s proposals is to establish new common standards for 
consumer credit provision within the EU which would effectively create a single 
market for consumer credit and introduce new Community-wide consumer 
protection measures relevant to current conditions. The views of credit providers 
and consumer organisations on those proposals would be particularly welcome for 
the proposed inquiry. 

The proposed inquiry would need to be carried out swiftly with a view to 
producing conclusions and recommendations on the key policy issues that could 
inform the development of United Kingdom policy towards the Commission’s 
proposals, particularly during the forthcoming United Kingdom Presidency of the 
EU. 

The following page contains guidance for those who wish to submit information or 
views in response to this request. 

GUIDANCE TO THOSE MAKING SUBMISSIONS 

Submissions should be sent to the House of Lords Committee Office to arrive no 
later than Monday 23 May 2005. 

They should be limited to four sides of A4 paper and set out in short numbered 
paragraphs. Supporting material, such as tables of figures or extracts from 
publications, may be attached, but should not exceed four extra pages. 

Each submission should be signed and dated. It should make clear whether the 
evidence is submitted on individual basis or on behalf of an organisation. The 
author’s name, address and status must be given. 

Submissions should be sent by e-mail (as attachments in Word) with a signed hard 
copy to follow. 

It would be helpful to have advance notice, by letter or e-mail, from those who are 
considering submitting material. 

Any material submitted would become the property of the Committee, and might 
be circulated or published by the Committee in printed form or on the 
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Parliamentary website. Those who submit material may publicise it themselves 
but, in doing so, should indicate that it was prepared for the Committee. 

Having reviewed the material submitted, the Committee might decide to invite 
some of those who have submitted it to give oral evidence on the record to a public 
meeting of the Inquiry. Additional written information may also be requested. 

Submissions and enquiries should be addressed to: 

Gordon Baker, Clerk to European Union Sub-Committee G 

Committee Office, House of Lords, London SW1A 0PW 

(telephone: 020 7219 6635; fax: 020 7219 6715; e-mail: bakergm@parliament.uk) 
or to 

Melanie Moore, Secretary to Sub-Committee G 

(telephone: 020-7219-3376, e-mail:mooreme@parliament.uk) 

This is a public request for information aimed at reaching as wide a cross-section 
of informed opinion as possible on this topic in the time available. 

Please bring this to the attention of other interested groups or individuals who may 
not have received a copy directly. 
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APPENDIX 3: LIST OF WITNESSES 

The following witnesses gave evidence. Those marked with * gave oral evidence 
and written evidence 

Barclays 

Citizens Advice * 

Consumer Council for Northern Ireland 

Consumer Law Sub-Committee of the Law Society of Scotland 

Debt on our Doorstep 

Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) * 

Antony Elliott, Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation (CSFI) 

Professor Sir Roy Goode QC 

Institute of Credit Management 

Lloyds TSB 

United Kingdom Cross Industry Group * 

Which? (formerly Consumers Association) * 

 

 

United Kingdom Cross Industry Group represent: Finance & Leasing Association 
(FLA), Consumer Credit Trade Association (CCTA), Association of British 
Insurers (ABI), Council of Mortgage Lenders (CML), Consumer Credit 
Association (CCA), Association for Payment Clearing Services (APACS), British 
Bankers’ Association (BBA), Experian Ltd, Mail Order Trade Association 
(MOTA) and the British Retail Consortium 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE EUROPEAN UNION COMMITTEE (SUB-COMMITTEE G)

WEDNESDAY 15 JUNE 2005

Present Dundee, E Moser, L
Harrison, L Neuberger, B

(Chairman) Thomas of Walliswood, B
Howarth of Breckland, B Trefgarne, L

Memorandum by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM ON EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
LEGISLATION 14246/04 COM (04) 747

Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the harmonisation of the
laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning credit for consumers repealing
Directive 87/102/EC and modifying Directive 93/13/EC

Submitted by the Department of Trade and Industry on 30 November 2004

1. On 11 September 2002, the Commission adopted a proposal for a revised Directive concerning credit for
consumers. The existing Consumer Credit Directive1 was adopted in 1987 and although amended twice since
then is still substantially as drafted in the mid-1980s. The Commission concluded from consultations in 2001
that major changes were necessary to the Directive to reflect modern credit products and encourage growth
of a single market.

2. The Commission had concluded that the current directive, aimed at creating a common market in credit
and introducing minimum standards on consumer protection, was no longer in step with the current credit
markets and needed to be revised. The Commission identified that there had been little growth in cross border
transactions and as a result they concluded that the directive needed to be reviewed in order to allow
consumers and companies to take full advantage of the single market.

3. Following its adoption the draft was highly criticised by all parties due to the burdens it placed on business
and its failure to address the real barriers to cross border credit for consumers. The European Parliament (EP)
Rapporteur Joachim Wuermling (EPP-ED, Germany) tried to get an outright rejection of the Commission
proposal by the EP. However, he was not successful and the EP adopted its First Reading position on 20April
2004 which substantially altered the level of harmonisation, scope and provisions of the Directive.

4. The European Commission revised their proposal to take on board a number of the EP amendments, and
adopted an amended proposal on 28 October 2004. The amended proposal is in the form of comments on the
European Parliament amendments rather than a revised text of the Directive.

5. The intent of the Commission’s proposal is to move fromminimum harmonisation to total harmonisation,
which it believes will provide a high level of consumer protection and promote an internal market in
consumer credit.

6. The main aims of the Commission’s amended proposal for a directive are:

— Define the directive’s scope to cover the modern credit market, with a split between consumer credit
and mortgages for property purchase. The eVect is to exclude only those mortgages taken out to buy
or renovate a property. It is clear from this that lending for equity release or debt consolidation
purposes would be caught by the Directive.

— Limit the provisions of the Directive to information requirements for certain areas including
overdrafts and Credit Unions.

— Improve access by lenders to negative data on a borrower to permit a more accurate assessment of
risk and ability to pay.

1 87/102/EEC.
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— Harmonise the requirements for advertising consumer credit products and the pre-contractual and
contractual information requirements throughout the EU to make them more comparable for
consumers.

— Improve consumer protection measures, including introducing a duty to advise and a universal 14-
day right of withdrawal.

— Standardise the calculation of the APR by clarifying costs which must be included and assumptions
used in the calculation.

— Introduce throughout Europe a right for a consumer to settle credit early and entitle them to an
equitable reduction in the cost of credit.

— Prohibits the use of bills of exchange or promissory notes by either consumers or guarantors to
guarantee payment of credit.

— Introduces newprovisions on linked credit agreements whilemaintaining existing provisions on joint
and several liability.

Scrutiny History

7. This proposal was originally the subject of Explanatory Memorandum 12138/02 submitted on 18 October
2002. Gerry SutcliVe wrote to the Commons European Scrutiny Committee on the EU on 2 April and 17May
2004 to update them on the situation regarding the Directive. The Commons European Scrutiny Committee
cleared EM 12138/02 at its meeting on 28 April 2004. Considering it politically important (Report 18, Item
23803, Session 2003–04) the House of Lords Select Committee on the EU referred it to Sub-Committee G
where it is held under scrutiny following letters of 2 April 2004 from the Minister, a letter of 6May 2004 from
the Lords to the Minister and the Minister’s reply of 17 May 2004 (Progress of Scrutiny, 1 November 2004,
Session 2003–04).

Ministerial Responsibility

8. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry has responsibility for this proposal, although there is likely
to be interest from HM Treasury.

Legal and Procedural Issues

Legal Basis

9. The proposal is made under Article 95 of the Treaty.

Legislative Procedure

10. The Co-decision procedure of the European Parliament is applicable.

Voting Procedure

11. The Council will vote on the basis of qualified majority.

Impact on UK law

12. The present proposal (if adopted) will require legislative action to implement its provisions in the United
Kingdom. It is anticipated that the proposal will be implemented by subordinate legislation under section 2
(2) of the European Communities Act 1972.

Gibraltar

13. As this directive deals with the free movement of services in the provision of credit, it will be applicable
to Gibraltar.
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Subsidiarity

14. The European Commission considers that Community action is justified in subsidiarity terms as the draft
Consumer Credit Directive aims to create a single market in credit falling within its scope. The proposal aims
to avoid discrepancies in national legislation caused by problems of interpretation through maximum
harmonisation. As such the Commission’s claim that they have competence in this area appears justified.

Policy Implications

15. The Directive as amended has a number of policy implications for the UK credit market and existing
consumer protection measures. We expect many of these implications and UK concerns to be addressed
during the negotiation of this text, so the information given below relates solely to the text as amended.

16. The UK credit market is the most advanced of all the Member States with a highly competitive market
bringing a wide range of consumer choice. It is also by its nature very complex, therefore it is important that
the Directive’s provisions are proportionate to the size and type of credit being provided, and provide
appropriate consumer protection. Some of the proposals will place undue burdens on the lender, resulting in
additional costs being passed onto the consumer or a reduction in the choice of products available to the
consumer. In addition, the scope of the Directive and the freedom of Member States to legislate on issues not
covered by the current text has yet to be fully determined. Finally, some of the proposals may actually inhibit
the achievement of a competitive market, by drawing the consumer to use credit products, which may not
necessarily be the most appropriate for their needs.

Specific policy implications are outlined below:

17. Scope—mortgages (Article 3)

We are concerned to ensure that the proposed Directive does not cut across existing UK regulatory structures
for mortgages. Although the Directive will not apply to loans that are for the purchase or transformation of
private immovable property as currently drafted it will cover loans secured on property for other uses
including products such as equity release loans. If implemented as drafted, a number of mortgage loans in the
UK would be caught by the Directive which would cut across the new FSA mortgage rules and leave lenders
having to comply with diVerent regimes depending on the purpose of the loan. We believe loans secured on
property should be excluded from the scope of this Directive. Such loans diVer not only in their complexity,
but also in the lending process. Moreover, secured loans feature very diVerent risks to other forms of
consumer credit.

18. Scope—Credit Unions (Article 3)

We are pleased that Credit Unions which were not specifically excluded from the scope of the draft Directive
are now subject to a “light regime” of information requirements. This means we will avoid over-burdening
what is essentially a developing market in the UK providing a valuable service for the more vulnerable
consumer, typically unable to qualify for mainstream lending and savings activities.

19. Databases (Article 8)

The amended proposal no longer requires a central database or network of databases to be established in each
Member State. Instead, each Member State must ensure access to creditors from other Member States under
non-discriminatory conditions. As the UK has a competitive market for credit reference material we are
pleased that the drafting no longer precludes databases provided by a number of providers.

20. Pre-contractual information (Article 6)

We support the Commission’s amended position on Responsible Lending which has been incorporated into
Article 6 on Pre-Contractual Information, and includes obligations regarding the provision of pre-contractual
information and the requirement to assess the consumers’ creditworthiness on the basis of the information
provided by the latter and a consultation of the database, where appropriate. We will be seeking clarification
that the need to consult the database only “where appropriate” introduces the flexibility we require for lenders
to decide whether or not they need to consult the database, for example for small amounts. However, we are
concerned that the Commission has maintained the provision requiring the creditor to seek to provide advice
on the most appropriate type—among the products they oVer—and total amount of credit for the consumer.
This will be costly for creditors, may skew the competition in favour of one product lenders and is not
practical, especially for retailers. The consumer is ultimately best placed to decide if they can aVord the
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credit—so it is important that they accept responsibility for their borrowing decisions, but with lenders having
provided them with the information needed to make the right decision.

21. Right of withdrawal (Article 11)

We have concerns over a universal right of withdrawal, and the impact this might have on retail sales with
associated credit. Such a provisionmay also skew themarket as retailers will be reluctant to release goods until
the right of withdrawal period has expired. Such a development will encourage consumers to use alternative,
but probably more expensive, forms of credit eg credit cards in order to be able to take the goods home
immediately.

22. Total Lending Rate (Article 13)

We are pleased with the deletion of the Total Lending Rate as we have seen no evidence to suggest that
consumers would benefit from another set of figures being provided in advertisements and oVer documents.

23. Early repayment (Article 16)

We recognise that lenders incur costs that they expect to recover through the full course of the agreement and
that any early settlement proposal should be fair, equitable and transparent to the consumer, but also take
account of the lender being able to recover his costs. For this reason, we support the provision allowing for
the consumer to be able to settle a loan early in which case the consumer will be entitled to an equitable
reduction in the cost of credit. However, the article proposes to exclude variable borrowing rate loans from
any indemnity as the costs of early repayment are seen as being recovered through the rate, and loans where
repayment is made under an insurance contract and we will need to consider the impact of these exclusions.

24. Bills of exchange (Article 18)

The Commission has maintained this article which prohibits the use of bills of exchange or promissory notes
by either consumers or guarantors to guarantee payment of credit. The UK has an extensive industry
providing a service of delayed presentation of a personal cheque for between £50 and £100. We would oppose
this move on the basis that some UK consumers, particularly those who may not have access to mainstream
lenders use post-dated cheques as a means of securing credit. We consider that we should be looking instead
to ensuring that consumer protection measures are appropriate, as set out in the 1987 Directive on
consumer credit.

25. Linked Credit Agreements (Article 19)

UK consumers currently enjoy the protection under the Consumer Credit Act of joint and several liability on
the credit provider and supplier when purchasing goods or services on credit. An example of the protection
this aVords is that a consumer using a credit card has an equal claim against the issuer and the supplier in the
event of a dispute. In its draft proposal, the Commission restricted this joint and several liability to cases where
the supplier has acted as a credit intermediary. The European Parliament adopted contradictory amendments
in this area introducing the concept of “Linked Credit Agreements” with the right to withdraw from the goods
and credit, as well as extending joint and several liability beyond credit intermediaries. The Commission
position on this article is unclear from the amended proposal but we are determined to maintain UK
provisions on joint and several liability to protect consumers.

26. Total harmonisation (Article 30)

TheCommission hasmaintained total harmonisation for this directive whichwouldmean thatMember States
are bound by the regulations as set out; additional national regulation is only possible outside the scope of the
Directive. This is despite the European Parliament adopting an approach which combined total
harmonisation in core areas with minimum harmonisation in all other areas. We are assessing the impact of
total harmonisation on the diverse and dynamic credit market in the UK but will oppose an approach which
would limit the flexibility of the UK market. We will also be seeking clarification of the impact of total
harmonisation on areas such as overdrafts and credit unions which are subject to a partial exclusion from the
Directive.
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Consultation

27. We have held substantial informal consultation with UK Industry and consumer groups since the
proposal was published in September 2002, and set out our general approach in the White Paper “Fair, Clear
and Competitive: the Consumer Credit Market in the 21st Century” published in December 2003.

28. Following the adoption of the amended proposal, we will now carry out a formal consultation, the
outcome of which we will forward to the scrutiny committees once it has been completed.

29. We will also be continuing our contacts with MEPs, Commission oYcials and other Member States.

Regulatory Impact Assessment

30. A Regulatory Impact Assessment will be carried out on the amended proposal and forwarded to the
Scrutiny Committees once it has been completed.

Financial Implications

Commission

31. As this proposal is a revision of the current Consumer Credit Directive the Commission are only seeking
a nominal increase in additional resources for its management or application.

UK Government

32. The proposal, if adopted, will require transposition into UK legislation. The Regulatory Impact
Assessment we are undertaking will identify the costs and benefits of the proposal. We will forward this to the
scrutiny Committees as soon as it is completed.

Industry

33. The Regulatory Impact Assessment and Consultation we are carrying out will assess the cost to industry
in the UK.

Timetable

34. Following the adoption of the amended proposal, the Presidency will table a text and re-start negotiations
in the CouncilWorking Groupwhich had stalled during the European Parliament First Reading. If the Dutch
are not able to do this, it will fall to the Luxembourg Presidency in the first half of 2005 to table a Presidency
text and start work on achieving a common position.We do not anticipate a common position will be achieved
before the UK Presidency starts in July 2005.

Gerry SutcliVe MP
Minister for Employment Relations, Consumers and Postal Services
Department of Trade and Industry

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Fiona Price, Director, Cross Market Interventions, Consumer and Competition Policy
Directorate, and Mr Hugh Rawson, Assistant Director, Consumer Credit, Consumer and Competition Policy

Directorate, Department for Trade and Industry, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon, everybody. Good on with the questions we have set before you. This is
being broadcast and recorded, so do bear that inafternoon, Ms Price and Mr Rawson. I am Lord

Harrison. Baroness Thomas of Walliswood has mind. Would you also bear in mind when you have
given replies to our questions and have helped us, ifasked me to chair this afternoon’s session because a

number of our colleagues want to speak in the there is anything that you feel you did not want to say
in that particular manner please do write to us asEquality Bill and, in fact, that is why we asked you to

come here earlier. We are extremely grateful to you quickly as possible and the minutes will be corrected
that come to Gordon Baker. Secondly, if there is anyand your colleague for doing that. We hope to press
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it covers some credit agreements and what should besupplementary information that you think is
important for us to know, we would be extremely in them; it covers some things about credit

agreements themselves, for instance that theymust begrateful. Thank you very much indeed. We have a
series of questions, 22 in number. Would you like to in writing; has provisions about how to go about

repossessing goods if credit is secured on goods; earlymake an opening statement, Ms Price, or do you
want us to go straight into the series of questions? termination of credit agreements; the assignment of

rights of credit agreements; requires that there shouldMs Price: Thank you, my Lord Chairman. Perhaps I
be protection where bills of exchange or promissorycould just introduce myself and Mr Rawson and say
notes are used as security for loans; allows for jointwhere we fit in. I am Fiona Price; I am Director of
and several liability in relation to loans and requiresCross Market Interventions in the Consumer and
that there be a form of authorisation or approval forCompetition Policy Directorate in DTI. My
lenders. But, unlike the UK legislation, it does notcolleague, Hugh Rawson, is the Assistant Director in
cover pre-contractual information; it does not covercharge of Consumer Credit in Europe. Maybe just
the use of credit databases; it does not have any rightvery briefly, to set the scene a little bit, I could say that
of withdrawal/cancellation of credit agreements. Thethe first EU legislation on consumer credit was the
Directive only applies to consumers, whereas UK1987 Consumer Credit Directive and that was really
legislation also protects small businesses. Thebased on UK legislation that was in force but, of
Directive only regulates lenders whereas UKcourse, it is much narrower in scope and much less
legislation also covers people like debt collectors,detailed than the UK legislation. Of course, with that
brokers and intermediaries, debt managementbackground, like the UK legislation, it is now
companies and, indeed, debt advisers. The Directivesomewhat out of date, so the Commission issued its
only applies to loans of between ƒ200 and ƒ20,000,consultation on revising the Directive in June 2001
whereas our legislation covers loans valued betweenand that was followed by the revised Directive in
£50 and £25,000, and with the Consumer Credit BillSeptember 2002. The Government welcomed the
going through Parliament at the moment wouldprinciple of updating the Directive. We also
remove the limit completely so that all loans arewelcomed the Commission’s aims of promoting a
covered. Those are some of the diVerences.single market for consumer credit and providing a
Chairman: I was going to touch on all those subjectshigh level of protection for consumers. The
during the afternoon. I think it would be very usefulGovernment wants to see a European credit market
if you could say how important it is that Britishthat is competitive, dynamic and encourages
legislation exists on those areas that are omitted fromentrepreneurship. But the Government does have
the EuropeanDirective and it would be useful to hearsignificant concerns about some aspects of what is
your comments on that.proposed and, indeed, those concerns are shared in

many cases by consumer, enforcement and industry Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Before we go on, I
bodies, so we have been working closely with the had forgotten how awful the acoustics are in here.
Commission, with other Member States and with Usually I have a hearing aid especially for this room
MEPs, to seek to address those issues and get changes but it is not working. I would be really grateful if you
to the proposals. We wait to see how far those could try to speak up a little bit. It is not your fault;
concerns have been taken into account in the next it is because the PA system does not work properly.
text when it arrives which we understand is expected
to be mid- July.

Q3 Chairman: These rooms were built for people to
declaim but I do not ask you to do that. The

Q2 Chairman: Good, thank you very much indeed. European Parliament, much to my astonishment, I
Could you juxtapose the proposals as we have learned, gave a lot of bother or had many, many
learned them so far from the European Commission concerns about the Directive in its earlier forms.
with existingBritish legislation and perhaps bring out Could you help the Committee by outlining what
what are the diVerences. You talked about it having some of them were and why the Parliament felt so
a narrower base, but what else? strongly on these issues?
Ms Price: The existing 1987 Credit Directive covers Ms Price: Yes. My Lord Chairman, the discussion in
really only limited aspects of consumer credit the Parliament on the Directive got oV on rather a
agreements and it provides for minimum bad foot, I think. In hearings of the Parliament there
harmonisation which means that all Member States, was a lot of criticism from consumer groups, industry
while they have to comply with those minimum groups, etcetera, of the initial set of proposals. It was
standards, can introduce additional provisions over also the case that there had been some discussions in
and above what is in the Directive and, indeed, our Council Working Groups and the Commission had
legislation does go well beyond the standards in the indicated that there were areas where, indeed, it did
Directive. The Directive itself covers the calculation have in mind to change the proposals it had put

forward already at that stage. The rapporteurof the Annual Percentage Rate of interest, the APR;
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Q7 Chairman:Can you give us an idea if the next textlooking at this dossier took the view that, given that
changes were expected, it would be better to have a appears at the end of July and then inevitablywe have

a break, how are we going to deal with it within thenew text before the Parliament looked at it and there
was a rather diYcult argument between the British Presidency? The delay obviously makes life a

little more diYcult for us.Parliament, the rapporteur and the Commission over
that. The rapporteur was not successful in getting the Ms Price: Indeed, my Lord Chairman. It certainly

makes it much more diYcult to make as muchEuropean Parliament to reject the Directive out of
hand and to wait for another text, so there were progress as we would have hoped during the UK

Presidency. For instance, it looks unlikely that weextensive amendments proposed—152 amendments
voted through by the Parliament to the Directive. will be able to get to the stage of political agreement

if we only get the new text in July. We do have a
number of Working Groups scheduled during the

Q4 Chairman: That was more a technical thing that UK Presidency and we will hope to make as much
they were expecting a further text, but perhaps some progress as we can once we see the text.
idea of what was it that in particular aggravated. Chairman: That is very helpful. I am sure you will
MsPrice: I think they felt that it had not been awfully bring in Mr Rawson at any time if he needs to add.
well thought-through, that it imposed perhaps in Before I pass on to Lord Trefgarne, do any of my
some areas unnecessary burdens on business and colleagues want to supplement those first four
from the other point of view, from the point of view questions? If not, Lord Trefgarne, would you help us
of consumer protection, it was felt that maximum with the single market in consumer credit.
harmonisation was inappropriate and there needed
to be scope for Member States to introduce

Q8 Lord Trefgarne: It is clear from what we arelegislation to deal with particular issues of particular
hearing and reading and seeing that the Commissionnational markets, the credit markets in diVerent
is intending to create a single harmonised marked inEuropean states being at very diVerent stages of
the provision of consumer credit, but I am troubleddevelopment and with diVerent approaches.
as to how diYcult this may prove to be given, for
example, the arrival of all these new members to the

Q5 Chairman: So I suppose the British Government EU from the Eastern Bloc and whether it is going to
may have had some sympathy with the Parliament’s be feasible. Many of these newcomers are even
view at that time? outside the euro zone—so are we for that matter—
Ms Price: Indeed. The amendments that the and that is not going to make it any easier. I wonder
Parliament voted through in broad terms took the whether you think these overall proposals are going
Directive more closely in the direction that we were to be feasible, not only in the light of those
seeking to move. considerations but all the stick they have had from

the European Parliament.
Ms Price: This is one of the reasons why we see suchQ6 Chairman:Wehave never been told that possibly
a diYculty with the proposal for maximumthe third rewrite, which you say will appear at the end
harmonisation of the Directive. As I said before, andof July, is more in the form of a reflection of the
as you have noted—European Parliament’s amendments. How true is

that? How is true is it that the proposed text may still
be full of ambiguities and needingmuch clarification? Q9 Lord Trefgarne: I think they call it total

harmonisation, do they not?Ms Price:MyLord Chairman, it is certainly true that
the last text that we have in front of us at the moment Ms Price: I think they do, yes. The consumer credit

markets in diVerentMember States are very diVerent,is very much just a commentary on the European
Parliament’s amendments, so diYcult in some areas some of them are much more developed than others.

DiVerent markets have very diVerent attitudes to theto see quite how it fits together and quite what the
eVect is of the amendments that the Commission has use of credit, diVerent cultural approaches, so we

would see it as quite a diYcult step to go from whereaccepted. There are some that it has accepted in
principle but wants to put in a diVerent way and there we are now completely to full harmonisation and that

is why we have argued for a more targeted approachare others where it has accepted in part but not in
whole. For example, particularly on the issue of joint allowing Member States to regulate as suits their

markets. But in some areas where it is particularlyand several liability there seem to be three diVerent
but not necessarily compatible options, so it is not important to remove barriers and to have

transparency and comparability there is a case forclear quite where they are going. We are hoping and
expecting that when we get the new document it will complete harmonisation, and I have in mind things

like how you actually calculate an APR which needsbe a fully revised text of the Directive so that we will
be able to see exactly what the Commission is to be the same across the board. We do see value in

removing the barriers to a single market. I think thatproposing.
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forward and quite a lot of it is about better regulationwould be good for consumers and for industry.More
competition would broaden the choice of lenders, the principles, ensuring impact assessments and the like,

so we do not see that as a particular diYculty. Indeed,choice of available products and potentially lead to
lower prices for consumers. But it is not something the Government has welcomed that Green Paper.
that I think is going to happen in a hurry because,
apart from anything else, regulation is not the only
barrier to a single market. Perhaps language and

Q13 Lord Trefgarne: What about the need to retainculture are evenmore important barriers that will not
a national capacity to deal with short-termbe easily overcome.
diYculties, or maybe long-term ones but ones which
arise rather quickly?

Q10 Lord Trefgarne: I was thinking particularly of Ms Price: That is important and that is something we
Muslims, for example, who have very diVerent would lose if we hadmaximum harmonisation across
approaches to credit of all kinds. the board, at least in those areas within the scope of
Ms Price: Indeed. the Directive. Again, a lot of those kinds of issues are

specific to particular markets and arise from the
Q11 Lord Trefgarne: Which I doubt will be in any particular way that the industry operates in
way accommodated by what is being proposed. particular markets, so are often better addressed at
Could I also ask, following on from that, whether all national level, and obviously we are arguing for
of this is not going to cause a good deal of diYculty having the scope to do that in future.
for the Government’s proposed Consumer Credit Lord Trefgarne: Thank you very much.
Bill or, maybe the other way round, the Bill will cause
diYculty for the Directive?
Ms Price: There is relatively limited overlap between

Q14 Chairman: Did you answer about the Unfairthe areas that are covered by the European Directive
Business-to-Consumer Commercial Practicesproposals and the areas that are covered by the
Directive?Consumer Credit Bill. The main proposals in the
Ms Price: No, my Lord Chairman, I did not coverConsumer Credit Bill are to introduce a test of an
that point. That Directive does apply to financialunfair credit transaction, to make it easier for
services except for hire, but it only applies aminimumconsumers to challenge agreements that are unfair; to
level of harmonisation to financial services, so we willintroduce a system of alternative dispute resolution
have to ensure that we are in line with the minimumso that consumers do not have to go to court in order
standard. That is not going to be diYcult or cause anyto challenge credit agreements; to toughen the system
problems here, I do not think, and it does mean thatof licensing so that the OYce of Fair Trading is better
as far as thatDirective is concernedwe are still able toable to ensure that those who are lending are fit to do
maintain and introduce levels of protection that areso; and to remove the financial limit on the size of
higher than the standards set out there in the financialloans covered by the legislation. The Directive itself
services sector.does not bite on unfair credit transactions, that is

outside the scope. On alternative dispute resolution it
simply says that Member States should ensure that
there are systems available. Similarly, on licensing it Q15 Lord Moser: The concept of a single market I
says roughly that Member States should have in find very puzzling and some of the evidence we have
place a system of licensing but leaves the detail up to had argues it to be a rather silly concept, but perhaps
theMember States. Although there is a financial limit it is not. It would really mean, would it, that credit
in the Directive, it is put in such a way that loans through credit cards would be totally transferable
above that limit are outside the scope of the Directive from country A to country B? You did say, I think if
so that Member States can, in fact, regulate those if I heard right, and I also have acoustic problems, that
they wish or not if they do not. individual countries would be free to change the

limits. Did you say that they would be free to change
the financial limits of credit?Q12 Lord Trefgarne: May I just ask two more small
Ms Price: The Directive is put forward as applyingsupplementaries, if I may. Firstly, howdoes all this sit
only to loans up to a level of, I think it is, ƒ100,000with the European Commission’s Green Paper on
in the current draft, so Member States would not befinancial services policy? At the same time, could I
obliged to apply the provisions of the Directive toalso ask would any of this inhibit our ability to deal
loans for more than that amount, but they would bewith diYculties that may arise in the short-term and
free to regulate if they wished because loans abovesometimes have to be dealt with rather urgently?
that amount are outside the scope of theDirective. SoMs Price:We do not think that the Green Paper will
you would get diVerent levels of regulation betweenhave any great eVect on the Directive. It is setting out

the framework for looking at financial services going Member States.
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Q20 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: It is not helpfulQ16 Lord Moser: So the citizen of one country going
to another country seeking credit would still be to either business or to consumers to find themselves
governed even within a single market by that in debt, which leads me into the area that I want to
country’s limit? talk about which is this responsible lending question.
Ms Price:As the current draft of the Directive stands It does seem tome a key element in the Commission’s
it does not have any provision for mutual recognition philosophy. I just wondered what our Government’s
or for which country’s laws would apply, so I think view was of that, for the record. Where should the
the assumption would be that the law of the state balance be struck between facilitating credit trade
where the business was operating would apply. If I and tempting consumers into unsustainable credit?
went to a French company in France then the Have the Commission’s proposals got this balance
agreement would be governed by French law, I right? I assume from what you said before—
expect. If a French company came into the UK Ms Price:We believe that the vast majority of lenders
market and I was buying credit from them in the UK actually are responsible and treat customers fairly. It
then it might be governed by UK law. is very important that lenders do lend responsibly

and, indeed, that borrowers also borrow responsibly.
Our view is that the way that theDirective goes aboutQ17 Lord Moser: The British situation is slightly
trying to ensure that by introducing a rather vaguemore sympathetic to the single market than some of
concept of responsible lending and then going on toour witnesses have suggested, would that be fair?
qualify it by saying that this includes doing a creditMs Price: Certainly we would like to see the barriers
check is not likely to be the best way of ensuring thatto cross-border lending and borrowing brought
lenders really do act responsibly and that responsibledown so that it opens the way for it to happen.
lending goes beyond just the decision whether or not
to lend in the first place. It has got to apply to the
whole way that a loan is managed once it has beenQ18 Chairman: It is suggested that what could
granted. The way that the Government hashappen from our written evidence is that we could
approached it in UK legislation is not to impose ahave an increase of bureaucratic burdens, make
duty to lend responsibly but to seek to put in placelenders more risk averse, slow down the volume of
this test of whether or not a credit agreement iscredit transactions. In fact, we asked you earlier not
unfair, to give people better opportunities toonly whether this Directive was feasible but
challenge unfair agreements, to give theOYce of Fairdesirable. Is it not the case that both for the
Trading the right powers to ensure that those who areconsumers and mature British industry that we have

that it really would be highly desirable if we could get lending are fit to do so, and in deciding whether it is
an eVective single credit market? appropriate for people to have a licence they can and

will take account of how they behave in theirMs Price: Yes, my Lord Chairman, I think that is
right. The main concern is to ensure that we do that relationships with borrowers.
in a way that does not put unnecessary burdens on
business but equally does not leave consumers
without essential protection. Q21 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: And yet quite
Chairman: There is a golden prize there, is there not? a famous banker has written a letter describing some

of the present banking proposals as being more like a
bartender tending alcohol to alcoholics instead ofQ19 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Could I just
bankers being careful about tempting money toask a supplementary. As we have a mature market
people who are heavily in debt. One consumerand good regulation, a reasonable level of protection,
organisation has complained to us about high-although some of us would like to see that improved,
pressure sales tactics so that people do have huge,harmonisation might in fact bring deterioration in
inappropriate and extortionate credit, inadequatethat standard. How can we be sure that will not
redress for consumers who have taken on unfairhappen or is that the concern?
credit agreements and heavy-handed debt collectingMs Price: That is very much the concern, yes. We
practices. Another has drawn our attention tothink we have well-developed legislation. We have
reckless direct mail campaigns, and I think many ofrecently reviewed it and introduced a number of new
us have heard of those ourselves and have beenStatutory Instruments under the existing Consumer
lobbied on that, unsolicited credit limit increases,Credit Act to improve protection and to simplify
unsolicited credit card cheques, mis-sold add-onregulation in some areas. We are putting forward the
products such as payment protection insurance andConsumer Credit Bill and we think that once that
the irresponsible consolidation of debt. Howprogramme of reform is completed we will have a
widespread are these practices and to what extentvery good regime in place here and obviously we do

not want to see that undermined. would they be curbed by the Directive, if at all?
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information before they enter into agreements, soMs Price:We know that those kinds of practices go
on, it is diYcult to quantify howwidespread they are. that they can take that if they wish and shop around

or go away and think about whether they want toIn our regulatory impact assessment of theConsumer
Credit Bill there is very much an indication—it is enter into the agreement. The Government does

think that it is very important to have this kind ofcertainly not a hard figure—that the sort of level of
total consumer detriment1 in the consumer credit transparency so that consumers can make informed

decisions about whether or not they take on loans. Imarket is of the order of £250 million to £300 million
a year. The Government is putting in place the suppose you could say the Directive proposals are

broadly similar, if you like, but not as detailed as thereforms that I have talked about which will help to
address these kinds of practices more eVectively. UK regulations. I think we need to look closely at

this. We consulted widely about our regulations andWhen you are looking at what is an unfair credit
transaction that allows the courts or the ombudsman came to a list of information that in the light of

consultation with all of the interested parties weto take into account all the circumstances.
thought was what consumers really needed. The
Directive’s list is not quite the same so we will wantQ22 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Does that not
to look at that and obviously will be looking to try tomake it even a higher imperative that we take care
bring it more in line with what we think is the waythat the Directive does not erode the very issues that
forward.you have just said our Government is doing rather

than the Directive? I am asking would the Directive
help this and you are saying that our Government Q24 Baroness Thomas of Walliswood: I think at an
will, but if we get harmonisation of any kind then early stage you were saying to us that you would
some of those things would be lost. We need to know prefer this newDirective to be very precisely targeted
what we would then need to do to protect against certain areas of anxiety orwhatever itmay be.
disadvantaged consumers. The whole problem of disadvantaged consumers has
Ms Price: In the particular areas that you have talked diVerent meanings, I imagine, in diVerent societies. If
about, at least on the current draft, theDirective does we have societies where up until very recently a free
not address that area. These potentially unfair market simply did not operate then there will be a
practices are not within the scope of the Directive so larger proportion of people who could be damaged
we will be looking to the UK legislation to address by easy access to credit because they are simply not
those areas. accustomed to thinking in that way. Is it not

important for the protection of the consumer, to have
Q23 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Do we have a minimum even if it is a low standard that covers
any way of influencing that they should take some of everybody than it is to have targeted provisions that
these issues on board? They might like to think about do not, in fact, catch everybody in them? There is a
that one. I am going to take pre-contractual diVerence of approach there, I think. You were
information before we go back to Lord Moser for suggesting you want a targeted Directive which hits
another question because, again, it is about consumer certain spots. I am suggesting in this particular area
organisations. One consumer organisation has we might want a baseline Directive which ensures
proposed that all pre-contractual information on wherever they sit in the Community a minimum level
credit documentation should be presented in a of protection is provided to the consumer rather than
format that is easily readable, in comprehensible going for this targeted thing which may suit our
language, using a recognisable standard template and market very well.
given at appropriate times to facilitate shopping Ms Price: I think you are right. What we are talking
around. One of the issues about all this is that it is about is diVerent levels of harmonisation for diVerent
highly complex and ordinary folk need to really provisions but always for that minimum level. At the
understand what it is that they are getting into. Does moment the Commission is proposing more total
the Department agree with these criteria? If so, to harmonisation so you would have the same
what extent are they reflected in the proposed legislation in place in every Member State. We think
Directive?We could not understand a lot of what was that is not going to deal appropriately with the
in the documentation andwe are not un-bright.What diVerent conditions in diVerent markets. Certainly
other improvements are needed in this aspect of the we would not argue that there should not be a
Commission’s proposals, in your opinion? minimum standard, it is just that in some areas we
MsPrice: Pre-contract information is one of the areas think it should be a minimum standard and not a
that we have recently reformed in the UK. New maximum standard so you can be sure that people do
regulations came into force on 31 May requiring have that level of protection, but if a particular
consumers to be given pre-contract information Member State thinks it is necessary for their market
about the terms of credit agreements, to get that to go beyond that they would have the flexibility to
1 For those going to free advice providers. do so.
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way we have approached it in the UK where firstQ25 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Presumably
that is why the whole situation broke down anyway. charge mortgages are regulated by the Financial

Services Authority. There are diVerent requirementsThis is the issue, that flexibility would have been lost
entirely and we would have lost the capacity to in relation to those kinds of loans from the ones we

have for consumer credit.protect consumers and others would not have been
able to reach a certain standard because of their state
of development.Whatwe are trying to look for is that Q28 Lord Moser: It might need a diVerent Directive.
baseline that makes sense across the community but Ms Price: It is possible that there might be a diVerent
does not erode any of our standards for consumers. Directive. The European Mortgage Forum has been
Conceptually, would that be where we are? looking at the issue of European mortgages, hence
Ms Price: Indeed, that is very much right. the recent report which—
Chairman: I am going to move to another area of
secured lending where we perhaps have a diVerent Q29 Lord Moser: Does the same apply to equity
practice from that on the continent. release?

Ms Price: I am not sure whether the report says
anything specifically about equity release. We haveQ26 Lord Moser: This is a very interesting area.
looked at it from the point of view not of what theThere seem to be two categories: there is equity
credit is going to be used for but what the security isrelease as a form of gaining credit, I suppose, and
behind the credit and, therefore, what thethen there is property. Reading some of the papers,
consequences are if you do not keep up the paymentstaking property first, mortgages, was there a
on that credit. From that point of view, equity releasedisagreement between the Commission and the
on a mortgage has the same impact as if you do notEuropean Parliament, that one wants mortgages to
keep up the payments on the original mortgage.be included and the other excluded? Could you talk

about that a bit because it is obviously a very
important aspect of credit? Q30 Lord Moser: Is it like letting the African states
Ms Price:Yes, indeed, it is a very important area and oV paying debts? Is it the consumer equivalent of
one about which we are particularly concerned. As that? It is the credit achieved by not having to pay
you say, the European Parliament was also interest on equity. I have not come across this term
concerned. We have argued that all lending that is before so I admit ignorance. Is that what it is?
secured on immovable property should be outside the Ms Price: There are two ways that equity release is
scope of this Directive, not by any means because we used in the context of credit. One of them refers to a
do not think it should be regulated, quite the reverse, particular kind ofmortgagewhich the FSAhas called
but because we think this Directive is not an lifetime mortgages which is really people using the
appropriate vehicle to deal with secured lending. equity in their home as a pension alternative, so you
There are diVerent needs in relation to secured are releasing themoney tied up in the homewhile you
lending and if it is included within this Directive as it are still living there. The other is what you were
is you will end up with a one-size-fits-all approach describing for your son, people increase their
which is either too onerous for unsecured credit and mortgage in order to buy, I do not know, cars,
potentially at the same time not onerous enough for holidays or whatever. However you are using the
secured credit where the consequences of it going money, the failure to pay has the same impact which
wrong are so muchmore damaging for the borrower. is diVerent from the impact if you fail to pay your
We have argued very strongly that lending secured on credit card bill.
property should be taken outside the scope of this
Directive entirely. Q31 Lord Moser: I misinterpreted it. Thank you.

Ms Price: That is why we have approached the
regulation in diVerent ways.Q27 Lord Moser: This is a big issue, is it not? I

declare an interest: I keep on arguing with my son
who seems to get added to his mortgage any amount Q32 Chairman: Before I pass on to Baroness

Neuberger for the APR question, which is the nextof credit used for other purposes vaguely related to
the house. It is a vast area of credit when we see in the area, could I just ask, if we do not take advantage of

the current Directive to look at the question of equityfigures that something like seven or eight per cent of
GNP is credit related and much of that is mortgages. release and loans on property is there a gaping hole

down which the consumer might fall in the interim orJust for a moment I would like to argue that this
should be included. I do not really see the proper is this one we can feel relaxed about?

Ms Price: My Lord Chairman, I think we can feelargument for excluding all that credit.
Ms Price: As I say, the argument is not at all that it fairly relaxed about this one, at least as far as UK

consumers are concerned, because we do have ashould not be regulated, it is that it needs a slightly
diVerent kind of regulation and that is certainly the relatively new system of regulation of mortgages with
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Ms Price: That is a slightly diVerent issue.the FSA since October last year. There is a small gap
there in terms of regulation of home reversion plans
where people sell their homes but continue to live in

Q36 Baroness Neuberger: Yes, I know, but they runthem as a pension equivalent and there is legislation
together.going through Parliament to fill that. There is very,
Ms Price: It does not plug directly into how youvery little in the way of cross-border mortgage
calculate the APR, but it does aVect how much youborrowing, so I think we can be fairly confident that
actually pay.UK consumers will be well protected and that there

is not a gaping hole we need to worry about in terms
of European legislation if it is not dealt with in this Q37 Baroness Neuberger: And it is what consumers
Directive. do not understand, is it not?

Ms Price: In the past it has not always been
transparent what the diVerent terms are betweenQ33 Chairman: Perhaps I should just mention about
diVerent lenders. That is particularly a credit cardthe euro zone because it was certainly thought at the
issue. The UK credit card companies have recentlytime when the euro would come into being that there
introduced summary boxes for credit cards which setmight be opportunities in respect of mortgages
out key financial information and those summaryanyway, but at the moment your sense of it is in this
boxes will explain those sorts of issues about when itarea of equity release there is very little in terms of
is you start to pay interest, how long the interest-freecross-border products being oVered.
period is and so on. TheAPR is an important tool forMs Price: Yes, that is right.
comparing costs, but with complex products it will
never be able to tell you everything and consumers

Q34 Baroness Neuberger: I want to ask you about will have to look at other information to be able to
APR. When we first looked at the Commission’s judge the product as a whole.
original proposals and saw these extraordinary
calculations and equations—and we are a reasonably

Q38 Baroness Neuberger: This is a supplementarybright group in here—they were absolutely
towards that. Would the UK Government want tomeaningless. I have to declare an interest: I then went
see that kind of box that the credit card companieshome to my resident mathematician and showed
are now producing in Britain in a Europe-widethem to him and he could not make head or tail of
method of explaining to consumers because it doesthem either! When one looks at that, I think there is
seem to be that is a bit more transparent than whata diYculty anyway in conveying the idea of APR to
we have had in the past?consumers, but what is the Government’s view about
Ms Price: Yes, it is a good step forward in terms ofhow we can do that across the EU? How can one
transparency for consumers. We have not enshrinedmake that transparent and comprehensible?
the box as such in UK legislation, although most ofMs Price: I do not understand the equations either, I
the information that would appear in the summaryhave to admit. I think what I would say is that
boxes is required in our pre-contract information. Itconsumers do not need to understand how the APR
is the kind of information you would want to see inis calculated in that sense. The APR is really just an
the pre-contract information. We will be looking atimportant tool for comparing one credit oVer with
how what the Directive is asking for compares withanother, so the key thing is that consumers should be
what we are asking for and where the gaps are thatable to have confidence that when they see two APRs
need to be filled in the Directive.they have both been calculated in the same way and,

therefore, they can compare and say, “If the APR is
higher on this one than theAPRon that one, that one Q39 Chairman: So it is highly desirable that it is
is a better deal”. The calculations have to be there for formatted, as it were, but you are saying to us that it
lenders to ensure that they are, in fact, calculating is such a complicated area that there is necessarily
APRs in the same way one as another. going to be latitude in trying to explain it and,

therefore, there is the potential for consumers to
misunderstand?Q35 Baroness Neuberger: I absolutely accept that,
Ms Price: I am saying that consumers do not need tothat you do not need to be able to understand the
worry about that formula as long as the lenders areequations, however you do need to be certain
all using the same method of calculation. They dothat the same methods are being used. It is not only
need to understand that the APR is a tool forabout the APR, is it, it is also about at which point
comparing one credit oVer with another but that it isinterest starts being charged, whether it is at day one,
not all they need to look at, they need to look at otherday 28, day 35, and all of those things. Is that not part
financial information in order to be able to judge theof the complication of how we regulate across

Europe? complex products.
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Q43 Chairman: Yes. Even though it would beQ40 Chairman: But it is worth the eVort to try and
universally applied and, therefore, might be aget at least part of it right in terms of a common
disbenefit, if you like, across the single market of 25formula and common format?
countries, you still think it is an added impedimentMs Price: Yes.
to the—
Ms Price:Yes. I guess the diYculty is in that example
it is a disbenefit to the retailers of cars rather than to

Q41 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: My Lord the lenders.
Chairman, I do not understand how my car works. I
know howmany litres it is and what colour. I think it

Q44 Chairman: But ultimately to the consumer asis language too.When you sayAPR immediately half
well?the population switch oV. I am just wondering what
Ms Price: Ultimately to the consumer because it willwe are doing in Europe to try to make the language
all come back to them.more comprehensible to ordinary folk. Is it

something the Government has in mind? I am sorry
Q45 Chairman: Is there any remedy for that? Is thereto ask this but it is that sort of issue as to what
another way we could get round that?transparency really means.
Ms Price: We have suggested that the DirectiveMsPrice:Wehave not thought of renaming theAPR.
should include a provision that if you do withdrawIt has got a reasonable degree of recognition now,
from credit you must put in place alternativealthough people’s understanding of percentages in
financing for the goods.itself is not always what it might be.

Q46 Chairman: On this vexed issue of early
repayment, like Lord Moser I can draw on personal

Q42 Chairman: We could put “what you have to experience of trying to pay back amortgage early and
fork out” or something! Could you just say a little bit encountering all kinds of diYculties in getting an
about the right of withdrawal as it stands in UK appropriate cut in what I have to pay. Can you
legislation and then what your anxieties are when we explore that issue for us? You say within your
talk about the universal right of withdrawal possibly evidence that some element ought to be recognised
within the Directive? for the lender to retain something over and above the
MsPrice:There is a limited right of withdrawal under simple repayment. Why? Can you say a bit more
UK legislation at the moment where a credit about how that might operate?
agreement has been signed oV trade premises but Ms Price: Yes, my Lord Chairman. The industry
after some form of face-to-face contact and there is estimates that about 70 per cent of loans are actually
also a right of withdrawal in relation to contracts settled early, so it is important that the regulations or
which are concluded at a distance, which stems from the Directive do ensure that there are fair terms in
the European Directive on distance marketing of place for loans that are settled early. What we have
financial services, and they are diVerent periods. done in the UK regulations—the UK regulations
There is clearly some advantage in having came into force on 31 May—is to put in place an
standardised withdrawal periods so that if you have actuarial formula for calculating how much the
a right of cancellation it is for the same length of time. borrower still owes, which replaces an old formulawe
The diYculty we have with the Directive’s current used to have called the Rule of 78, which was a fairly
proposals—perhaps a bit of a hangover from the blunt instrument that always, either slightly or to a
previous ones—is the issue of what happens in great extent, favours the lender over the consumer. I
relation to the goods where the agreement for credit think the actuarial formula will give a fairer result.
and agreement for the purchase of goods are very That is consistent with what the Directive is
closely linked, particularly hire purchase agreements proposing—there should be that sort of approach to
where there is a single agreement encompassing the calculating the settlement figure. What we have also
credit and the goods. If you have an absolute right of done is to allow for the lender to defer the date on
withdrawal from the credit, what happens about the which the settlement is calculated to the end of the
goods. Hire purchase is perhaps most commonly month because, partly, of the systems diYculties that
used for the purchase of cars and as soon as you have would be caused otherwise and partly because the
taken the car there is a significant reduction in its lender has set-up costs in putting a loan in place. The
value, so if people then cancel the credit how do you recovery of those costs is calculated on the basis of
compensate the seller for the reduction in the value of the loan running to term, and if it does not there is
goods or ensure that the consumer puts in place some another sum apart from the straight interest rate to
other financing to pay for the value of goods that they take into account. We have allowed a period of
have had. It is really working through that issue that deferment, which is limited, to recognise that. This

very much a maximum, so if lenders want to giveconcerns us.
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Directive and it would not aVect them. There is alsoconsumers a better deal and not defer, it is entirely
open to them to do so. In terms of early settlement another provision that says that loans granted to a

restricted public at a lower interest rate than normaland the Directive, we are arguing that the Directive
needs to allow for something like the period of on themarket, or free of interest, where the creditor is

fulfilling a statutory duty, are subject to a light touchdeferment which would recognise the lender’s costs.
regime, which means simply that the borrower has to
be given particular information in advance. So theyQ47 Chairman: Do they say anything about that in
could fall under that. The diYculty there would bethe earlier draft?
that the information that the borrower has to beMs Price: No, they simply talk about using an
given in advance is pretty meaningless in the contextactuarial formula.
of student loans as we have them here. For example,
it talks about the duration of the credit agreement.Q48 Chairman: That is another important area that
That depends on what people earn and how quicklythe British Presidency might press then to get
they are able to pay it back. Similarly, it talks aboutsomething rational?
having to tell them the amount, the number andMs Price: It is certainly an issue that we have raised.
frequency of repayments, and you cannot because it
all depends on when people’s earnings reach a

Q49 Earl of Dundee: The Commission apparently particular level. So we are seeking to get clarification
want to prohibit the use of bills of exchange or or a complete exemption for student loans from the
promissory notes to guarantee payment of credit. Directive.
However, your explanatorymemorandumpoints out
that that action would fall foul of current British

Q51 Earl of Dundee: Presumably these proposalspractice. Why does the Commission want to impose
cannot, by definition, cover internet credita curb at all? Is it because, maybe, this practice does
transactions by lenders outside the EU jurisdiction.not exist much within the EU and, therefore, the
How widespread is that practice and will theseCommission and the other Member States do not
proposals simply serve to drive a great deal of lendingunderstand it? If the ban does come into force will it
business oVshore?disadvantage poorer borrowers?
Ms Price:We do not think that many UK consumersMs Price: My Lord Chairman, we do not really
do business with lenders outside of the EU, or indeedunderstand at all why the Commission wants to ban
outside the UK, really. We are commissioning somethe use of bills of exchange or promissory notes.
research into cross-border redress whichmight throwDiscussions in the Council’s Working Groups did
some light on whether or not people are doing this.not get to that issue and we have not had any
We do not think it is at all common. There is also theexplanation. It may well be because this is banned in
issue that lenders would not necessarily be able tosome other European Member States, but we do not
escape their obligations by moving oVshore. Forreally know. Indeed, the 1987 Directive specifically
example, if there was a dispute and the consumerallows for this and says that whereMember States do
were to sue the lender it might be that, underallow the use of bills of exchange or promissory notes
something called the Brussels regulation, actually itas guarantees then appropriate protection has to be
would be found that the court of the consumer’sin place, which is fine. As I say, we have an extensive
country had jurisdiction and that the law of theindustry based on the delayed presentation of
consumer’s country of residence was the one thatcheques, which is regulated under our legislation.We
ought to apply. So it is not entirely clear what thedo not have any evidence of consumer detriment in
consequences would be. Also, it would not be entirelythat industry, so we do not see any justification for
straightforward for lenders, if they are outside thethat ban andwewill argue very strongly against it. As
EU, to try to take enforcement action if the consumeryou say, it is likely that if this were banned it would
defaults on the loan. So it is not obvious that thereparticularly disadvantage consumers who have a
would necessarily be great advantage in movinglimited choice of places to go for credit.
outside the EU in order to try to circumvent the
application of the rules.Q50 Earl of Dundee: How do you consider it would

aVect student loans?
Ms Price: The Directive? We are not entirely clear Q52 Earl of Dundee: So there are these checks and

balances and the incidence is not very high anyway.because there are two provisions in the Directive that
could apply to student loans. The Directive actually Thank you. However, you could turn that on its

head, could you not, because we are becoming moreexempts completely what it calls start-up and
personal development loans that are granted by and more familiar with using the internet, and what

you are saying is that there is danger on both sides,public institutions or by institutions that are oYcially
authorised to do so. So if student loans fell under that and that danger might be intensified, especially of

course if it is outside of the EU market in terms ofdefinition they would be entirely exempt from the
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are allowed and in what circumstances. There wereredress or indeed tracing the consumer who
borrowed. also diVerences in the way that diVerent Member

States view doorstep-lending and home credit that weMs Price: Indeed.
have here and which in some countries is completely
banned. Indeed, the very first draft of the DirectiveQ53 Earl of Dundee: It really is one to watch, is it
proposed a ban on doorstep credit. So there certainlynot?
are diVerences.Ms Price: Yes, as the internet develops.
Chairman: It has always been my thought that before
embarking on any kind of proposed Directive itQ54 Lord Moser: On students, it is interesting the
would be useful to ask universities around theexclusion of student loans from the Directive—
European Union to do preliminary research simplyinteresting for two reasons. First of all, students are
to describe what the current state of play is. It hasthe most mobile across the Member States’
always been a surprise to me when you say somepopulation so they will be able to go and work where
work has been done.credit it easiest.

Ms Price: Yes.
Q59 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: May I come in

Q55 Lord Moser: Secondly, in this country, as you at this point? You did mention that you had
know, getting on for 50 per cent of that age groupwill commissioned some research in relation to an earlier
be in higher education looking for loans and getting question. I just wondered if you had any other
an enormous amount of credit, so it is a very big research, and if we could know what it is and how it
chunk of credit that is being excluded. has been taken into account. The answer may be that
Ms Price: Yes. My Lord Chairman, when I say an there is not anything, but it would be useful to have
exclusion for student loans, I mean an exclusion that a synopsis of anything that is going on at themoment
is limited to those loans which are provided by the because wewant to be evidentially based and it would
State, if you like. be nice to know what the evidence is.

Ms Price: In terms of consumer credit markets we
have not done a great deal of research. We did haveQ56 Lord Moser: Not by banks?
some research done on interest rate ceilings and howMs Price: No. If a student goes down to Barclays, or
those operate in thoseMember States that have them,whatever bank, and gets a loan, that loan should be
but that was much more in the context of theregulated in the same way as if it were to a non-
Consumer Credit Bill and is not something that isstudent.
covered by the Directive. As I mentioned, the
research we are commissioning is on cross-borderQ57 Lord Moser: All those loans will be in the
redress generally, so it covers consumer credit as wellDirective?
as other kinds of cross-border transactions, but weMs Price: Yes. Only those student loans that are
can certainly let you have details of that research.granted under the higher education legislation would

be exempt.
Q60 Lord Trefgarne: My Lord Chairman, I want to
ask one final question. Have we any idea what theQ58 Chairman: I think it is worth saying that that is

something, perhaps, we should flag up in our report, thoughts of other Member States are about all of
this?to keep a very sharp eye on, for those very interesting

reasons that LordMoser outlines. I would like to ask Ms Price: Because of the stand-oV between the
European Parliament and the Commission over thewhether much preliminary work was done by the

Commission in trying to understand and compare text in the consideration of the Directive, and the
long delay in the Commission digesting andpractices across the 25 countries of the existing single

market. If that was done, what conclusions have been providing a response to the Parliament’s
amendments, there has not been discussion indrawn and has there been any academic work—or,

indeed, do we need to do some more work in this Council Working Groups, really, since 2003 on this
Directive. In that time, of course, we have had thearea—to better understand the potential benefits?

Ms Price: My Lord Chairman, the Commission did expansion of the EU, so there are ten Member
States who were not there for any of the discussionsdo some work on comparing credit regulation in

diVerent states. We have not got very much in the so far. We know that diVerent Member States have
expressed a wide number of concerns about theway of detail about it, but it was clear that there were

diVerences over the way that interest rates and costs Directive, but actually most of them have been
reserving their position, awaiting a new text. Weare calculated and APRs are calculated between

diVerent states. There are diVerences in cancellation have worked particularly closely with the Germans
in lobbying on this Directive, and I know that theirperiods allowed between diVerent Member States

and, indeed, in whether or not cancellation periods view on maximum harmonisation is very much the
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consolidators, and so forth, and a plea to keepsame as ours; that we should not have maximum
harmonisation and we should have a more targeted essential consumer protections there. That was from

the business and consumer side. Other than that, onapproach.
issues that we have not touched on today, there were
a few quite interesting points made. One was madeQ61 Lord Trefgarne: My Lord Chairman, believe
about the assignment of rights. The Directive wouldit or not I was a junior minister looking after these
require the consumer to be informed in thematters in the Department of Trade 24 years ago in
circumstances where a debt was transferred in some1981, even before the 1987 Directive. The great
way, but the point made there was that securitisationissue then was whether traders should be required
of debts is routinely something that happens into charge the same price for their goods whether
business, and that we could actually end upcustomers paid with their credit card or not. That
frightening consumers if they had to be informedis tangential in relation to this, but what is the
every time that happened when, in fact, theirposition on that now? I apologise for an irrelevant
relationship had not changed with the originalquestion.
lender. I think those are the only points I would likeMs Price: I think the position is that you can charge
to highlight that have not already been covered.diVerent prices as long as that is clear and the

diVerent price is made clear to consumers before
Q63 Chairman: That is all extremely helpful, andthey enter into the transaction.
your answers today are equally so. Can I sum up byLord Trefgarne: I think that should be in the
saying that the British Government’s view is that thisDirective, frankly.
is a profitable area to explore and push forward,
possibly under the aegis of the British Presidency?

Q62 Chairman: You sent us your recent stakeholder Could I take from that there may be anxieties, both
survey—interested parties survey. What did you from consumers but also from business, but you, the
glean from that? Is there anything else useful to add British Government, would particularly want to
to what we have talked about today? encourage what, after all, is a mature industry within
Ms Price: Perhaps I could ask my colleague, Mr the UK, but there are some real opportunities there
Rawson, to answer on that one, as he has been the were we to get this Directive right and if Britain were
one who put together the summary of responses. to play an influential role in shaping its form. Is that
Mr Rawson: My Lord Chairman, I will not try to a fair summary?
summarise the summary, which in itself is quite long Ms Price: Indeed, my Lord Chairman; that is a very
and which I know you will have seen. I think a few fair summary. I think our regulatory impact
key points came out of it: first of all, there was very assessment estimated that if UK companies were able
strong support for the principle of targeted to capture just 1 per cent of the European credit card
harmonisation as opposed to maximum market outside the UK it would be £35 billion of
harmonisation. There were some caveats but, extra lending. So there are potential opportunities
nevertheless, overall, I think that was very much a there.
clear view that came out of it. Alongside that, I think
there was a great deal of support for existing UK Q64 Chairman: Do you think British industry is
regulation and, also, particularly for the UK ready to do that?
licensing regime, which I think was particularly Ms Price:We have a very competitive credit market
valued. I think the support for targeted in the UK, a very mature and sophisticated market,
harmonisation is very much to ensure that we could, so they should be well-placed to do so.
in theUK, keep these valuable consumer protections.
There was less support coming out of the Q65 Chairman:We are extremely grateful to both of
consultation, perhaps, in a couple of areas: there was you and to your colleagues attending this afternoon.
concern about the treatment of overdrafts, We really have learnt a lot, and I think you have
particularly, where there was a suggestion that the helped us do the roadmap of identifying those areas
proposals in the Directive could cause greater that, maybe, we need to highlight in our report. As I
problems than we, perhaps, foresaw; and the light said at the beginning, if there are other things that
touch regime for refinancing of credit agreements you think of as you walk out of the door that you had
caused a certain amount of concern. This was the wanted to tell us or you wanted to correct or add to,
suggestion that a diVerent regime could apply where please do write a paper to supplement what you have
consumers have got into trouble and defaulted on so finely given us today. Thank you very much
agreements, but there was a considerable amount of indeed.

Ms Price: Thank you, my Lord Chairman.concern about what this would mean for debt
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Supplementary written evidence from DTI

At the Committee hearing on the Consumer Credit Directive on 15 June 2005, Baroness Howarth asked for
details of the research DTI is about to commission on the problems UK consumers encounter when they buy
goods or services from abroad.

I enclose the Terms of Reference for the study (Annex A) that is due to be completed in November 2005. For
your information I also enclose a summary on two other pieces of research: “‘Seeking Resolution’, the
National Consumer Council’s report on the availability and use of consumer to business alternative dispute
resolution in the UK” (Annex B) and YouGov Survey of Consumer Redress in the UK (Annex C) that were
published in 2004 and 2005 respectively.

The Committee may also be interested in the research we commissioned on interest rate ceilings in a number
of countries. This is available on theDTI website at http://www.dti.gov.uk/ccp/topics1/pdf1/creditpolicis1.pdf

Annex A

CROSS BORDER CONSUMER REDRESS

RESEARCH INTO UK CONSUMERS’ EXPERIENCES IN RESOLVING DISPUTES AND
OBTAINING REDRESS FROM SUPPLIERS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

PART 1: SURVEY OF UK CONSUMERS’ CROSS BORDER REDRESS EXPERIENCES

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Introduction

1. Consumer & Competition Policy Directorate (CCP), DTI, wants to commission research into the nature
and extent of the problems UK consumers encounter when they buy goods or services from (or when) abroad
and subsequently become involved in disputes with suppliers about quality, delivery or other aspects of the
transaction. CCP is responsible for delivering DTI’s objective to place empowered consumers at the heart of
an eVective competition regime, which is one of a range of objectives helping DTI meet its goal of prosperity
for all. One of our priorities is to empower consumers to drive productivity by promoting access to quality
information, advice and redress.

2. CCP wants consumers and business to have access to high quality dispute resolution services, both
nationally and across borders. The Government supports EU initiatives to improve citizens’ access to justice
and to promote the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods such as mediation and arbitration.
CCP is seeking to develop an evidence base in order to gauge the scale of the problem and throw light on
options for action.

3. This proposal follows a 2002 MORI study for the DTI into internet and cross border shopping2, a 2004
NCC study3 for the DTI into the availability and use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in the UK, and
a 2005YouGov study4 forDTI into consumer redress within theUK.CCP’s research strategy focuses on areas
where consumer empowerment is lacking and where there may be a case for intervention.

4. Improving business to consumer dispute resolution is an important issue in Europe and internationally.
One of CCP’s EU objectives is to make it easier for consumers to resolve problems by creating user-friendly
mechanisms for cross-border dispute resolution and redress. Redress has recently been the subject of an
international workshop under the auspices of the OECD Consumer Policy Committee.
2 “Internet and Cross Border Shopping” by MORI, published by DTI in November 2002.
3 “Seeking resolution—the availability and usage of consumer-to-business alternative dispute resolution in the UK” byMargaret Doyle,
Katrina Ritters and Steve Brooker, published by DTI in January 2004.

4 DTI Redress Research by YouGov, May 2005 (to be published by DTI).
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The Research Project

5. We need information—which we believe is not currently available—on UK consumers’ cross border
redress experiences. The research will be split into two parts:

(i) a large scale survey of UK consumers’ redress experiences with suppliers based outside the UK. We want
information on the number and value of claims consumers are making annually, the means by which they are
pursuing them (eg by negotiation with the supplier, through a third party such as a trade association, advice
agency, enforcement body or ombudsman, or through the courts) and the countries concerned. We want
information about the value of unmet claims and about the eVect which consumers’ redress experiences have
on their willingness to buy goods and services from and when abroad in the future;

(ii) a study of the costs to consumers of pursuing cross border claims, whether direct with suppliers or through
routes such as arbitration, ombudsmen or small claims courts. This study is likely to focus on about four
countries from which UK consumers often buy goods and services.

6. These are the terms of reference for Part 1 of the project. Details of Part 2 follow these for Part 1. We will
consider tenders for one or both parts of the project, and tenders from consortia made up of diVerent
organisations.

Part 1 of the Project: Survey of UK Consumers’ Cross Border Redress Experiences

7. There are various means by which consumers might pursue claims against suppliers in other countries: see
paragraph 5(i). The NCC’s “Seeking Resolution” report suggests that formal ADR schemes play only a small
role in the resolution of consumer disputes. It suggests that a large number of (UK domestic) complaints/
claims are being resolved in-house by business and consumer organisations, ahead ofmore formal procedures,
though there is little published information available. It is likely that this is also the case in cross border
situations, although resort to court procedures may be even less common than it is domestically.

8. Information exists (eg in MORI’s 2002 study for DTI and in Eurobarometer surveys) about consumers’
cross border shopping behaviour, but as far as we know, there is little data on the extent to which UK
consumers encounter problems and pursue claims against suppliers in other countries. Some informationmay
be available from Citizens Advice, which runs the UK Clearing House for the European Consumer Centre
Network (EEC-Net). ECC-Net is being developed by the European Commission, Member States, Norway
and Iceland to help consumers with cross border problems and where appropriate to give them access
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) schemes in other Member States5.

9. We are seeking to build a more comprehensive picture of the number of UK consumers seeking and
obtaining redress in cross border situations, including the number and value claims, the products or services
concerned and the redress means used (direct negotiation, ADR, court action and so on).

10. It is possible that many consumers are failing to obtain the redress they deserve. The OYce of Fair
Trading’s 2000 report on Consumer Detriment tells us something about the consequences of failures in
redress6. As well as the costs consumers incur, theymay be deterred from shopping cross border in future, with
consequent reductions in choice, competition, business revenue and market growth. We are therefore
interested in the number, nature and value of unmet claims.

11. At the European level, it will be necessary to take account of the European Commission’s various
proposals in this field including the Commission’s Green Paper on alternative dispute resolution and follow
up activity7, the European Order for Payment, measures to simplify and speed up small claims litigation8 and
the European Enforcement Order. In addition, Article 17 of the EC Regulation on Consumer Protection
Cooperation9 suggests that in future the Commission could have a more formal role in relation to
consumer redress.
5 See Commission Working Document on the creation of an Extra-Judicial Network (EEJ-Net), SEC(2000) 405 (http://europa.eu.int/
comm/consumers/redress/out–of–court/eej–net/acce–just06—en.pdf).

6 Consumer Detriment, OFT, 2000, ww.oft.gov.uk/News/Publications/Leaflet
7 http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice–home/ejn/news/news–adr–announcementl–en.pdf
8 COM(2002) 746 final, Green Paper on a European Order for Payment Procedure and on Measures to Simplify and Speed Up Small
Claims Litigation, 20 December 2002.

9 http://europa.eu.int/comm/consumers/prot–rules/admin–coop/index–en.htm
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Scope

12. We want to canvass UK consumers’ experiences over the past 12 months (eg to end March 2005) with
suppliers based outside the UK. The survey should cover consumers living in Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and sample sizes should be suYcient to providemeaningful results for Northern Ireland given the land
border with the Irish Republic.

13. We want to cover claims concerning goods or services consumers have bought while visiting other
countries, as well claims about things bought from them at a distance—for example on the internet, by phone
or mail order. We shall want to discuss how to treat claims if both parties to the dispute sought to resolve it
in the UK (even if the goods or services were supplied abroad)10.

14. Previous surveys (including MORI’s for DTI, Eurobarometer) are likely to suggest the products and
services about which consumers should be asked. We want to exclude claims concerning health services and
financial services.

Research objectives and deliverables

15. We want Part 1 of the project to provide information on:

— the number of UK consumers seeking and obtaining redress from suppliers in other countries; the
number and value of each of their claims; the countries and types of product or service concerned;
and the redress means used (eg court action, formal ADR, trade association conciliation, consumer/
trader discussion, advice agency/lawyer intervention);

— the number of consumers who decide not to pursue legitimate claims; the number and value of each
of these claims; the countries and type of product or service concerned; the reasons why and the
stages at which consumers decide not to pursue their claims further;

— consumers’ experiences of redress (eg what they want to achieve by pursuing a claim, their
satisfaction with the process of dispute resolution, the role which perceptions about complaints
handling play in purchasing decisions and the competitive process), the role consumers think private
agencies and public authorities/other stakeholders should play;

— countries and retail sectors in which consumers are likely to find it particularly hard to obtain redress
and suVer detriment as a result.

16. The research should be delivered as a written report (electronic document in Word format) which CCP
can discuss with the contractor in draft. After any necessary further work, the final report should be presented
in .pdf and Word format, together with 10 bound copies. In addition, we shall require .pdf and Word copies
of any questionnaires used, electronic copies of all tables used in the preparation of the report and a copy of
the anonymised records in an agreed format, with the equivalent of value and variable labels, for example an
SPSS save file. On completion, we may ask the contractor to give an oral presentation to Government oYcials
(please also include a call-oV cost for any additional presentations).We expect that DTIwill publish the report
on its website.

17. The contractor will need to suggest an appropriate methodology or range of methodologies designed to
fulfil the above-mentioned information requirements, outlining the extent to which diVerent approaches will
meet them. The design and methodology proposed will be a key issue in evaluating tenders.

Timetable

18. Wewould expect the project to be completed, with the final report delivered, byNovember 2005.Wewant
to receive provisional results by 17 October (in preparation for a meeting of the OECD Consumer Policy
Committee on 24 October). We will discuss the precise details with the successful contractor, including
whether any results could be made available by mid-September. With this in mind, we would like to have an
indication of when the survey work would be likely to be carried out.

19. We propose that Parts 1 and 2 of the project be carried out at the same time. There may be opportunities
for Part 1 to inform Part 2: the Part 1 survey may identify individual cases which are potentially interesting
to the Part 2 researchers.
10 For example we should probably exclude consumers’ claims against UK travel companies concerning holidays abroad, but would want
to include any case where a consumer had pursued a claim against a foreign supplier through a UK ADR scheme or court.
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Contract terms

20. DTI standard contract terms will apply. Amongst other things these cover confidentiality, exploitation
and use of information, as well as copyright and property in information and equipment. DTI will have sole
rights to publication and the report should not be disclosed to any other parties unless agreed by us.

21. DTI forms PF30 Invitation to tender/Quotation Request and PF31 General Terms and Conditions of
Contract for Services are attached.

Surveys

22. If the research project is going to involve a survey of consumers or businesses, DTI will need to ensure
that the survey complies with theGovernment Control Procedures. These are explained in the booklet entitled
“Carrying out surveys in DTI: an introductory guide” which is also attached.

Criteria for Evaluating Tenders

23. The criteria for evaluating bids will be: compliance with the invitation to tender, acceptance by the
contractor of DTI terms and conditions; value for money; extent to which the design and methodology
proposed for the research meets the project specification; professional competence; and compliance with
delivery requirements.

Project Monitoring and Evaluation

24. Progress will be monitored through meetings and other discussions between CCP and the contractor. In
evaluating the work, CCP will consult its own economists and statisticians, Citizens’ Advice, the Department
for Constitutional AVairs, Devolved Administrations, and the OYce of Fair Trading. The evaluation criteria
are likely to include:

— completeness and accuracy of statistical data;

— extent to which understanding of consumer complaint handling and redress in the EU and global
contexts are demonstrated;

— clarity of the report;

— adherence to deadlines.

Contact point

25. Prospective bidders requiring further information are invited to contact:

Martin Bond on 020 7215 0340, or by e-mail: martin.bondwdti.gsi.gov.uk or

Linda Prosper on 020 7215 3880, or by e-mail: linda.prosperwdti.gsi.gov.uk

PART 2

CROSS BORDER CONSUMER REDRESS

RESEARCH INTO UK CONSUMERS’ EXPERIENCES IN RESOLVING DISPUTES AND
OBTAINING REDRESS FROM SUPPLIERS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

PART 2: COSTS OF OBTAINING REDRESS

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Introduction

1. Consumer & Competition Policy Directorate (CCP), DTI, wants to commission research into the nature
and extent of the problems UK consumers encounter when they buy goods or services from (or when) abroad
and subsequently become involved in disputes with suppliers about quality, delivery or other aspects of the
transaction. CCP is responsible for delivering DTI’s objective to place empowered consumers at the heart of
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an eVective competition regime, which is one of a range of objectives helping DTI meet its goal of prosperity
for all. One of our priorities is to empower consumers to drive productivity by promoting access to quality
information, advice and redress.

2. CCP wants consumers and business to have access to high quality dispute resolution services, both
nationally and across borders. The Government supports EU initiatives to improve citizens’ access to justice
and to promote the use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) methods such as mediation and arbitration.
CCP is seeking to develop an evidence base in order to gauge the scale of the problem and throw light on
options for action.

3. This proposal follows a 2002 MORI study for the DTI into internet and cross border shopping11, a 2004
NCC study12 for the DTI into the availability and use of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in the UK, and
a 2005 YouGov study13 for DTI into consumer redress within the UK. CCP’s research strategy focuses on
areas where consumer empowerment is lacking and where there may be a case for intervention.

4. Improving business to consumer dispute resolution is an important issue in Europe and internationally.
One of CCP’s EU objectives is to make it easier for consumers to resolve problems by creating user-friendly
mechanisms for cross-border dispute resolution and redress. Redress has recently been the subject of an
international workshop under the auspices of the OECD Consumer Policy Committee.

The Research Project

5. We need information—which we believe is not currently available—on UK consumers’ cross border
redress experiences. The research will be split into two parts:

(i) a large scale survey of UK consumers’ redress experiences with suppliers based outside the UK. We want
information on the number and value of claims consumers are making annually, the means by which they are
pursuing them (eg by negotiation with the supplier, through a third party such as a trade association, advice
agency, enforcement body or ombudsman, or through the courts) and the countries concerned. We want
information about the value of unmet claims and about the eVect which consumers’ redress experiences have
on their willingness to buy goods and services from abroad in the future;

(ii) a study of the costs to consumers of pursuing cross border claims, whether direct with suppliers or through
routes such as arbitration, ombudsmen or small claims courts. This study is likely to focus on about four
countries from which UK consumers often buy goods and services.

6. These are the terms of reference for Part 2 of the project. Details of Part 1 are in a separate document. We
will consider tenders for one or both parts of the project, and tenders from consortia made up of diVerent
organisations.

Part 2 of the Project: Costs of Obtaining Redress

7. The cost of pursuing a claim in relation to its value is a crucial factor in the consumer’s decision whether
or not to press ahead. There is some evidence to suggest that the relatively high costs (and complexity) of
pursuing cross border claims lead to many consumers failing to get the redress they deserve. The OYce of Fair
Trading’s 2000 report on Consumer Detriment tells us something about the consequences of failures in
redress14. As well as the costs consumers incur, they may be deterred from shopping cross border in future,
with consequent reductions in choice, competition, business revenue and market growth.

8. As far as we know, little has been published recently on the costs to consumers of obtaining redress from
suppliers based in other countries. A 1995 study for the European Commission15 found evidence of how costs
of cross-border court actions were significant compared to the size of most potential claims, and that these
costs varied substantially betweenMember States. The total costs of pursuing a cross-border claim forƒ2,000
were found to vary, depending on the combination of Member States, from ƒ980 to ƒ6,600, with an average
quoted figure of ƒ2,489 for a proceeding in the claimant’s country of residence.
11 “Internet and Cross Border Shopping” by MORI, published by DTI in November 2002.
12 “Seeking resolution—the availability and usage of consumer-to-business alternative dispute resolution in the UK” byMargaret Doyle,
Katrina Ritters and Steve Brooker, published by DTI in January 2004.

13 DTI Redress Research by YouGov, May 2005 (to be published by DTI).
14 Consumer Detriment, OFT, 2000, ww.oft.gov.uk/News/Publications/Leaflet
15 2 Cost of Judicial Barriers for Consumers in the Single Market. Hanno von Freyhold, Volkmar Gessner, Enzo L Vial, Helmut Wagner
(Eds), A report for the European Commission (Directorate General XXIV). Zentrum fur Europäische Rechtspolitik an derUniversität
Bremen, October/November 1995.
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9. The NCC’s “Seeking Resolution” report suggests that formal ADR schemes play only a small role in the
resolution of consumer disputes. It also suggests that a large number of complaints/claims are being resolved
in-house by business and consumer organisations, ahead of more formal procedures, though there is little
published information available.

10. In pursuing their claims consumers are likely to balance the value of the claim against the cost (including
their time) of pursuing it. Where the consumer needs advice or help, for example from a lawyer or linguist,
this will also need to be taken into account; and if a formal procedure such as an industry arbitration scheme
or court is used, the costs must be factored in. There may be arbitration or court fees plus fees to enforce
judgments.

11. In some cases legal aid may be available to oVset some costs. Particularly in the EU, free advice and
assistance may be available. The European Consumer Centre Network (EEC-Net) is being developed by the
Commission, Member States, Norway and Iceland to help consumers with cross border problems and where
appropriate to give them access to alternative dispute resolution (ADR) schemes in other Member States16.

12. At the European level, it will be necessary to take account of the European Commission’s various
proposals in this field including the Commission’s Green Paper on alternative dispute resolution and follow
up activity17, the European Order for Payment, measures to simplify and speed up small claims litigation18

and the European Enforcement Order. In addition, Article 17 of the EC Regulation on Consumer Protection
Cooperation19 suggests that in future the Commission could have a more formal role in relation to
consumer redress.

Scope

13. We are aiming to get an idea of likely average costs to UK consumers (acting in a private economic
capacity) of pursuing some typical claims against suppliers in about four countries fromwhich UK consumers
often buy goods and services. We will discuss the final choice of countries with the successful contractor, but
the price for the work should be based on France, Spain, USA andGermany. In addition, we would like those
tendering to quote prices for adding an additional country or countries (eg the cost of adding another EU
country or third country such as Australia).

14. We want to cover claims concerning goods or services consumers have bought while visiting other
countries, as well claims about things bought at a distance—for example on the internet, by phone or mail
order. We shall want to discuss how to treat claims if both parties to the dispute sought to resolve it in the UK
(even if the goods or services were supplied abroad)20.

15. Previous surveys (includingMORI’s for DTI and those produced by Eurobarometer) are likely to suggest
the products and services worth examining. We shall want to discuss this with the successful contractor, but
we believe it would be appropriate to cover a limited but representative range which might include some or
all of the following: hotels/travel, electrical goods, clothing, CDs/software, food and drink, timeshare/holiday
clubs.We want to exclude claims concerning health services and financial services. We want to look at a range
of claims values from, say, £50–5,000.

16. With a given product/service sector and claim value, it will be necessary to assess the costs of pursuing the
claim by the diVerent routes available (eg direct negotiation, advice agency/lawyer intervention, trade
association or other conciliation, ADR, enforcement authority action, court procedure, depending on
appropriateness and availability). We will want to discuss these and other details with the contractor.
Depending on the type of cases examined, it may be necessary to assume that the consumer has followed good
practice in pursuing the claim, for instance by trying to resolve the matter directly with the supplier before
proceeding to ADR.

17. It would be useful to examine some real cross border claims. The Part 1 survey may identify individual
cases which are potentially interesting to the Part 2 researchers, and the consumers in question could be asked
if they were willing for their cases to be part of the Part 2 research. Case histories may also be available from
the UK’s ECC-Net Clearing House, run by Citizens Advice. However it may be necessary to combine these
16 See Commission Working Document on the creation of an Extra-Judicial Network (EEJ-Net), SEC(2000) 405 (http://europa.eu.int/
comm/consumers/redress/out–of–court/eej–net/acce–just06–en.pdf)

17 http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice–home/ejn/news/news–adr–announcementl–en.pdf
18 COM(2002) 746 final, Green Paper on a European Order for Payment Procedure and on Measures to Simplify and Speed Up Small
Claims Litigation, 20 December 2002.

19 http://europa.eu.int/comm/consumers/prot–rules/admin–coop/index–en.htm
20 For example we should probably exclude consumers’ claims against UK travel companies concerning holidays abroad, but would want
to include any case where a consumer had pursued a claim against a foreign supplier through a UK ADR scheme or court.
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with hypothetical cases (eg a UK consumer who sues a French travel firm over a claim for £3,000), given that
it could be hard to identify suYcient real cases (we are interested in the potential costs, eg of arbitration or
court actions, even though the number of real cases may be small).

Research objectives and deliverables

18. We want Part 2 of the project to:

— provide information on the average costs to UK consumers of pursuing some typical claims against
suppliers in four countries from which UK consumers often buy goods and services. The costs to
consumers should be broken down into categories for (eg) earnings foregone, legal expenses,
translation costs, communications and travel costs, court fees;

— cover a limited but representative range of products and services; a realistic range of claims values;
and the costs of pursuing these claims by the diVerent routes available (eg direct negotiation, advice
agency/lawyer intervention, ADR and so on). We want to find out what value the claim would need
to be, in some typical cases, for it to be worth the consumer’s while pursuing it;

— be delivered as a written report (electronic document in Word format) which CCP can discuss with
the contractor in draft. After any necessary further work, the final report should be presented in .pdf
andWord format, togetherwith ten bound copies. In addition, we shall require .pdf andWord copies
of any questionnaires used, electronic copies of all tables used in the preparation of the report and
a copy of the anonymised records in an agreed format, with the equivalent of value and variable
labels, for example an SPSS save file. On completion, we may ask the contractor to give an oral
presentation to Government oYcials (please also include a call-oV cost for any additional
presentations). We expect that DTI will publish the report on its website.

19. The contractor will need to suggest an appropriate methodology or range of methodologies designed to
fulfil the above-mentioned information requirements, outlining the extent to which diVerent approaches will
meet them. The design and methodology proposed will be a key issue in evaluating tenders.

Timetable

20. Wewould expect the project to be completed, with the final report delivered, byNovember 2005.Wewant
to receive provisional results by 17 October (in preparation for a meeting of the OECD Consumer Policy
Committee on 24 October). We will discuss the precise details with the successful contractor, including
whether any results could be made available by mid-September.

21. We propose that Parts 1 and 2 of the project be carried out at the same time. As noted above, there may
be opportunities for Part 1 to inform Part 2 and this will need to be taken into account in scheduling the Part
2 work.

Contract terms

22. DTI standard contract terms will apply. Amongst other things these cover confidentiality, exploitation
and use of information, as well as copyright and property in information and equipment. DTI will have sole
rights to publication and the report should not be disclosed to any other parties unless agreed by us.

23. DTI forms PF30 Invitation to tender/Quotation Request and PF31 General Terms and Conditions of
Contract for Services are attached.

Surveys

24. If the research project is going to involve a survey of consumers or businesses, DTI will need to ensure
that the survey complies with theGovernment Control Procedures. These are explained in the booklet entitled
“Carrying out surveys in DTI: an introductory guide” which is also attached.
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Criteria for Evaluating Tenders

25. The criteria for evaluating bids will be: compliance with the invitation to tender, acceptance by the
contractor of DTI terms and conditions; value for money; extent to which the design and methodology
proposed for the research meets the project specification; professional competence; and compliance with
delivery requirements.

Project Monitoring and Evaluation

26. Progress will be monitored through meetings and other discussions between CCP and the contractor. In
evaluating the work, CCP will consult its own economists and statisticians, Citizens’ Advice, the Department
for Constitutional AVairs, Devolved Administrations, and the OYce of Fair Trading. The evaluation criteria
are likely to include:

— completeness and accuracy of costs information;

— extent to which understanding of consumer complaint handling and redress in the EU and global
contexts are demonstrated;

— clarity of the report;

— adherence to deadlines.

Annex B

Summary of “Seeking Resolution”, the National Consumer Council’s (NCC) report on the availability
and use of consumer to business alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in the UK

Introduction

DTI commissioned the research to help it meet its obligations to the European Extra-Judicial Network (which
aims to improve consumer access to alternative dispute resolution in cross border disputes) and to inform its
policy development in relation to redress more generally.

The NCC study was primarily a fact finding exercise, focusing on independent ADR schemes, such as
mediation, arbitration and ombudsmen. The report acknowledges the potential of ADR, which it says can
save consumers time and money, oVer a range of remedies and be less daunting than the court system.

ADR provision

The NCC examined 13 sectors which tend to produce higher numbers of complaints. The reports says that
some are well served by ADR but not others. For example:

— well served: holidays/travel, telecommunications, glass and glazing, floor coverings;

— limited provision: consumer credit, estate agency, funerals, internet issues;

— little provision: home maintenance/repairs, used cars, electrical appliances.

The report, which also identifies variations in local provision and aVordability, concludes that access to ADR
is a lottery and that there is a gap between theGovernment’s policy of promoting ADR and practical situation
facing consumers.

ADR usage

The NCC figures suggest that the overall number of cases going to some form of independent dispute
resolution service is around 3,500 a year (excluding financial services other than credit). This is low compared
to complaint numbers: for example, the Association of British Travel Agents received 17,500 complaints in
2002–03, 1400 of which went to arbitration.

Many cases are resolved before the formal ADR stage, for example through trade associations’ internal
complaints-handling procedures. The NCC says this “gatekeeper” role can be helpful, but draws attention to
possible disadvantages, such as lack transparency.
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Barriers to ADR

The report explores some of the main barriers to ADR development: awareness and understanding among
advisers, consumers and business; issues surrounding the enforceability of ADR decisions; quality assurance;
and funding.

The Future

On further research, the report says there is scope for more work on ADR schemes’ eVectiveness and on
consumers’ needs and experiences. It also suggests examining ADR in other countries, the role of trade
associations in complaint handling, and how to link ADR with recent developments in advice provision,
including at local level.

Annex C

YouGov SURVEY OF CONSUMER REDRESS IN THE UK

YouGov conducted a two stage survey:

(i) an initial establishment survey to identify overall numbers of consumers with redress experiences; and

(ii) more detailed investigation of those consumers who had had claims in the last 12 months.

All Consumers: Numbers with Claims Against Suppliers

2. A large proportion of consumers—45 per cent of Stage 1 respondents—had sought redress from one or
more suppliers21. A third of those who had sought redress had done so twice. The goods and services most
often involved in consumers’ recent claims were electrical goods (18 per cent), clothing, shoes or jewellery (13
per cent), food retailers/restaurants (12 per cent) and home maintenance (9 per cent).

Consumers who Pursued their Claims

Positive outcomes

3. A large proportion of claims were sorted out satisfactorily. In Stage 2, 82 per cent of those who obtained
a result were extremely or fairly satisfied (compared with 70 per cent of all stage 1 respondents). In Stage 2,
32 per cent received a full refund, 16 per cent a replacement, 8 per cent a partial refund and 5 per cent a repair.

Actions taken

4. Little of this was achieved through alternative dispute resolution (ADR, eg arbitration, mediation) or the
courts. In Stage 2, 36 per cent confronted the supplier in person, 27 per cent phoned, 27 per cent wrote to the
supplier’s head oYce (25 per cent phoned), 17 per cent wrote to seller, 6 per cent phoned the manufacturer (5
per cent wrote), 6 per cent complained to a regulatory body, 4 per cent approached their credit card company
and 4 per cent an enforcement authority, 3 per cent sought legal advice, 2 per cent complained to supplier’s
trade or professional body, 2 per cent complained to the media, 2 per cent contacted advice agency, 1 per cent
involved a formal ADR procedure and 1 per cent went to the small claims court.

Value of the claims consumers pursued

5. 24 per cent of Stage 2 claims were worth £1–25. 18 per cent were worth £26–50. 33 per cent were worth over
£100 and 11 per cent were worth over £500. The highest value claims concerned financial services (mean
£1,507), followed by home maintenance, repair or improvement suppliers (mean £1,024), car servicing or
repairs (mean £691), household furnishings (mean £402) and holiday suppliers (mean £398).
21 7 per cent of all respondents had sought redress from non-UK based suppliers.
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Problems encountered by those who pursued their claims

6. In Stage 2, 6 per cent gave up or achieved nothing22. Some pending claims could also have failed and some
sectors were above this average: road/rail/air (11 per cent), holidays (10 per cent), phone services (10 per cent).
12 per cent of Stage 2 respondents who achieved results were not very satisfied and 6 per cent were not all
satisfied (compared with 20 per cent of Stage 1 respondents who were not very or not at all satisfied).

7. On average, 30 per cent of those achieved a result found it fairly or extremely diYcult. Phone services claims
were hardest to settle (59 per cent). Those who gave up did so mainly because of a lack of response from the
people contacted (60 per cent), because nobody was helping (38 per cent), because it was taking up too much
time (26 per cent) or because they had run out of places to turn for help (26 per cent).

8. The mean average value of the claims consumers gave up was higher than that of claims that were pursued
(£420 compared to £348). The mean average value of claims where nothing was received was £678.

Consumers who did not Pursue Claims—6 per cent of Stage 2 Respondents (459 People)

People and sectors

9. 43 per cent of the 459 had chosen not to pursue a claim on one occasion. 29 per cent had failed to seek
redress on two occasions and a further 11 per cent had passed up three claims. Their most recent claims
concerned electrical goods (14 per cent of the sample), food retailers and restaurants (14 per cent), road, rail,
air or sea travel (9 per cent) and clothing (9 per cent).

Value of claims not pursued

10. 28 per cent of claims were worth £1 to £25. 17 per cent were worth £26–50. 25 per cent were worth more
than £100. 6 per cent were worth more than £500.

11. The highest value potential claims concerned home maintenance, repair, improvement or furnishings
(mean £260.54), electrical goods (mean £110.49) and financial services (mean £281.74)23.

Why people didn’t claim

12. For 37 per cent it was too much hassle to pursue their claims (41 per cent and 31 per cent of men and
women respectively). For 31 per cent the amount was too small to worry about. 19 per cent blamed their
general apathy (21 per cent and 15 per cent of men and women respectively). 13 per cent lacked the confidence
to act and 10 per cent said they had tried in previous cases and had never got anywhere. 67 per cent said they
would be likely to act next time and 30 per cent said they would be unlikely to bother.

13. A significant proportion of those who choose not to pursue a claim seem to have done so for reasons less
connected with lack of confidence: 36 per cent of the sample had pursued other claims in the period and 54
per cent of this subgroup had sought redress against two or more suppliers in this time period.

Improving the system

14. All those with claims (whether or not they pursued them) were shown a list of possible improvements. The
most popular choices were better information to be made available about routes to redress (51 per cent),
clearer terms and conditions from suppliers (38 per cent), more government information about people’s rights
(33 per cent) and changing the law to make it easier for people to obtain redress (33 per cent).

5 July 2005
22 13 per cent of Stage 2 respondents had reached no outcome so far and 48 per cent of these said their claims had been rejected.
23 These figures are calculated on base sizes of fewer than 100 people, to the figures should be treated with caution.
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Supplementary Written Evidence (2) from DTI

Council Directive 87/102/EEC for the approximation of the laws, regulations and
administrative provisions of the Member States concerning consumer credit: a note from the

Department of Trade and Industry

Summary

The existing 1987 Directive (as amended by subsequent Directives of 1990 and 1998) covers only limited
aspects of credit agreements and provides for minimum harmonisation—in other words, it sets out minimum
standards with which all Member States must comply while allowing them to introduce additional provisions
over and above these. This means that the United Kingdom has remained free to introduce its own detailed
legislation in this area and, indeed, UK legislation goes well beyond the minimal provisions of the 1987
Directive.

The 1987 Directive covers: calculation of APR, some credit advertisements, agreements, repossession of
goods, early termination, assignment of rights, bills of exchange/promissory notes, joint and several liability
and authorisation/approval of lenders. Unlike UK legislation (or indeed the current proposal) it does not
cover pre-contractual information, unfair contract terms, databases or right of withdrawal. Nor does it cover
extortionate credit and for the most part it leaves it toMember States to decide how they will comply with the
very general provisions it sets out and whether to go beyond them.

Detail

The 1987 Directive sets out a standardised method for calculating the APR and minimal information to be
included in credit advertisements displayed at business premises where these indicate a rate of interest or
another indication of cost.

It also requires that credit agreements should be in writing and should include certain minimum information
(APR, amount, number and frequency or dates of payments, other obligatory charges). In the case of current-
account credit other than credit card accounts (including tacitly agreed overdrafts) consumers must be
“informed” at the time or before the agreement of:

— the credit limit,

— annual rate of interest and charges and conditions under which these may be varied,

— procedure for termination

and must subsequently be informed at the time of any changes to the interest rate or charges.

Member States must also:

— lay down conditions under which goods bought on credit can be repossessed and ensure that the
creditor is not thereby unjustifiably enriched;

— enable consumers to terminate agreements early and ensure that they receive an equitable reduction
in the total cost;

— ensure that consumers’ rights against third parties are the same as those against the original creditor;

— ensure that consumers are suitably protected when using bills of exchange and promissory notes;

— ensure that the existence of a credit agreement will not in any way aVect a consumer’s rights against
the supplier of defective goods/services;

— give the consumer rights against the creditor in the case of defective goods/services supplied under
a linked contract over ƒ200 where the supplier has failed to provide satisfaction;

— oYcially authorise lenders or ensure that lenders are subject to inspection or monitoring or promote
the establishment of bodies to receive complaints about credit agreements.
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WEDNESDAY 22 JUNE 2005

Present Colwyn, L Moser, L
Dundee, E Neuberger, B
Harrison, L Thomas of Walliswood, B (Chairman)
Howarth of Breckland, B Trefgarne, L
Massey of Darwen, B

Memorandum by the UK Cross Industry Group

1. The UK represents over 30 per cent of the EU’s consumer credit market. The UK Cross Industry Group
(CIG) represents a range of organisations from across the credit industry and was established solely with the
Consumer Credit Directive (CCD) in mind.

2. Wewelcome theEuropeanUnion Select Committee Inquiry into the CCD. TheCommittee’s inquiry notice
makes reference to the Commission’s amended proposal (COM 2004/747 dated 28 October 2004), though it
should be noted that this is not a consolidated version of the CCD and is full of ambiguities. Although it
provides specific wording on some issues, it is primarily a response to the European Parliament amendments.
Its assertion in section 4.3 that all other amendments “can be accepted in part or subject to reformulation”
leaves much open to guesswork.

3. Our submission focuses on two key provisions of the proposed Directive: “responsible lending” and the
“duty to advise” (section 4.3.4 of the amended proposal).We also contend that mortgages and lending secured
on property should be excluded from the CCD as they diVer in character from other forms of consumer credit
in their lending process.

4. The Commission’s original proposal (COM 2002/443 dated 11 September 2002) had two intended
outcomes. It would:

— provide a dynamic impetus to the EU economy; and

— better protect consumers and so help combat over-indebtedness.

5. On the former, the thinking was that there would bemore cross-border lending. On over-indebtedness, this
would reduce because the new law would force lenders to take greater “care” in lending.

6. Philosophically, the CIG supports both anticipated outcomes. We are in favour of boosting economic
growth and of reducing over-indebtedness.

7. Where we diVer is in how these ends can be achieved. In fact, our research and analysis strongly suggest
that the original text would produce results opposite to those intended and would depress economic growth
and increase over-indebtedness.

What Does “a Cross-border Market” Mean?

8. This is a vital question which the original proposal does not clarify. The text implies a scenario where a
lender in State A lends—cross-border—to a borrower in State B. This thinking sounds plausible. After all, in
most other fields of commerce and finance the Commission has aimed for this outcome and usually made it
possible. So, for example, a UK citizen should be able to—and can—buy a car (cross-border) from a supplier
in Germany.

9. But the text seems not to address a unique feature of credit—residual risk24—that sets it apart from all these
other products. Residual risk is the reason why a cross-border market in mass-market consumer credit is
unlikely to emerge. The Commission proposal assumes that ability to carry out a cross-border credit reference
check will be enough to kick-start cross-border lending. In fact, risk assessment and management is much
more complex than just referencing.

10. Take, for example, a largeUK lender with a wideUK customer portfolio. That firm is likely to use scoring
systems that will assess risk by reference to distinct—and fairly large—“pools” of customers. For example,
the risk profiles of customers borrowing to buy boats will diVer from the profiles of those who borrow to buy
24 By “residual risk”, we mean the risk that the lender assumes when he parts with his funds against the debtor’s promise to repay them
in the future.
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motorcycles. It is clear from this that if a single French-based consumer contacted that UK lender, the lender
would have no way to gauge the risk of lending to that person.

11. Lenders need also to understand and assess the legal recovery processes which can be used if the customer
refuses to pay. Again, a UK lender will know how well the UK processes work and how much they cost to
use. But if a Frenchman were to contact that UK lender, the lender would probably have no knowledge of
French recovery systems, and so be unable to gauge the cost and ease of legal recovery.

12. No matter what text is in the Directive—a general “cross-border” market (in the format previously
envisaged by the Commission) is unlikely to develop25.

The Commercial Implications of Going “Cross-border”

13. UK creditors have long sought out overseas markets and this remains the case. But normally, only scale
market entry is commercially viable. Scale entry can justify the high cost of learning about the lending risks
in that market, and of assessing the eYcacy and cost of recovery processes.

14. By contrast, for the reasons we set out above, ad hoc cross-border loans usually make no commercial
sense. So even if consumers wanted to deal cross-border in this way (through the achievement of “increased
consumer confidence”), lenders would not want to lend to them.

15. If scale entry is the preferred model, will the Directive as originally drafted assist here? There might
possibly be some very marginal advantage26. However, regulatory frameworks play a very small part in a
firm’s decision to trade crossborder27. So the current text would be largely irrelevant to decision-making
processes.

An Internal Market in Credit is Already Here

16. Our arguments make it seem that no internal market in credit is possible. In fact, CIG contends that such
a market does exist and is thriving, but not in the form which had been envisaged.We think the market is being
created via cross-border mergers, joint ventures and solus scale market entry (ie entry by a business into a
market on a solo basis), all of which have been developing rapidly in recent years.

17. In all these cases, lenders have chosen to enter new markets. But they have done this by electing to set
up operations in the target Member State itself. So they have recruited local staV, with local expertise. These
employees can guide the business eYciently through the culture, risks and legal systems in that market. And
because this is scale entry, it can support paying for professional advice on local recovery systems and tax
regimes.

18. So the internal market in credit exists and is growing. But the form of that market is dictated by eYciency
imperatives and by the practical problems in lending cross-border. The overall net eVect for consumers will
still be positive, since these rationalisation processes will increase eYciencies.

What Would Really be the Economic Effect of the Proposal?

19. The thrust of the current text is that lenders take insuYcient “care” with their lending decisions. So lenders
have to be directed to be “responsible” and to “advise” their customers as to whether the deal is right for them.

20. Rules like this create a second layer of artificial risks for lenders to copewith. Aswell as the normal lending
risk, the creditor now has tomake a second assessment. He has to decide whether his normal lending judgment
will also match up to a set of new theoretical standards.

21. To protect himself, the lender will have to accumulate “evidence”withwhich he can defend himself against
claims of “irresponsibility” or “failure to advise”28. Ironically, none of this has much to do with the lending
risk itself.
25 We think this would become a realistic possibility only if the legal systems of all the Member States were swept away and replaced with
a common structure. This is unlikely to happen for many decades (if at all).

26 But as explained later, these are almost certainly outweighed by serious disadvantages in other areas.
27 Language, culture, fiscal and legal (ie recovery) diVerences are cited as the most common barriers to cross-border trade.
28 A process one commentator has fairly accurately described as a “pseudo fact-find”.
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22. We cannot speak for other Member States, but in the UK at least, these rules would lead to a significant
new bureaucratic load. The lender would have to ensure that he had the processes in place to amass a suYcient
weight of protective “evidence”. He would also have to routinely audit those processes to ensure compliance
with these new rules.

23. Credit granting would become more unwieldy and more costly as these new systems were put in place.
Over the last 25 years, the UK industry has moved forward, making credit granting processes quicker and
more eYcient. The current text would reverse these developments and undo past eYciency wins.

24. These new costs and fact-finds would be especially bad news for those on lower incomes who wanted
smaller loans or who were higher-risk. Lenders will also be more risk-averse, which will result in more credit
rejections.

25. These “responsible lending” and “duty to advise” approaches were central to the analysis carried out by
OXERA in its June 2003 study (a summary is attached at Annex 1). They concluded that UKGDPwould fall
by around 0.2 per cent and that 2 million consumers would become increasingly credit-constrained.

26. So new rules on a similar model would become a deadweight on UK economic growth. And even if there
were no direct adverse eVects within other Member States, the impact on the UK economy itself would carry
through into those other States.

27. There is also another paradox in all this. Since responsible lending and duty to advise will make lenders
more risk-averse, they will be less likely to lend cross-border, because this is riskier than lending into a
domestic market.

Market Distortion Effects

28. Putting aside cross-border deals, we think that the Commission proposal will distort domestic markets.

29. The original thinking was to treat all credit formats in the same way. At first glance, this sounds fair.
Aspects of the text severely increase point-of-sale bureaucracy. This will naturally distort the market in favour
of running-account (where a contract can run for decades) and fixed-sum credit (where the contract ends when
the loan is repaid).

30. Elsewhere, parts of the duty to advise requirements fall disproportionately on products commonly sold
at a distance rather than face-to-face, and propose additional bureaucratic requirements when credit limits are
increased on open-ended agreements.

31. With a “light touch” bureaucracy (as under the existing 1987 Directive) the diVerent credit formats can
compete on equal terms. Once the load increases dramatically (as under the Commission’s proposal),
bureaucracy inequalities start to skew market function.

32. So overall, the Commission’s proposal would set up market distortions. The CIG believes that such
distortion is bad for competition. Running-account and fixed-term systems should be able to contest markets
on a relatively even footing.

33. We would be happy to provide any further written and oral evidence to the inquiry. Our details can be
found on the covering e-mail.

Annex 1

OXERA—Oxford Economic Research Associates

APACS/BBA/FLA/CML

Assessment of the Economic Impact of the Proposed EC Consumer Credit Directive

Executive summary

1. OXERA has been commissioned by the Association for Payment Clearing Services, the British Bankers’
Association, the Finance & Leasing Association, and the Council of Mortgage Lenders to assess the impact
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of the new (draft) ECConsumer Credit Directive (CCD)29 on credit for consumers and,more broadly, the UK
economy. The study consists of three elements:

— a qualitative cost-benefit analysis of the Directive;

— a quantitative impact assessment of changes in the usage and costs of credit on theUK economy; and

— a quantification of additional net welfare eVects.

2. The second element was subcontracted to Oxford Economic Forecasting.

Key findings

3. A number of scenarios of increases in the costs of credit and reduction in the availability of credit were
designed in order to model the impact of the Directive on consumer spending and GDP in the UK. The
scenarios show that within two years of the implementation of the Directive:

— consumer spending could fall by around 0.6 per cent (or around £4 billion/ƒ5.8 billion);

— overall GDP could fall by around 0.2 per cent (or around £2 billion/ƒ2.9 billion); and

— the welfare loss to consumers could be as high as £950 million/ƒ1,400 million, with at least 2 million
consumers finding it diYcult or impossible to obtain credit.

Background

4. The studywas commissioned in light of the omission on the part of the EuropeanCommission to undertake
a rigorous impact assessment of the Directive. In the time available it has only been possible to model the
impact on the UK economy. However, the market for consumer credit in the UK is the largest in the EU,
accounting for around one-third of the total European market for consumer credit. The consumer credit
market in theUK is well developed, with a wide range of credit products, a high proportion of revolving credit,
constant product innovation and a large number of credit providers.

Impact on credit users

5. The Directive, if implemented, would result in a serious impact on users of credit. This would arise through
three main eVects:

— a direct increase in the cost of providing credit. In particular, the enforced duty to advise and the
requirement for credit providers to ensure that their customers re-sign their credit agreements would
add directly to the costs of providing credit. Overall, there would be similar impacts across the
product range. For example, by abolishing the present exemption of overdrafts from the scope of
the Directive, the draft Directive would pose a real threat to the current flexibility enjoyed by users
of overdraft arrangements. The costs imposed by theDirective would tend to be fixed per agreement,
and so would impactmost significantly on those credit agreements where the amount of credit drawn
was smallest;

— a reduction in the availability of credit, particularly to those with low credit ratings. The responsible
lending provisions are likely to increase the risk to credit providers of lending to this group of
consumers. This would have the most serious impact on those with low and irregular incomes and
those in the sub-prime market;30 and

— a series of “hassle factors”, which would add indirectly to the cost of providing credit and may even
preclude the provision of common forms of credit. These include, in particular, the obligations
placed upon providers of overdrafts and the provision for a cooling-oV period for credit
arrangements agreed on retailers’ premises. Other measures could reduce competition, potentially
leading to higher prices for consumers in the long term.

29 Commission of the European Communities (2002), “Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of the
EU on the harmonisation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning credit for
consumers”, COM 2002/443 dated 11 September 2002.

30 Defined as the part of the market made up of those borrowers who have been refused credit more than once.
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Impact on the UK economy

6. The eVects of the Directive would not be limited to the users or potential users of consumer credit, but
would aVect the whole UK economy. An increase in the cost of credit faced by consumers, and a reduction in
the availability of credit to those with low credit ratings, would reduce the use of consumer credit, leading to
lower consumer spending and a reduction in GDP.

7. A number of scenarios of increases in the costs of credit and a reduction in the availability of credit were
designed in order to model the impact of the Directive on consumer spending and GDP in the UK. The
scenarios show that consumer spending could fall by around 0.6 per cent (or around £4 billion/ƒ5.8 billion)
and overall GDP by around 0.2 per cent (or around £2 billion/ƒ2.9 billion) within two years of the
implementation of the Directive.31

8. Because the Directive would result in a higher cost of credit and a restriction in the availability of credit,
there would be a significant welfare loss to consumers. All users of credit would end up paying a higher rate
of interest in order to cover the costs that would result from the Directive. Also, a significant proportion of
consumers could be aVected by a reduction in the amount of credit that lenders would be prepared to make
available to them—a conservative estimate indicates that at least 2 million UK consumers could be aVected.
This welfare loss could be as high as £900 million/ƒ1.3 billion.

Meeting its objectives

9. One of the objectives of the Directive is to increase consumer protection and to address the problem of
overindebtedness. The eVect of these provisions is likely to be a reduction in the availability of consumer credit
to those with low credit ratings. However, studies show that the main causes of overindebtedness are
unforeseeable and would not be avoided systematically by provisions such as responsible lending and duty to
advise. The blunt measures in the Directive are unlikely to have an impact on the rate of overindebtedness,
but would have a significant impact on the ability of those with low or irregular income and consumers in the
sub-prime market to obtain access to credit. The end result could be to exacerbate the existing problems of
financial exclusion.

10. Moreover, a reduction in the availability of credit to consumers in the sub-prime market may lead to an
increase in the use of credit from sources willing to operate outside of legal and regulatory regimes.

Conclusion

11. The analysis in this study shows that the Directive is unlikely to achieve its objectives. The economic and
welfare-related eVects of the Directive may be significantly larger than envisaged by the Commission; by
contrast, its benefits are likely to be small.

31 This is based on the medium scenario consisting of an increase in the cost of unsecured consumer credit of 0.7 percentage points; a
restriction in availability of unsecured consumer credit of 2.5 per cent; an increase in the cost of secured credit that would be covered
by the Directive, of 0.05 percentage points; and a restriction in the availability of secured credit that would be covered by the Directive,
of 3 per cent. In this scenario, it is assumed that 50 per cent of secured credit would be covered by the Directive.

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Edward Simpson, Senior Policy Adviser, Finance & Leasing Association, Mr Eric Leenders,
Director, British Bankers’ Association andMr David Rees, Chairman, LawCommittee of the Consumer Credit

Association (also Group Legal Advisor, Provident Financial), examined.

Q66 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen. Thank everybody finds that on their own personal TV) on
Friday afternoon/evening at six o’clock. So if youyou very much for coming to help us with our

Inquiry. We are doing, as it were, a short, sharp want to see yourself performing or you want to listen
again to what was said, you have got a chance to doInquiry which we hope will enable us to grasp and

make some sense of, and be able to respond to the that. A verbatim transcript will be taken of the
evidence and you will receive a copy of that. It willGovernment on, what you might call the broader

issues. I do not think we want to go into the details of also be published on the Parliamentary website and
as an annexe to the Inquiry Report, but before thathow you calculate APR; I do not think that would be

given a lot of concern, although the issues around you will have a chance to see it and make sure that
what is recorded is what you meant to say, as it were.APRmaywell do so.Our session is open to the public

and is, in fact, being recorded both for TV and radio. Youwill have seen a note ofMembers’ Interests. You
can, of course, submit supplementary evidence and,So we are very live, as it were. You will be able to see

it on the Parliamentary Channel (I am not sure where in fact, there are three questions at the end of our list
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getting it done, which is why I close by thanking youof questions which you have already seen and on
which you did not supply evidence to us, so you may again for the opportunity to speak.
wish, rather than discuss them here, to put another
supplementary note in on those three questions. It is Q68 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. Do
up to you. I am going to ask you to state your names either of you want to add anything?
and oYcial positions for the recording, and then at Mr Rees: No, thank you.
that point, I think, Mr Simpson might wish to make
an opening statement and, if so, that will be his

Q69 Chairman: I will start oV by taking themoment for doing it. Then we will go on to ask the
questions on the single market. As you know, onequestions more or less in the order that you have
of the Commission’s main aims is to create an EU-received them. So perhaps you would each like to
wide cross-border market in consumer credit. Irecord who you are.
think the words “cross-border” are quite relevantMr Leenders: My name is Eric Leenders, the
here. Your evidence questioned what that meantDirector responsible for Retail Credit in the British
and, also, cast doubts on whether it is desirable orBankers’ Association.
feasible, given the significant diVerences in laws andMr Simpson: Edward Simpson, Senior Policy
practices, market conditions and so forth,Adviser at the Finance & Leasing Association.
obviously, with countries relatively newly emergingMr Rees: David Rees, Chairman of the Law
from many years under Communist regimes whereCommittee of the Consumer Credit Association and
the whole issue of credit is relatively new. Given aGroup Legal Advisor of Provident Financial.
clean sheet, would it be possible for the Commission
to produce a workable set of rules that help to

Q67 Chairman: Do you wish to make an stimulate cross-border trade by providing greater
introductory statement? certainty for EU financial institutions and

consumers? Those are the first two questions.Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, I would. So, in
fact, it is myself rather than Ed Simpson speaking Mr Rees: My Lord Chairman, thank you. What I

would like to do, if I could, is just to talk throughto you this afternoon. What I would like to do, if I
may, first, is thank you for this opportunity because, the points that we made in our submission, really to

explain what is a technical debate, which apparentlyof course, credit is a subject that the three of us and
certainly the Cross-Industry group hold dear to our is also being held within the Commission, which is:

what do we mean by “cross-border market”? Withhearts, and in all that we say what we want is a
credit regime that is workable for both lenders and tangible goods, such as cars, I think the answer to

that is fairly clear: you can go to another countryborrowers alike. If I may, I would like to frame the
context of the answers that we give to the questions and buy a car in that country and import it back

into the UK. So one version of the internal marketyou have kindly provided to us within four themes.
The first is that we believe very much in a single in credit would be if I was, for example, a lender in

the UK, and my colleague here was a consumer inmarket and we feel that it is growing organically
through established company activity, France; he would telephone me, ask for a loan, I

would make the loan cross-border and that wouldnotwithstanding any further legal interventions. We
are also very broadly supportive of the DTI’s lines be one version of a cross-border market in credit.

The practical diYculty from the consumer creditas they articulated in their recent consultation
document, and I think they presented evidence to industry’s point of view is that that is actually very

diYcult to do. The diYculty arises from what weyou just last week. The third point would be that,
quite importantly, whilst it is claimed that the CCD would call the residual risk that is implicit in any

credit transaction; you are giving away your assetwill perhaps better manage issues around over-
indebtedness, we feel that whilst at the personal level to the consumer and you have to recover that asset

from the consumer. They may pay voluntarily but,over-indebtedness and over-commitment is a very
serious issue (bringing a magnitude of pressures on if they do not, you would have a sanction to recover

that debt. That is extremely diYcult to do if you arehouseholds and individuals), at a macro level, I
think, all the evidence perhaps shows that in a diVerent country, primarily because of the

diVerent legal structures in the country in which theconsumers are overwhelmingly very responsible
borrowers, actually. I think that is a point we would customer is based. So we believe, as a group, that

cross-border lending of that type on a mass scale islike to draw out. Fourth, and finally, it leads me to
say that there is, in fact, a consumer aspect in this relatively unlikely. There is some of it that takes

place at the moment along the border regions oflegislation and there could potentially be
unintended consequences, which could restrict countries such as Belgium and Luxembourg. Those

countries have similar languages, similar culturesaccess to credit and perhaps delay the introduction
of innovative products. We feel very much that we and, most critically, similar legal systems, so they

can use those systems to recover the debt if it is notneed to get this legislation right rather than simply
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(and we do not need to go into the detailed annexes,repaid. We believe that the most likely development
of the internal market, as my colleague mentioned, I am sure) would be an example where maximum

harmonisation would be a useful application,will be by what we call scale entry into another
country. What has become very clear in recent years whereas perhaps in terms of rights of withdrawal—

and I know the debate will lead that way—it wouldis that there is a great deal of this going on already.
It takes two or three diVerent forms: it may take the be better served with minimum harmonisation, for

example.form of a joint venture with, for example, a UK
lending company forming a joint venture with a
French credit company; it may take the form of an Q71 Lord Harrison: Is it not the case that at least
acquisition—again, a UK company perhaps buying two of you have described the way forward as
a company in France—or it may take the form of country-by-country (I think, Mr Leenders, you
a cold start into a new territory. That activity, as we called it organic growth through company activity),
understand it, is already ramping up on a but all that is happening is that you are leaving a
considerable scale. The important point of it is that status quo of existing conditions. You may actually,
it is highly eYcient. It is the most eYcient way to as companies, be investing, but what you are not
go into a new market. You can use local people to doing is taking advantage of a single market which
tell you how the culture works, you can get local might broaden and deepen what you oVer and then
legal advice, and you can spread the cost of doing what is capable of being taken up by the consumer,
that across your customer base in that new territory. because you are leaving everything in place. Is that
As an example, my company now has something not a degree of complacency that it is sad to hear
approaching one million customers in other EU from British firms who might otherwise have taken
countries, which is probably far more than we very strong advantage of a developing single
would have got had we tried to lend cross-border. market? When you talk about diVerent local
So I think that is an important technical point, and conditions and diVerent legal aspects, is there not a
it is a very positive point. It means that the internal benefit that a single currency is taking hold, albeit
market in our view is working, but possibly not the United Kingdom steps out of it? What I am
quite in the way that people had envisaged. saying to you is that surely yours is a council of

despair to remain in this organic, country-by-
country, change nothing, process.Q70 Chairman: What about the more speculative
Mr Rees:My Lord Chairman, I think one commentquestion about producing a workable set of rules?
we would make is that one important component ofIf I may add a little bit of a spin on that, you have
that activity– in terms of the scale entry that we weredescribed how the market is growing, and it reminds
talking about—is that in fact the very stability of theme, rather, of how the insurance companies, and so
European Union actually assists that process. It ison, took advantage many years ago of their
a very important component in any new marketexpertise and transferred it across the Channel.
entry that the new market into which you are goingEven if that is the way in which the internal market
is stable. So that itself is a component that is derivedis developing, is there still not a role for what you
from the European Union which assists the process.might call some minimal rules to control that

market so that there is, as it were, equality of
protection, let us say, for consumers or other types Q72 Lord Harrison: That does not answer the
of regulation. That is really an expansion of my question. It is very helpful. You say there is a
second question. context, but what I am saying is that you are, in
Mr Leenders: If I may, my Lord Chairman, I think essence, advocating the status quo. When you say
we would very much agree that there probably is a “organically” it is piece-by-piece, gradual, whereas
place for further legislation. It comes back to my what the Commission are saying to you is: “If there
point, I think, around support of the DTI position are ideal conditions where we could marry together,
around the present Directive and, by extension, I and present to you, those participating in a market
think that the inflexibility of a maximum and consumers who take the products which you
harmonisation regime, such as we saw with the oVer, there would be tremendous benefits accruing
initial iterations of the Consumer Credit Directive, to you as entrepreneurs and to consumers who
would in fact be restrictive and negative for the would take advantage of these deeper and broader
reasons we have outlined. By introducing a markets.”
combination or a blend of maximum and minimum Mr Simpson: My Lord Chairman, if I could come
harmonisation, perhaps even Member State in there, as we have said, we do support the single
recognition of certain components, you might be market in principle. However, in practice, there are
able to get to a broad legal framework that would the barriers that David alluded to, notably the
give some of the comforts and protections you have inability to recover debts. So that these sorts of

provisions would need to be in place—related to. Perhaps by example I could say that APR
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market? It relates to all the member nations havingQ73 Lord Harrison: With great respect, that is the
circular argument. The ambition of the Commission compatible legislation, criteria, etc, etc. That is

right, is it not? It is whether there is a single marketand the participating Member States is to create for
business people like yourselves the opportunity to or not. The other aspect of the Commission’s

policies is total harmonisation. That is what theyenjoy a single market. Why are you not enthusiastic
about a careful and well-constructed framework? say.

Mr Simpson: What I was going to say is that totalYou mentioned that the European Union is a
benefit of itself because it exists, and you believe in harmonisation was a new term to us; it is not

something that we had come across before, so it isthe single market. Why not create that single
market? Why do you not, as entrepreneurs, lead the slightly unclear to us.
rallying call to establish it?
Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, I think we need Q76 Lord Moser: It is rather important, is it not,
to be respectful of the way our consumers conduct because I take it from the evidence I have read that
their aVairs. It is often said, for example, that credit what it would mean is that our Government, for
and loans are products that are, perhaps, bought example, would need to have and to stick to
rather than sold. Actually, in that sense, the market legislation both for consumers and lenders which is
for credit is typically quite local. So whilst I compatible with all the other countries, etc, etc.
understand fully the strong arguments put forward Therefore, if one goes for total harmonisation—and
around seizing the initiative, we have to be mindful I would now like your views on that—it would
of the way that consumers generally operate when presumably bind us rather in future to play ball. Is
they seek credit across Europe, and that is locally. that right?
The reasons they do that include issues around Mr Rees: My Lord Chairman, yes. Let me go back
comfort with culture and language. By using a a step. The concepts that were originally used were
model of company acquisition and joint venture minimum harmonisation and maximum
(and I might say that cuts both ways—Banco harmonisation. Minimum harmonisation is the
Santander, for example, has recently been active in technique that we have in the existing 1987 Directive
the UK market) what we need to do is make sure which allows Member States to pass laws that are
that that facilitates that comfort that customers more strict than the basic Directive. Maximum
have rather than, perhaps, trying to create a legal harmonisation forbids the Member State from
rule book which really for consumers is the end of going beyond what is stipulated in the Directive.
the road. The original proposal in the original text was that

it would be maximum harmonisation. That has
attracted criticism from a number of quarters,Q74 Chairman: It seems to me that what you have
including from consumer groups who have pointedbeen saying is that you are, as it were, dependent
out, in public hearings that we have attended, that,upon the existence of the Common Market or the
in fact, that might mean that the Government wouldUnion, as it now is, for doing what you are doing.
have to repeal some of its existing consumerYou are just describing to us the way in which you
protection laws. We believe that totalare using that possibility rather than saying that
harmonisation, as we understand it at the moment,there is not a possibility; you are saying there is just
is a mixture of the two; so some bits would bea diVerent way of looking at it.
maximum and some would be minimum, we think.Mr Simpson: We are describing an alternative
We are not altogether sure. This seems to be the ideainternal market.
that is being talked about. So in terms of theChairman: One of the reasons for that is that you
maximum bits you are absolutely correct.think in each individual country people are happier,

as it were, working within the system they know,
except with rare exceptions where you have very Q77 Lord Moser: The alternative is to think in
similar, adjacent countries, rather than trying to terms of minimum standards which would be more
actually find their credit—if they live in Lithuania— comfortable.
in Germany, or wherever it is. That is really what Mr Rees: Which is what we have at the moment
you are telling us, is it not? I am going to go on to under the existing 1987 Directive; there is a
Lord Moser and I think we might get a little bit Directive already in place.
further into the total harmonisation.

Q78 Chairman: Could you expand on where there
might be diVerences from that original regulation?Q75 Lord Moser: In a way we have touched on it

already, but I take it that, single market or no single Mr Rees: The format of the 1987 regulation was, as
I understand it, largely based on the UK 1974 Act.market, the Commission is committed to this

concept of what they call “total harmonisation”, It is an open market provision, minimum
harmonisation Directive, which essentially operateswhich is a diVerent issue, is it not, from the single
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relation to this Directive. We think there are twoon the basis that there should be transparency and
disclosure requirements and then the market will be other components that need to be considered: one

is the history of our own consumer credit market.allowed to function. So there will be transparency
in advertisements, in agreements and so on. That The 1974 Act was based on the report of Lord

Crowther (if I can just quote from that because Iwould give consumers information which would
enable them to make choices. In that way the think his comments were interesting), and the whole

point of that Act was to energise the UK economy.market will function. The provisions in the
replacement Directive go further than that and seek The credit laws up to that point were very

piecemeal, they inhibited eYciency, and I canto intervene to a greater degree in market function.
remember working in credit companies where, in
fact, we were doing all sorts of things to try and findQ79 Baroness Massey of Darwen: I want to ask you
ways round and through—perfectly legitimate waysabout the eVect of the proposals on the UK credit
of doing so, but ineYcient ways of trading. Themarket. Written evidence from your group and
Crowther Committee said: “We urge that reform ofother consumer credit suppliers suggests that the
the existing legal tangle is badly overdue and thatCommission’s proposals would create costly
liberation of the consumer credit industry from thebureaucratic burdens, make lenders more risk
antiquated provisions and from the oYcialaverse, slow down the volume of credit transactions,
restrictions that hobble it will enable it to make andistort the market, make borrowing more diYcult
increasing contribution to the eYciency of thefor those on lower incomes and depress the growth
national economy and to the standard of living ofin consumer trade. Are these claims not
the public.” In fact, we believe that that is what hasexaggerated?
happened. If I can also just give you some examplesMr Simpson: We do not believe they are. We
of the relative credit markets across the EU (thesecommissioned an independent economic
are 2002 figures so they do not include the newconsultancy, OXERA1 to look at the provisions of
Member States). The relative market share of thethe original Directive and, in particular, the
EU in 2002 of the UK was 34 per cent; Germanyprovisions in relation to responsible lending. They
was 30 per cent and France was 14 per cent. Theestimated that, looking just at the UK economy, it
relative population sizes were 16 per cent in the UK,would result in a fall in GDP of .2 per cent and a
21 per cent in Germany and 16 per cent in France.drop in consumer expenditure of .6 per cent. We
So our consumer credit market is actually a lotbelieve it would have a similar impact across other
larger than these other states. We believe that thisMember States. Looking in more detail, they came
actually reflects a diVerence in dynamism of theseto these findings because lenders would be required
particular sectors.to take out more detailed fact-finds of customers

and they would be more open to litigation from
customers, and they would, as a result, become Q80 Lord Harrison: That last set of figures
more risk averse. So this would have the demonstrates that we have a mature market in the
unfortunate eVect of falling upon consumers and it United Kingdom which might be then the very firm
would be to the detriment of consumers. It would base from which to spring into a wider market. Two
also contribute to financial exclusion because of you have asserted this afternoon that in principle
lenders would be more selective in their customer you favour the single market, but in answers to
base. Lady Massey’s question there is not one jot of what
Mr Leenders: Just to expand on that, and maybe you have said that convinces me, in any way shape
give a real life example, one of our members has a or form, either that you warm to the single market
direct oVering, a product you can only access either or, indeed, that you are ready to leap into it. Please
through telephony or by the internet. Under the convince me, gentlemen.
present regime that is very profitable and is a model Mr Rees: My Lord Chairman, speaking from my
that could be exported. By layering in some of the company’s point of view, we embrace it—we are in
provisions within the Consumer Credit Directive it the market. We are not engaging in that activity in
would double HR costs, for example, which erodes the way that is necessarily envisaged in the
the profitability of that product line. That would Directive, but the reality is that we are trading in
cause, I suppose, a reticence to take that product other Member States and creating competitive
into other Member States within the European forces within those states, and that is true for all of
Union. the other UK companies who have entered these
Mr Rees: My Lord Chairman, could I just add markets as well. So the competitive force benefits
further to that? We have the OXERA study which, the consumers of Europe, I would argue, because
as far as we are aware, is probably the only that competitive force is coming in one big lump, if
economic analysis that has been carried out in you like, rather than across the border in a stream.
1 Oxford Economic Research Associates. I think it has the same end result for the consumer.
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UK’s borders as it moves to a common positionQ81 Earl of Dundee: Gentlemen, in developing
within the Council of Ministers.these proposals, how much consultation and

dialogue has the Commission had with your
organisations and your counterparts in other Q83 Earl of Dundee: Thank you, but can we move,
Member States? Has the Commission made a or perhaps refer to my two earlier questions? What
proper study of relative laws and practices in are your views on the extent to which the
Member States? Do they really understand the Commission may have carried out a proper study of
United Kingdom credit market, and to what extent relative laws and practices in other Member States?
are your views shared by your counterparts Mr Leenders: We have to say that we have not seen
elsewhere in the EU? a published document per se. That said, I would
Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, if I may I will have to say that at least at an informal level there
pick up on that answer and, perhaps, answer the last would appear to be a broad understanding of the

way the diVerent credit markets operate. They arepart of that cluster of questions first. I also sit as
very, very diverse. For example, there are 60 millionthe Vice-Chair of the European Banking Industry
credit cards in the UK and around 6,000-odd inCommittee’s working party on the Consumer Credit
Belgium. In those markets I would argue veryDirective. In fact, it is quite striking how, across
strongly that the UK is mature, is innovative, andEurope and across various diVerent sectors of the
is diverse, whereas in other states it is just notcredit industry there is an incredible commonality of
necessarily in that place at the same time.the key issues emerging from this Directive. I might

just say that anyway, might I not, but I would be
very confident that as an industry we have a Q84 Earl of Dundee: You said that there is a
cohesive European voice, and within the UK I think measure of solidarity between you and your
we have a cohesive industry voice through the cross- counterparts in EU Member States. And in this
industry group. country you consider the DTI to have been very

helpful. How about the relationship between the
Commission and you nevertheless? Their job is to

Q82 Earl of Dundee: Has the Commission consult with you here and with what may be your
consulted your cohesive voice through Europe, if combined solidarity in Europe. Has that happened
you enjoy solidarity with your counterparts? or not?
Together have you been consulted enough? Mr Leenders: I think it is fair to say we have waited
Mr Leenders: I think that breaks down into two a year now since the vote in the first hearing in the
halves. I think the two halves would be the European Parliament, for a modified proposal that
consultation prior to the publication of the we could have meaningful dialogue around. In that
proposals in September 2002, where there were sense we need to see the words on the page as a
some discussion papers and there was some fact- trigger, as a catalyst, for that debate, and we have
find, but I do not think there was a really not seen that. That, I suppose, is a responsibility
progressive and intense debate around what that would rest, yes, with the Commission.
potentially could be done that might, perhaps, take
into account the way that we have explained how Q85 Earl of Dundee: Thank you.
the market is developing away from legislative Mr Rees:My Lord Chairman, there is just one piece
interventions. All I would have to say is that since of work which I should refer to you. In 2001 the
the publication of the Directive we have found, as Commission did carry out a comprehensive
the UK Cross-Industry Group and the European economic study by an organisation called ORC
Banking Industry Committee, that, at operational Macro, which is on the Commission website. It is
level, we have seen largely an open-door policy not a study of laws and practices; it is essentially a
which has meant we have been able to put our study of the economic dynamics of consumer credit
arguments across. The extent to which they will be markets, and its conclusion, as I understand it (and
reflected in the formal, modified proposal we wait it is a highly technical piece of work) is that in
to see, and we will find out in July time. I think we countries with more consumer credit there is less
would also like to add to that a unanimous view that debt. That sounds completely counter-intuitive but
the DTI, in taking the step of their own interim what they are actually saying is that credit is a
consultation, have been very supportive of the smoothing tool that can be used by consumers to
industry’s concerns and have been very proactive in even out lumpy expenditure. And that if you do not
cataloguing those issues, not least, I think, because have that smoothing tool available then problems
the UK Presidency starts from July of this year. emerge in other areas: you have unexpected
They need to understand quite clearly, whilst of expenses and you need credit to cope with that, and
course respecting the Chairman’s responsibility for if you do not have credit you cannot cope. So that

was their conclusion, as I understand it.neutrality, that the industry position within the
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of research which, to my knowledge, is almostQ86 Lord Trefgarne: May I ask a supplementary?
It really arises out of the answers you have just been unparalleled. They are now approaching matters in

a very scientific way. It began with a study in 2002,giving and the earlier one. Is there any evidence of
penetration or potential penetration of the UK a scale survey, of which there have been very few,

actually (in fact, the only previous one was probablycredit market of non-UK European credit suppliers?
Do you face competition from outside our national 10 years before that) by Professor Kempson of the

Personal Finance Research Centre. Her study, andborders?
I am paraphrasing hugely now, is that broadly theMr Leenders:My Lord Chairman, I think one would
position is relatively stable. I can quote to you fromhave to look at the example of credit card provision
the Minister when that research was launched. Thewhere, during the 1990s, a number of major North
Minister said: “The research shows us that contraryAmerican credit card providers were particularly
to recent speculation, despite both the increase inactive in the market. That, I think, has acted as a
available credit facilities and the increase incatalyst to what we see now, with some 60 card
amounts owed, the majority of UK consumers useproviders, as I understand it, and about 1,000
credit modestly.” These were the findings from aderivatives of the core principle of a credit card. So,
scale survey. That was followed by a further surveyyes, there is that competition. I think, as well, the
of a much more limited scope, but still a scalefocus on technology, such as, for example, enabling
survey, by Citizens Advice in 2003 that found, Ilegislation around the use of the internet to conclude
believe, very much the same thing. The Governmentagreements will mean that diVerent models can be
has recently conducted another survey using MORI,developed, and we have seen in recent years internet
the results of which were published about threebanking as a concept, and telephone banking as a
weeks ago and can be found on the DTI website.concept, which has enabled competitors to come
The other very interesting development is that,into the market. Now, the extent to which other
again, tracking back ultimately to that first DebtEuropean Member States have come into the UK
Task Force, the UK Government has now set up amarket is something that I would say is less evident
system of monitoring over-indebtedness indicators.but, of course, a shining example of how at a
Again, that is to be found on the DTI website. Icorporate level that has happened would be Banco
think the basic position is that there is a lot ofSantander, which we have already mentioned.
latitude. The statistics—and these are
approximate—are that in the early 1990s we were

Q87 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: I have been devoting 15 per cent of our income to meeting
fascinated by the discussion with Lord Harrison, interest repayments, now it is about 7 per cent, and
who has been encouraging you to move into the in the MORI survey the DTI have actually carried
market in Europe, and the discussion about credit out precisely the sensitivity analysis that I think you
and indebtedness, because as I understand it this are talking about and have actually reconfigured it,
country has a very high level of indebtedness despite assuming an increase in interest rates, and they have
the fact it has got a very dynamic consumer credit found it would make very little diVerence. I have not
market. I would like you to say a bit more about got the precise figures with me, at the moment, but
that. I understand about smoothing notions but I I have the reports here and we can certainly provide
am also concerned that it may be that other those to the Committee.
countries are more anxious about increasing
indebtedness and that some of the Commission’s

Q88 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: What aboutproposals may focus around that cultural view
the Consumer Credit Bill?about not encouraging people to become more

indebted and to have more policies. It is interesting, Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, I feel that the
Government (and I do not wish to speakis it not, that these proposals coincide with

consideration of the Consumer Credit Bill in the particularly for the Government—it is not my role)
find themselves in something of an invidiousUK? How might that aVect further consideration of

the Commission’s proposals? I will come to my position, insofar as the Consumer Credit Act has
been an enabling piece of legislation that has servedsecond question when we have got through some of

that. It is said that consumer credit in this country the market well for some 30 years, but we have
touched on a number of innovations aroundcould be a time bomb if the economic situation

changes from one of growth to one of technology, and so on and so forth, which means
that the time is right for review. The time line for theunemployment and high interest rates. The situation

would be extremely diYcult. Directive is protracted and slipping, and in a certain
sense it is right that someone takes the hard decisionMr Rees: If I could cover that question first of all,

my Lord Chairman. What has happened since 2000, to introduce a Bill into the UK’s Parliament. That
Bill has been introduced in full recognition of thewhen the Minister convened the Debt Task Force,

is that the UK Government has begun a programme fact that there might be some areas that will require
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Mr Rees:My Lord Chairman, just to add to that, itfurther revision as a result of the Directive.
Actually, the provisions within the Consumer Credit should be pointed out that concerns have been noted
Bill will bite over a period of the next three or four by the Government, and we are currently in the
years, and in that sense, introducing changes, as middle of a programme of legislative change. Three
required by a Consumer Credit Directive, will weeks ago a whole series of regulations came into
probably slot into a time line of continuous change, force designed to cover some of these issues. There is
which we have seen and probably we could wind a Bill which is currently going through the legislative
back through mortgage regulation that was process which will, again, cover yet more of these
introduced some six months ago—the General issues, with, for example, increased powers for the
Insurance Regulation2. We have seen this in retail OYce of Fair Trading, and so on. So these issues have
credit markets and also through our own self- been addressed legislatively here in theUK.MyLord
regulation, and I think it is something that we, as a Chairman, I do actually have the statistics, if I can go
nation, need to be prepared to take on board to back and read this. This is from the Over-
ensure that in a legal framework those consumers indebtedness in Britain, a DTI report on the MORI
who do find themselves over-committed do have a Financial Services Survey 2004, which was actually
measure of protection in the law. published about three weeks ago. “The Citizens

Advice Bureaux reported in 2003 that a fall in gross
income of as little as 10 per cent could induceQ89 Baroness Howarth of Breckland:That is terribly
problems for their clients with debt-related problems.important because you present a very rosy picture of
We can investigate this hypothesis for the MFSSall of this, but we know from consumer organisations
sample by reducing the income of all the respondentsthat there actually is a growing concern about some
by 10 per cent and observing how many moreaspects of credit, particularly high-pressure sales
individuals are captured by the debt service incometactics. We know banks used to be cautious but now
indicators.” (These are indicators that Professoryou get points for selling products, not for giving
Kempson has suggested as being possible indicatorscautious advice, and we have unsolicited increases in
of over-indebtedness, and they include things likecredit limits, irresponsible debt consolidation, and
more than 25 per cent of gross income committed toinadequate information and redress for consumers.
unsecured debt repayments and more than 50 perThey are mirrored in reports that you know well: the
cent of gross income committed to secured andGriYths Commission and the Centre for the Study of
unsecured debt repayments.) “When the simulationFinancial Innovation. Does this not amount to a

climate for change—if you like, a head of steam— is run we can see that the amount of additional
that will lead to more regulation, because you are individuals identified by the debt service indicators is
giving two diVerent pictures: one that all is well and small. The number of individuals with unsecured
yet there are these things happening? debt service in excess of 25 per cent of their income
MrLeenders:MyLordChairman, I think there is also increases by 0.5 per cent from 7.6 per cent to 8.1 per
a place within the legislative framework for self- cent; the number of individuals with total debt service
regulation, and I touched very briefly on the Banking in excess of 50 per cent of their income (that is secured
Code. The Banking Code is revised every three years, and unsecured) increases from 9.2 per cent to 10.2 per
and the latest version was introduced in mid-March. cent.” So these are quite small variations.
That develops concepts of responsible lending,
designed specifically to address increases in credit
limits. I would like to make the point that there is a

Q90 Lord Moser: May I ask a statistical question?positive in these unsolicited increases in credit limits.
This is very important. When (a) anybody uses aIf I could use the example of the “low and grow
credit card for any purpose whatever, and (b) whencard”-type product, for an individual, perhaps, on
somebody borrows money from a bank, do thethe margins of financial inclusion; starting with a low
figures you have just given, which are very important,limit and allowing that individual to prove their
include all of that? Is it any kind of credit card use andcredit history over time with an increasing facility
any kind of bank borrowing?actually introduces them to the mainstream market.
Mr Rees: I believe so, yes. These are total debtSo whilst there is a lot of negativity around these
repayments.products they do have a positive purpose in the

market as well.
2 For clarification; the timeline of legislative change commenced
with mortgage regulation and secondary legislative changes Q91 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Maybe that
relating to the Consumer Credit Act (1974) on 31 October

can be checked.2004, followed by the coming into force of the CCA (1974)
Electronic Communications Order on 31 December 204, then Mr Rees: The point I was making is one on
introduction of general insurance regulations on 15 January sensitivities and I cannot quite remember how the2004 and finally further secondary legislative change to the
Consumer Credit Act (1974) from 31 May 2005. figures are made up.
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Q95 Chairman: Are similar things happening inQ92 Lord Moser: I read somewhere—not in the
most of the other European nations, do you think?GriYths report but somewhere else—that 7 per cent
You have mentioned one, I think—of our GNP is debt-related. Does that figure ring a
Mr Simpson: The Mortgage Code.bell? If it does not could you, at some time, supply

what you think the GNP proportion is for this
country and for other countries? We do need to have Q96 Chairman: Is that at a European level?
a sort of feel for how big this stuV is we are talking Mr Simpson: Yes.
about.
Mr Rees:My Lord Chairman, that may be the figure Q97 Chairman: In other markets are you aware of
that I gave you earlier and which is actually, again, other codes operating in, let us say, Germany or Italy
from theDTIWhite Paper, which is the percentage of in these sorts of areas of banking?
income that we are spending collectively on debt Mr Simpson: I would be surprised if they did not, in
repayments. That is currently 7 per cent. That may the nature of—
well be the figure that you have heard. That is down Chairman: It sounds as though they probably do, but
from 15 per cent. I do not want to hold us up any more on that.

Q98 Baroness Neuberger: I ought to declare anQ93 Lord Moser: Anything you can give us—
interest because I was, in fact, on the advisoryincluding student loans and the whole structure. I do
committee to the Chairman of NACAB, nownot know where else we are going to get these figures
Citizens Advice. You have been saying that you arefrom, except from our gentlemen here today.
quite happy in a sense that you think that a voluntaryMr Rees: We certainly can provide these reports
code works reasonably well and is reasonablywhich are comprehensive.
desirable. We know that responsible lending is
another element in the Commission’s philosophy.
How would you like to see that defined? Would youQ94 Chairman:Can I just go back?Youwere talking
want it—supposing we go for a European market—about the almost continuous development of British
to be voluntary or, ultimately, would you help createlaw (I think it is probably British rather than
or frame European legislation or guidelines in thisEnglish—I do not want to get into that technicality)
area?and, also, self-regulation, which you find useful or
Mr Leenders: I think the DTI have done a lot of workacceptable. Would there not be a benefit in having
around what responsible lending might manifest as. Ithis sort of developmental process at the European
think that where they have come to is somethinglevel rather than purely at the national level, so that
around transparency and information provision. Myeverybody would be, as it were, on a level playing
colleague, David, mentioned the introduction of newfield?
secondary legislation from the end of May. We nowMr Simpson: I think, my Lord Chairman, in terms of
have a transparent process which includes pre-codes of self-regulation, they tend to be like the
contractual information to facilitate shoppingBanking Code, we have a lending code and they tend
around and, perhaps, a period of reflection, and veryto be the member organisations that subscribe to
prescriptive regulation around the form and content

those. So these are purely at a local level, I suspect. of agreements. So there is no burying in the small
Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, within Europe print the nasty details; that is a thing of the past.
there is, of course, the European Mortgage Code. Going forward in the Bill, therewill be a commitment
Within the UK, of course, we have regulation which to provision of annual statements, so that for an
goes further than the Mortgage Code, but it is an agreement onemightmake over a period of years one
initiative whereby self-regulation was introduced to a can revisit the decision that was taken, maybe, one to
market, and the arguments and the positives around three years previously to make sure that you have the
that are the flexibility that that brings. We can review right credit agreement for your particular
our code in three years and every three years, with circumstances. We have talked in a macro sense
interim reviews if need be. In terms of Parliamentary about over-indebtedness and over-commitment, and
time, it is practically not feasible to do that. It does whilst we might say, at a macro level—given a fairly
notmean that you have an interim regulation or piece benign economy and given that the cycle of the
of regulation that can flex very quickly, and we have economy has moved very much away from boom/
of course the code sponsored by ourselves, the British bust to a far smoother curve—that, actually, over-
Bankers’ Association, APACS for card providers indebtedness might be manageable at a national
and the Building Societies’ Association. It does have level, we must not get away from the fact that at a
an independent standards board who act as a personal level it introduces stress, hardship and
watchdog to make sure that people are playing by diYculty that we must be live with. I think that

breaks down into two parts. I think the first part isthe rules.
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people further periods to pay in times of diYculty.prevention, and in terms of prevention the FSA’s
Financial Capability Initiative is looking to develop We need to preserve those, and I think the way to do
educational programmes through the National that is to blend the harmonisation and to have,
Curriculumand elsewhere, so that people understand perhaps, minimum harmonisation or Member State
what it is in that chain of paperwork that they should recognition of domestic local market consumer
be looking for and comparing, and how to budget protections. That way you will get those protections
and whether they need that credit or, maybe, just built into the legislature as well as facilitating a pan-
want whatever they could get with that credit and, European piece of legislation which will hopefully
also, the cure, because about two thirds of people drive a greater cross-border trading credit.
who are overcommitted are overcommitted through
no fault of their own. This is accidental, illness,

Q100 Lord Moser: May I ask a very quick question.bereavement or family breakdown, and we need to
Do you have the impression that building societyhave that safety net, which is why you might be
houses are as responsible as banks?familiar with theMoneyAdvice Trust and themoney
Mr Leenders: To be fair, I think that will probably bewhich the banks are putting into that safety net.
a question to ask the building societies. To be fair,Again, it comes back to the Banking Code where we
they do subscribe to the same code as us, so they arehave a commitment to treat individuals who are over

indebted sympathetically within the Banking Code within the same ballpark.
when they find themselves in these circumstances. Lord Moser: From personal experience and that of

my family’s, my impression is that it is much looser,
but I will leave the question on the table.

Q99 Baroness Neuberger: Can I press you a bit
further on that. Most of what you said about how the
Banking Code works is what I would call, in a sense, Q101 Baroness Massey of Darwen: Are there gender
proper behaviour; the banks should not lure people and age diVerences here? Who gets into the most
into commitments which they cannot sustain. In fact, diYculty? I heard about young people, for example,
what we are seeing is that consumers are lured into totting up massive great credit card bills. I am
unsustainable commitments in some cases. Even if interested in that, but, also, I am interested in how
you say that in two-thirds of the cases these are the women fare in all of this. You mentioned, for
people where it has happened through no fault of example, bereavement. Is that a serious problem?
their own, for one third they have been tempted and Mr Rees: All I can do is refer you to the Kempson
they have been tempted to behave irresponsibly Study which is a scale survey. My understanding is
arguably because of the way this is presented to them that when this study was instigated they were
and arguably because the lending has not been particularly worried about the first of the issues that
responsible. Where would you sit there both you mentioned, which is young people, and they did
nationally and, indeed, for a European-wide issue if a separate study. I gather the results were not
we are going to take this European-wide? particularly diVerent from any of the others, so they
Mr Leenders: If you suggest there is an argument, did not publish a report on that. What I would do is
there needs to be a vehicle of redress. The Banking

commend you to actually looking at the detailedCode is supplemented by the banking ombudsman,
tables in there showing the categories of people whothe Financial Ombudsman Service, and we have had
have diYculties and, I think, very broadly speaking,that since the mid-to-late eighties. That provides a
it is as you would expect. If you are having children,binding finding on banks in situationswhere in-house
it is that phase of people’s lives where they are settingredress mechanisms have not found a resolve.
up home, having children and/or getting divorced.Beyond that, of course, there are the courts. We
During all of that process you get into diYculties forknow that, if only because of the number of cases
all sorts of reasons, but it may not just be with credit,brought under the extortionate test in the old act,
it may be with household bills as well. I think this isperhaps the bar was pitched too high. That will
a very important point to understand becausechange with the Bill, with an unfair relationships test
Kempson said that, in fact, more people get intowhich is far broader, which looks not just at the
diYculty with household bills than get into debt withagreement but, also, to issues related to the
credit which is, perhaps, again, counter-intuitive.agreement. That might include, of course, any
MrSimpson:MyLord Chairman, if I can add to that.assertive selling techniques or any
The MORI Survey which the DTI carried out threemiscommunication of the facts. Within the UK there
weeks ago, one of their tables shows the individualswill be a fix. You say how will that work within
satisfying the over-indebtedness indicators. LookingEurope? There are some principles around
here, certainly more women meet those criteria,responsible lending, the unfair relationship test and
people in their twenties and thirties and, as Davidsome of those protections which are already in the

Consumer Credit Act, such as time orders, to give alluded to, those with children as well.
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remember is the cash amount fee for the charges. It isChairman: There was a suggestion in one of the
papers we have that the Joy Education Programmes a package of information which the debtor needs to

work out what he is entering into.should be directed towards: “What if I want to
borrow when I get married, what if I want to borrow
when I have a baby”, so that you link the two things, Q105 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Surely it is
the general understanding and the specific realisation not beyond the wit of men to find a formula which is
that certain events in your life are going to make the comprehensible to ordinary folk. If you are trying to
wish to borrow grow, because they are expensive and become transparent, and the people who are not
how do you handle that. I think we have done as going to understand all of these issues are the people
much as we can on that. who get into the debt situation—the low income,

single families group—then there must be some way
you can unpick this package and help peopleQ102 Lord Colwyn: Of course another problem is

that so few people understand APR. I am sure the understand what it is they are paying for. Do they
need to know at all? Do I need to know whether mymajority of borrowers have no idea what it means at

all. In the Chairman’s opening remarks, my Lord engine works in my car even though I drive it?
Mr Rees: This is a personal view. I think whatChairman said we were not going to go down the

APR route too much this afternoon, but we have the consumers need to know—and I think this is in
addition to the APR—is how much is it going to costCommission’s proposals in front of us in this rather

complex series of formulae which very much me per week or per month, how much am I going to
pay back in charges in cash terms altogether and,reminded me of my advanced A-Level mathematics

paper, which I thought I understood but I failed. I probably most importantly, how much is it going to
cost me if it all goes wrong. If you have thatwonder if you feel that these examples we have been

giving are at all relevant? I think we have formed the information then I think you probably have a
reasonably clear picture. The more simple the creditopinion that perhaps APR means diVerent things to

diVerent people, to diVerent lenders and diVerent products, the fewer the default charge and the more
simple it is for people. That is a personal view.borrowers, so we are not quite clear about that. How

should this be transparent and presented to the
consumers who are using it? How can it be simplified Q106 Lord Harrison: The material point today is it
and how do we make them understand it? achievable, that you can find a common method
Mr Simpson: As you say, my Lord Chairman, these throughout the internal market of expressing an
are highly technical issues, suYce to say we are APR such that the consumer, wherever he or she
confident that the Commission has done its might find himself, can make a valid comparison.
homework and it will work out the appropriate Just to be helpful in answering that question, because
formulae. The APR is a useful indicator for I remain equal to bounds, outwards, is it absolutely
comparative purposes. In terms of the UK itself, we wholly desirable in your industry that you have the
think the UK reforms where it is put clearly on the capacity to be flexible in those three items which you
agreements and the paperwork is the way forward. just talked about, Mr Rees, so that you are oVering

diVerent products which are valuable to customers at
diVerent times? The simple mind would say why canQ103 Lord Colwyn: I would like to see something

simple where APR in the local bank rate are X per we not arrive at a formula which is then common
throughout the British market and eventually lead tocent and just make it as simple as that and really

obvious. Can it not bemuchmore simplified?Do you a European market? Why is it that it is suitable to
have these variations if the suitability is not for youthink we need these formulae?

Mr Rees:My Lord Chairman, I think we are getting the provider against the consumer?
Mr Rees: I have to apologise, I found the questiona little bit technical now. The APR is not simply the

interest rate, it is intended to include all the other rather diYcult to follow.
charges as well, and that is the important point about
it all. For example, it is intended to include annual Q107 Lord Harrison: I found it diYcult to put. Can
new fees on credit cards or set-up fees; all of those you just tell me, the APR running throughout the
sorts of things are intended to be put into it. I think single market, is that ambition worth trying to
it would be diYcult to compare with a bank rate achieve?
because it is a diVerent measurement. MrRees: I think it is a worthy ambition. The formula

will produce a standard figure across Europe,
although what we have understood is that in certainQ104 Lord Colwyn: I am sure you believe it is not

fully understood. countries there is a pressure to exclude certain items.
That has arisen from the fact that in certain countriesMr Rees: That is true. Again, if you go back to the

Crowther Report, what Crowther said was it is one of there are charges—and I am thinking oV the top of
my head here—of tax and notary fees which do notprobably two or three measures. The only one I can
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lending and the prevention of over commitment and,arise in other countries. What the lenders in those
countries are saying is: “These are not our charges, expressly, not for predatory marketing, for example,

in the UK.these are charges which, for example, we have to pay
to the state and therefore it is a false comparison to
include that because it makes our credit look much Q111 Lord Trefgarne: I was thinking of a slightly
more expensive”. There are bits round the edges of diVerent aspect of all of this where the banks are
the APR system which will cause problems, but, nowadays, as I understand it, required to provide
again, those problems are rooted in the taxation information to the authorities, in any event, about
diVerences and other diVerences between countries. financial transactions which they regard as

suspicious, there are duties imposed upon banks to
reveal that information, and whether that wouldQ108 Lord Harrison: Just to take that example, is
have an implication on all of this?there a way of eventually finessing it?
Mr Leenders: That is slightly aside from the way dataMr Rees: I would argue not until you have also
is shared for credit assessment as it falls more withinlooked at all of those other issues and started to
the ambit of—harmonise them. If you harmonise tax, for example,

then you do not have that issue on tax. If you
harmonise legal systems—we do not use notaries so Q112 Lord Trefgarne: Maybe I am talking about
much now—that problem would drop away, but it is something completely diVerent and maybe
a big job and there are many layers of law. irrelevant.

Mr Leenders: I am bound to say that is now governed
by a slightly diVerent regime.Q109 Chairman: I do not think tax harmonisation is

part of the European project at the present moment.
Q113 Lord Trefgarne: Can I just move on to oneI think we are getting into very dangerous water here.
other issue—in fact, it has a bearing on what I haveMr Rees: My Lord Chairman, I am speaking
just been asking about—which is the rise, it wouldhypothetically.
seem, of business being conducted over the internet,
with many of these lenders being outside theQ110 Lord Trefgarne: First of all, I would like to ask
jurisdiction of the European Union. Is this ayou about the sharing of data between lenders and
widespread practice and, indeed, if it is an attractivepotential lenders. As I understand it, within the
way to conduct business, might it drive a number ofUnited Kingdom, at present, data about diVerent
lenders oVshore?potential borrowers is shared between lenders.
Mr Rees:My Lord Chairman, I hope I can reassureWould that be an essential element of any cross-
you on this point. One thing we have not mentionedborder lending regime, and how would it tie in with
previously, relevant to the discussion on codes, is thatsome of the diYcult privacy issues which are
all UK credit suppliers have to be licensed atemerging from these provisions?
whatever stage of the transaction they are in, so aMr Leenders: The structure of credit data-sharing
lender has to be licensed, an intermediary has to bewithin the UK is founded, as all data-sharing across
licensed and so on.One of the levers, quite apart fromEurope is founded, in the Data Protection Directive.
the fact that if you trade unlicensed you areOf course, beyond that there is the interpretation
committing a criminal oVence, is that if you arewhich is the Data Protection Act 1998. Taking that a
unlicensed your agreements are not enforceable. Westep further, a Steering Committee on Reciprocity,
have analysed your question and our conclusion isestablished principles of reciprocity in sharing
that it would be theoretically possible to lend into theinformation within the UK. That enables lenders to
UK on the internet. However, again we come back tounderstand either negative or positive data profiles of
the recovery point—if you wanted to recover thatcustomers and potential customers alike which very
money from the person you lent it to, your agreementmuch informs decisions they may take. Of course,
would be unenforceable unless you were licensedacross Europe the core route, the Data Protection
under the UK licensing system. So we believe inDirective, is the same. The interpretation may vary,
practice it does not have an appeal in the sense ofbut in principle there is either negative or negative
enabling a lender to evade UK credit laws.and positive sharing across these Member States.

One of the things around privacy is that an individual
Q114 Lord Trefgarne: Is a licence hard to come by?must give their consent to sharing this data before,
Mr Rees: No, it is a straightforward process to startindeed, it is shared, which gives the safeguard that
with to draw you into the system, but it is thendata is not just taken without written consent. They
reviewed at regular intervals thereafter.are known in colloquial terms in the UK as “fair

obtaining clauses” in terms and conditions to share.
When that data is shared it is shared strictly on the Q115 Lord Trefgarne: An oVshore lender could get

a licence quite easily?basis that it is for the promotion of responsible
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worry about that market developing, because it hasMrRees:Yes, they would have to submit details of all
the people involved in the business. That would all be been put to us by a consumers’ organisation that this

is a very high risk market, and it may be quite somechecked against, as I understand it, criminal records,
that sort of thing. There is quite a heavy-duty time if we do not catch the bus now to find time

within European legislation to do something aboutchecking process which goes on behind the scenes.
Mr Leenders: Again, this is something which is that?

Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, this is anotheridentified within the Consumer Credit Bill to make
that licensing regime far more robust and scrutiny situation where we have very recent UK legislation

through the Financial Services Market Act whichwhich the OYce of Fair Trading will undertake in
granting a licence will be far more thorough going facilitated mortgage regulation within the UK to

regulate. Indeed, there is a Bill, the Reform offorward.
Financial Services (Land Transactions) Bill—and I
think it gets its Second Reading tomorrow in theQ116 Lord Trefgarne: There is no real risk of
House of Commons—that will draw in homecowboy lending?
reversion and certain Islamic mortgage typeMr Rees: I think we can reassure you on that basis.
products. I can assure the Committee that in terms of
the UK the market is adequately legislated. We agreeQ117 Chairman: If I understand it, internet lending
with the DTI, unequivocally, that secured creditis not covered by the proposed Directive, is that
should be excluded from a scope of the Directive andcorrect?
that is not, to be clear, because we want it excludedMr Simpson: I think it is. Only within the EU, I
from legislation. It is just that we feel there is morepresume.
appropriate legislation which should be brought to
bear, for us, I would say that would be mortgage

Q118 Chairman: Within the European Union. regulation. It is a diVerent type of product when
Mr Rees: I am thinking desperately now, My Lord associated with the risks around the repossession of
Chairman. homes to a consumer credit directive which will be

looking at credit provision from, I suppose, mail-
Q119 Chairman: My feeling is that it is not. order catalogue through to car loan and asset
Mr Rees: Again, unless we have maximum finance. I think we need to be clear that the right
harmonisation on the question of credit licensing, protections and the right information provision are
certainly there is no risk of it happening here. I have enshrined in law. That is why I say I feel we have that
to say, I think the OYce of Fair Trading would within this regulation.
jealously guard its right to continue with its current
licensing system. I think the consumer organisations Q121 Chairman: Is there a basic European-wide rule
certainly would agree with that as well. From a UK or regulation covering mortgages?
domestic position our consumers here are okay. I Mr Simpson: The Commission is due to produce a
must admit I am not quite sure about the position Mortgages’ Green Paper in July.
elsewhere.
Mr Leenders: If I may, just as a point of clarification,

Q122 Chairman: What you are really suggesting ismy Lord Chairman, in terms of internet promotion,
that you would rather shift this bit about securedof course, that would be quite possible under the
lending away from this bit of legislation and on toDirective. In terms of application, that may equally
that bit of legislation?well be possible under the Directive. There are no
Mr Simpson: Exactly.provisions within the Directive, such as the

Electronic Commerce Order of December 20043,
Q123 Lord Harrison: If that is the case, will therewhich would facilitate the signing of the agreement.
then be a gap in legislationwhich couldmake it ratherYou would move from a virtual to a paper-based
diYcult for consumers in terms of equity release?environment in the conclusion of that agreement. It
MrLeenders:MyLord Chairman, in terms of theUKis a partial Internet based process.
market there would be no gap. The legislation,Chairman: Thank you, that was useful.
Mortgage Regulation, was introduced in October of
last year, so it is in place. Prior to that there was theQ120 Lord Harrison: Gentlemen, on secured
UK Mortgage Code. What we are saying is ratherlending, equity release schemes or other loan schemes
than take one piece of secured lending, andinvolving property, it appears that the Government
particularly lending secured on an individual’s home,are lukewarm on accepting that under the Directive.
and put it into the convenient vehicle, which is theWhat is your view? If it is excluded, is there then a
Consumer Credit Directive consider it holistically in

3 For noting/ misquoted in debate; the correct title for this the Green Paper Review of secured credit morelegislation is The Consumer Credit Act (1974) Electronic
Communications Order (2004). generally.
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Mr Rees: Going back to my previous comments inQ124 Earl of Dundee: Following on from Lord
Harrison’s point, we are grateful to you for giving us response to your point about mortgages. The one

component which we have not really covered today isthe assurance that there is no gap here and that we
have got something done. Yet in regard to our EU the diVerence between what I would call a small

consumer credit which can range, as my colleaguecolleagues if we make do with some stop-gap policy
for five or 10 years or for however long it takes is not said, from a mail order purchase to a car loan and

much larger transactions, such as mortgages. Thethen the logical inference that France, Germany,
Italy etc may each have to do through national truth is there has been a cross-border market in

mortgages for many years, and it is possible becauselegislation what we in the UK have already done or
are about to do. Are you thus aware that our EU of themuch larger sums involved and themuch larger

cash amount of charges, to expendmoney finding outcolleagues will proceed like this?
Mr Leenders: My Lord Chairman, the European how you would recover the debt from that consumer

and setting the transaction up so that you can getMortgage Federation has undertaken a fairly
comprehensive review of legislation across Member your money back at the end of the transaction. The

point which I made generally about doing what I callStates in this area. Whilst I am not close enough to
give you the assurance that across each of the 25 true cross-border lending holds true for the generality

of consumer credit. In other words, it is diYcultMember States there is legislation in place, I would
feel confident in saying, at this meeting, that there is because you cannot justify it in terms of the cost, but

certainly you can with mortgages.legislation across Europe to provide somemeasure of
protection, but I would rather we provided the detail Lord Harrison: There is a 3.4 per cent payback

because of these euro accounts, which is lower thanto you oV-line.
MrRees:MyLordChairman, there is one other point what we oVer.
on that which is, I believe—and this is our general
understanding—that the mortgage markets in other Q127 Chairman: Gentlemen, you need to get away
Member States are much less developed than ours. It to catch a train, and we have come to the end of the
is probably the case that in a lot of countries they will questions minus the last three questions.
not have equity release mortgages. Certainly, Mr Simpson:We are happy to stay.
whenever we talk to people in the Commission about
our flexible mortgages there is complete Q128 Chairman: It is up to you to decide what you
astonishment that such a product could exist. want to do. I think the most sensible thing to do is to

read the questions because I need to read themout for
the record. One of the consumer organisations hasQ125 Lord Harrison: Is that not the reason why we

should be interested in all this, because if we go along proposed that all pre-contractual information on
credit documentation should be presented in aand oVer the kinds of products which you say

astonish people, is that not a big wide door which is standard format which has got to be easily readable,
in a comprehensible language and using a recognisedopen to us?

Mr Rees: In that particular context I am inclined to standardised template. Do you think that is a good
idea and, if so, should that be the kind of thing whichagree.

Mr Leenders: I would refer back to my comment that is introduced into the Directive?
Mr Simpson:Yes and yes. This is largely in place withwe have to be mindful of consumer behaviour in this.

Typically, consumers will reconsider that there are the recent Government reforms, the pre-contractual
information part of it.very advantageous rates. Perhaps, for home loans

out of European mortgage providers, we have to be
mindful of exchange risk as a first step and we have Q129 Chairman: You think that should be extended
to consider, very carefully, would we want to be to other countries as well?
dealing at distance should it all go wrong. One of the Mr Simpson: Indeed.
first adages which was instilled in me in terms of
constructing deals in credit was that marriages are Q130 Chairman: What about the universal right of
quite easy, it is the divorce which is diYcult. It is that withdrawal? Obviously it is diYcult for people who
part which creates a nervousness and a locality of are selling goods because it is how do they get their
market. goods back and all that kind of thing. We are told

that would either penalise consumers or encourage
them to use alternative and more expensive forms ofQ126 Lord Harrison: Is it not the case that Barclays,

at 700 branches, have now provided Euro accounts credit, such as credit cards.Howwould you like to see
that provision modified so that a reasonable degreeformortgages and there is £57 billion otherwise in the

property market of the UK which now finds itself of consumer protection is maintained? Does our own
law oVer an example, in this respect, to the EuropeanoVering mortgages principally in southern Europe to

UK consumers? Union and the Commission?
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you borrow the money and suddenly you find thatMr Simpson: In answer to the second part, yes. In
terms of how we would like to see the right of AuntyNelly has since left you £3,000 and youwant to
withdrawal operate, we would like to see repayment pay oV your debt or whatever. You should have that
by the customer as an essential pre-condition. For right, and it is not unreasonable for lenders to expect
example, if someone is buying a car and there is a 14- some compensation for early settlement. Here, again,
day period of withdrawal, it would be 14 days before does UK law oVer lessons to what should become
the customer could pick up the car because the more widespread in the EuropeanUnion?
business would not want to take the risk of being Mr Simpson: Indeed it does. Once again I have to
involved in the depreciation of the value of the car if refer to the recent UK reforms.
it was returned. Mr Leenders:My Lord Chairman, if I may, there are

broadly two models across Europe. In the UK about
Q131 Chairman: Would that cover things like 70 per cent of credit agreements are settled early, so
expensive household goods, television sets and those a significant number. We apportion any charge for
kinds of things? settling early so that 30 per cent who are not in the
Mr Simpson: Yes, indeed it would. fortuitous position of being able to utilise a windfall

are not penalised per se. The other model, which is to
Q132 Chairman: The object which you bought aggregate the cost of early settlement and provide it
would sit, as it were, not in the shop—of course it is free of charge, eVectively, all that does is increase the

APR across the piece. I think our view is that withinnot in the shop anyway—but it would be in the hands
the UK, directing those costs associated with earlyof the seller, and when you had confirmed that you
settlement to those who have benefited by settlingwere going to go ahead with the agreement they
early is more equitable, although that is notwould deliver it to you.
something we see across the whole of the EU.Mr Simpson: Indeed. Ultimately the consumer wants

the goods straight away, so if you go in and buy a
Q137 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed,television you do not want to wait 14 days before you
gentlemen. Have you got any other points you wantcan have it.
to make?
Mr Leenders: No.Q133 Lord Trefgarne: A cooling oV period of some
Chairman: You have been very generous with yourkind is really part of the law here, is it not?
time and your information. As I say, if you feel, whenMr Rees: I think our position is that we fully support
you see the transcript of this, that there are things youthe right of withdrawal, we are fully in agreement
would have said and have not, please do not hesitatewith that, but it is simply this technical aspect which
to make those points when you return the transcriptis what do you do when it is linked to the purchase of
to the Clerk. Again, we are looking forward to seeinggoods. Our suggestion has been that at the point
the additional bits of information which you havewhere the customer decides to withdraw they should

have the obligation to pay for the goods then. I promised us. I am sure that will all be extremely
believe the idea here is that they should go to another welcome to us because the more we can understand
lender, if they need to borrow themoney, get that new how all this works in practice, I think the better able
loan and use that to pay oV the old one. we are to make sensible observations for Her

Majesty’s Government.
Q134 Lord Trefgarne: In terms of the supplier of the Lord Harrison Are our colleagues writing to us in
goods, they are supplying them in the hope that reply to some of those final questions, because if they
everything will be right and they will be ready to take are I would be very grateful to hear their views about
them back if they are not, is that it? the eurozone and how the establishment of the
Mr Rees: I do not quite follow, I am sorry. eurozone aVects what is happening here in the single
Chairman: I think what Lord Trefgarne was saying market and the kinds of products which you are
was that under the right of withdrawal youwould still interested in?
be able to take the goods away with you, but I think
you are saying that for the 14-day period you would Q138 Chairman: Is that acceptable?
not be able to do that. Mr Simpson: Yes.

LordHarrison:The existence of the euro presumably
Q135 Lord Trefgarne: That is at risk of the supplier? promotes the very market we are talking about.
Mr Simpson: Yes, because the supplier would not Chairman:That is specifically one of the reasons why
want to take the risk. people establish themselves within the eurozone in

order to trade across the boundaries with a single
currency. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I hopeQ136 Chairman: There is the question of early

repayment.Again, it is aquestionof customershaving your journey to Brussels works out easily and
without any diYculties.a right to settle early. For example you buy a kitchen,
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Supplementary evidence from the UK Cross Industry Group

Lord Harrison [From transcript]

“I would be very grateful to hear [UK CIG] views about the eurozone and how the establishment of the
eurozone aVects what is happening here in the single market and the kinds of products which you are
interested in?”

“The existence of the euro presumably promotes the very market we are talking about.”

Response

Superficially, cross-border lending would appear to be more feasible in a single currency zone. However, the
other factors we have described in evidence already given would far outweigh the benefit from a single
currency. In particular, the key question for any lender is how to assess the lending risk and how physically/
legally to recover the debt if the customer refuses to repay. The answers to both these questions are not
impacted by a single currency zone, which presently aVects only 12 of the present 25 Member States.

Notwithstanding the elimination of exchange rate risk, which a single currency brings, the file presently does
not address a unique feature of credit—residual risk31—that sets it apart from all these other products.
Residual risk is the reason why a cross-border market in mass-market consumer credit is unlikely to emerge
from bottom-up consumer behaviours. The text assumes that ability to carry out a cross-border credit reference
check will be enough to kick-start cross-border lending. In fact, risk assessment and management is much
more complex than just referencing.

For example, a large UK lender with a wide UK customer portfolio is likely to use scoring systems that will
assess risk by reference to distinct—and fairly large—“pools” of customers. It is clear from this that if a single
French-based consumer contacted that UK lender, the lender would have no way to gauge the risk of lending
to that person.

Lenders need also to understand and assess the legal recovery processes which can be used if the customer
refuses to pay. Again, a UK lender will know how well the UK processes work and how much they cost to
use. But if a Frenchman were to contact that UK lender, the lender would probably have no knowledge of
French recovery systems, and so be unable to gauge the cost and ease of legal recovery.

There are perhaps two exceptions. With very large loans, covering the cost of researching recovery systems in
the borrower’s State will be possible. So for many years, UK citizens have taken mortgage loans from foreign
lenders, albeit in fairly small numbers—the total market in cross border mortgages is only 1 per cent.

Our arguments make it seem that no internal market in credit is possible. In fact, CIG contends that such a
market does exist and is thriving, but not in the form which had been envisaged. We think the market is being
created via top-down crossborder mergers, joint ventures and solus scale market entry (ie entry by a business
into a market on a solo basis), all of which have been developing rapidly in recent years.

In all these cases, lenders have chosen to enter new markets. But they have done this by electing to set up
operations in the target Member State itself. So they have recruited local staV, with local expertise. These
employees can guide the business eYciently through the culture, risks and legal systems in that market. And
because this is scale entry, it can support paying for professional advice on local recovery systems and tax
regimes.

So the internal market in credit exists and is growing. But the form of that market is dictated by eYciency
imperatives and by the practical problems in lending cross-border. The overall net eVect for consumers will
still be positive, since these rationalisation processes will increase eYciencies.

31 By “residual risk”, we mean the risk that the lender assumes when he parts with his funds against the debtor’s promise to repay them
in the future.
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WEDNESDAY 29 JUNE 2005
morning

Present: Thomas of Walliswood, B Moser, L
(Chairman) Neuberger, B

Howarth of Breckland, B

Memorandum by the Citizens’ Advice Bureau (CAB)

1. Introduction

1.1 Citizens Advice welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence on the proposed European Consumer
Credit Directive to the House of Lords European Union Select Committee.

1.2 Citizens Advice is the European Consumer Centre in the UK and therefore has a particular interest
in the Directive. The CAB service is also Europe’s largest network of independent advice centres; providing
high quality free advice from over 3,200 locations throughout Wales, England and Northern Ireland. In
2003–04 the CAB service dealt with over 5,600,000 new problems, including over 795,000 enquiries relating
to consumer credit, finance and consumer credit debt.

1.3 The CAB service has experienced a rapid growth in enquiries about consumer debt in recent years; up
by 66 per cent since 1997. This growth is in part due to the increased proportion of consumer credit debt
in the debt profiles of CAB money advice clients. Whereas 49 per cent of this profile was composed of
credit debt in 1991, this figure had risen to 71 per cent in 2001.32 Our debt clients are particularly poor,
with over 40 per cent in receipt of means-tested benefits and tax credits. On average they owed £10,700.
Worryingly a quarter of our clients who responded had sought treatment or counselling through their GP
for feelings of stress, anxiety or depression. We believe that this makes Citizens Advice well placed to discuss
the problems consumers experience with consumer credit and debt.

2. Credit and Debt Problems Faced by Consumers

2.1 The UK consumer credit market is said to be highly developed by international standards in terms of
the range and sophistication of credit products available. However, evidence from CAB clients highlights
three common practices in the credit industry that lead to hardship, detriment and exposure to increased
indebtedness for too many consumers.

2.2 Firstly, debt can arise from poor lending decisions made without any attempt to checking on the
borrowers’ ability to repay credit at the outset of the loan. In many cases, CAB clients have experienced
high pressure sales tactics to persuade them to take the credit agreement. These practices are not confined
to lenders specialising in lending to people on low incomes, but are prevalent throughout the market: Here
are only a few of the many case studies about irresponsible lending reported to Citizens Advice every month:

A CAB in StaVordshire advised a woman who had lived with schizophrenia for 13 years. Her
income for many years has been incapacity benefit and disability living allowance. The woman
told the CAB that her debts began when she visited her high street bank to pay a bill and was
oVered a loan instead. She explained that she was on benefits and was told that this didn’t matter.
The client felt that the bank staV were “pushy”, but found it diYcult to say no to a £4,000 loan.
A year later the bank oVered her an further increase in this loan and a credit card. Her debt grew
to £10,000 and the worry it caused led her health to deteriorate contributing to a month long stay
in hospital.

A CAB in East London reported that they recently had to advise a 40-year old man, whose only
income had been disability benefits for many years, to petition for bankruptcy as the only realistic
option of dealing with £110,000 of credit debt. The client told the CAB that he had never
misrepresented his income and situation to the lenders.

32 In too deep, CAB clients’ experience of debt, Citizens Advice, 2003.
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A CAB in Kent reported that a client was contacted by a credit card company about taking out
a credit card. Even though the client explained that she was not in work and did not have a bank
account, the credit card company gave her a card. The client used the card, but got into debt.

2.3 Secondly, although the UK has the most sophisticated credit market in Europe, regulation has failed
to keep up with innovation. In particular the current UK credit legislation fails to provide adequate relief
and redress for consumers who have entered into unfair credit agreements. CAB clients often complain of
practices that can only be described as a “rip oV” but which would not be able to fall below the overly
high hurdle of “extortionate credit”. For instance:

A CAB in Lincolnshire advised a client who had taken out an agreement with specialists in selling
household electrical appliances on credit. The client bought a TV for £440, but with maintenance,
interest at 45 per cent and agreement fees this rose to a total of £1,040. The client had to pay
£28 a month for three years to clear this amount. On top of paying all this they had to put £1
into the slot for four hours TV viewing.

A CAB in Worcestershire reported that they contacted their local trading standards department
about a year long bill of sale agreement where the APR was 304 per cent. The adviser was stunned
to find that trading standards did not think that the interest was unreasonable.

2.4 Thirdly, people in debt often experience unfair and heavy handed debt collection practices. The
regularity with which this occurs and the human suVering it engenders are diYcult to over-state. It is a
practice not confined to small collection companies but is wide-spread throughout the credit industry. A
significant issue concerns creditors refusing or blocking attempts to negotiate debt repayments.

A CAB in North Yorkshire was giving debt advice to a man who had been diagnosed with cancer.
He lived by himself and was unable to leave his house except for treatment. A debt collector told
him to “get rid” of his pets to free up more money for the debt they were collecting.

A CAB in Bedfordshire advised a 52 year old woman who had taken time oV work through illness.
The woman was facing eviction from her local social housing through rent arrears but the
possession action was suspended by the court on condition that she made rent and rent arrears
payments when her next salary cheque reached her bank account. However, when her wages
arrived in her account, the bank took the entire amount to meet payments on a personal loan
due to them. The client faced the possibility of further possession action and a lot more stress.

A CAB in Lincolnshire reported that a loan company would not correspond with the CAB about
the client’s debts, but insisted on contacting her themselves. The client told the CAB that the
company was ringing her at work and at home, and also ringing her mother and grandmother.
The client was very upset about the constant phone calls.

A CAB in Hertfordshire reported that a woman whose only income was income support of £55
per week was unable to make more than £1 per month token oVers to her 12 creditors. All but
one of the creditors accepted the oVer. The other creditor, a major credit card company, have
been phoning the client constantly asking for higher payments. One day the client received a hand
written flowery envelope with her name on it and the message “very important message inside”.
When opened it read (again on flowery paper) “Please ring Mrs X on (phone number) as soon
as possible” The client was worried as she thought it might refer to a friend in trouble. When she
rang the number and found out it was the credit card company, she was distressed and shocked.

3. Credit Regulation and Consumer Protection

3.1 The evidence arising from these cases, and many more like them, leads Citizens Advice to believe that
existing domestic regulation equips consumers entering credit markets with inadequate protection against
unfair practices. For this reason, we welcome the Consumer Credit Bill which we believe will update existing
legislation to the benefit of consumers.

3.2 Citizens Advice does not have the same confidence that the current draft of the EU Credit Directive
will benefit consumers. We are concerned that the maximisation approach will weaken consumer protection
in some respects.
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3.3 Citizens Advice believes that the maximum harmonisation approach flaws the Directive in two respects.
It is not suYciently endowed with high level principle to reflect the range of problems consumers face with
credit and debt throughout the life of the credit relationship. The Consumer Credit Directive appears to
place too much emphasis on the form and formation of the credit contract and too little emphasis on matters
that go beyond the terms of the contract but go to the heart of consumer welfare in credit relationships.

3.4 On the other hand, the Directive is highly prescriptive in its scope and content. Definitions of
agreements that the Directive will apply to are tightly drawn, as are the measures relating to pre contractual
and contractual information. When coupled to the maximum harmonisation basis, this micromanagement
of credit markets could prove to be too rigid to both match innovations in credit products and practices
and encourage consumer protection to develop accordingly.

4. Concerns over Maximum Harmonisation and UK Legislation

4.1 Citizens Advice is concerned that the eVect of a maximum harmonisation Consumer Credit Directive
on UK domestic legislation is not fully clear. The recent DTI consultation on the Directive33 takes a view
on the extent of the field of harmonisation, however we understand that this as a best estimation rather
than a certainty. Therefore, while we believe that agreements outside of the scope of the Directive can still
be regulated by existing domestic legislation, we have been given no binding reassurance that this is the
case. Equally, it has not been confirmed whether existing and proposed domestic consumer credit measures
that would apply to in scope agreements in areas on which the Directive is silent will be unaVected or
disallowed by the maximum harmonisation provisions.

4.2 The problem here is best illustrated with the example of agreements that are in scope but subject to
one of the light touch regimes. For instance, Article 3(3) provides that the Directive will not apply to
overdrafts except for the information provisions contained within Article 6 (new, in the DTI authored text)
and 21. This suggests that other articles of the Directive such as the requirement on creditors not to take
disproportionate enforcement action in Article 24 do not apply. However, it is not clear whether this
exemption also applies to Article 30 . If overdrafts are caught within the field of maximum harmonisation,
then domestic legislation on the matter covered by Article 24 would be disallowed by the Directive. This
leads to the absurd situation where harsh and aggressive collection practices relating to overdrafts would
not be regulated. We have similar concerns over the light touch regime contained in Article 7 that includes
agreements below ƒ300 that would include a sector of the credit market with higher concentrations of low
income and vulnerable consumers.

4.3 If our concerns over the field of maximum harmonisation are set aside, then we believe that the
Directive (based on the DTI’s assessment of the revised text) could have a mildly beneficial eVect for UK
consumers in some respects. The introduction of a standard cancellation period for all credit agreements
extended to 14 days is a case in point. Aside from this, many of the other key measures in the proposal
such as limiting charges by a creditor for early settlement and introduction of a system of out of court
redress are either already present in UK law or anticipated in regulations laid or in the Consumer Credit Bill.

5. The European Consumer and the Directive

5.1 Citizens Advice is the European Consumer Centre in the UK and as such we are advocates for the
interests of consumers throughout the EU. A harmonised European credit market providing a greater
volume of cross border transactions will require a common standard of consumer protection if consumers
are not to lose out and credit businesses in low regulation countries are not to gain a competitive advantage
that undermines consumer protection elsewhere. For these reasons, we do not support the notion of a
targeted harmonisation of the type proposed by the DTI.

5.2 While we welcome the common approach to pre-contractual and contractual information in the
Directive we believe that this does not far enough in protecting consumers for two reasons. The Directive
places a heavy emphasis on protecting consumers by ensuring they receive transparent and adequate written
information. Evidence from CAB casework suggests that, for more vulnerable clients, this protection is a
paper tiger.
33 A Consultation on the proposed European Consumer Credit Directive at http://www.dti.gov.uk/ccp/consultpdf/creditdircondoc.pdf
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A 32 year old man with learning diYculties was a client of a CAB in West Midlands. He was
persuaded to take out credit from a bank while in the bank, by a finance company over the phone
and by another finance company in the street. In each case the client explained that he could not
read or write. The client had no understanding of credit and now has debts of £3,000. He was
worried about the debts and confused as to how he got them.

A CAB in London advised a client whose partner had signed an HP agreement for a cooker. The
client’s partner was able to sign her name but was functionally illiterate and could not read the
agreement. The HP agreement was for longer than requested and included unwanted service and
damage liability cover.

5.3 Vulnerable consumers in particular need protection across the life of the agreement in case things go
wrong. The current Directive does provide a number of broader rights, as have been discussed above.
However, these rights are often vague and unlikely to be consistently applied across borders. The example
of the prohibition on taking disproportionate measures to recover amounts due in Article 24 is a prime
example. It is not clear how this translates into a set of practices that consumers can recognise and challenge,
and where the line of proportionality is set.

5.4 The experience of consumers in the UK suggests that such statements must be supported by clear and
detailed guidelines if they are to provide anything near adequate protection. A good example is the OYce
of Fair Trading debt collection guidance which gives meaning to, the fitness test contained in Section 25
of the 1974 Consumer Credit Act is given meaning for consumers. A similar argument could be made for the
Article 6 requirements on responsible lending and duty to give advice on the suitability of credit products.
Harmonisation of cross border markets will require harmonised content of the broad concepts of protection
contained in the Directive.

5.5 There are in addition a number of important rights that the Directive does not touch upon near
adequately enough. For instance, there is no attempt to capture a right for time to pay in cases of temporary
financial diYculty or reduced income and there is no general right to fair treatment. The reference to unfair
contract terms may give some protection against bad bargains but not against bad practices that surround
the credit agreement.

6. Conclusion

6.1 In this respect the Directive cannot be said to provide a high level of consumer protection and it does
seem to fully harmonise important aspects of consumer credit such as debt collection and enforcement
practice. Citizens Advice believes that harmonisation of consumer credit markets across Member States is
an important objective if increasingly mobile consumers are to exercise their rights eVectively. However,
we do not believe that a single Directive, with a text fixed at a particular point in time, can adequately
regulate the diverse practices of a large, varied and dynamic industry such as consumer credit.

6.2 The problem here is not the Directive per se but a regulatory process that is too slow and too inflexible.
Other sectors of the broader financial services industry have already recognised this problem with an
approach in which high level principles are implemented through the co-ordinated and ongoing eVorts of
Member States and industry regulators. Indeed the Financial Services Authority Treating Customers Fairly
initiative gives a domestic example of how this might be achieved. Viewed along side these recent regulatory
initiatives, the Consumer Credit Directive appears somewhat out of date.

23 May 2005
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Peter Tutton, Social Policy Officer, Credit and Debt, and Ms Sue Edwards, Senior Social
Policy Officer, Consumer, Money and Justice, examined.

Q139 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you, Mr Tutton knowledge of their rights and equally to use the
andMs Edwards, for coming and helping us with our experiences of our clients to influence change both at
Inquiry. Since we started the Inquiry, the revision of a local and national level. Peter and I both work in
texts and general progress on this particular subject the social policy department where we are
at European level has been what you might call a responsible for influencing policies and practices in
moveable feast. What we have decided to do is to legislation at a national level. We work for Citizens’
write an interim report before the end of this Advice which is the body for the Citizens’ Advice
Parliamentary term and then return to the subject at Bureaux. We have a sister organisation in Scotland
the end of vacation—ie, in October, by which timewe called Citizens’ Advice Scotland. We are the national
hope we will be able to resume the Inquiry on the body for bureaux in England, Wales and Northern
basis of a new revised text from the Commission; at Ireland. We have a network of over 400 member
which point we might wish to come back to you Citizens’ Advice Bureaux, but Citizens’ Advice
again, either by letter or by some other way. We will Bureaux do not just give advice through their
certainly write to you at the time with any further bureaux; they give advice through their other outlets,
enquiries or questions that we want to ask you. It is particularly and increasingly mental health hospitals,
a slightly unusual way of going about an Inquiry, but GP surgeries, prisons, county courts, magistrates’
we wanted to get a first shot oV to the Government courts and community centres. Some rural CABs
and the Commission and come back to it again when give advice inmobile buses and go round villages and
we had a proper text we could discuss with people, so on. Last year we dealt with 5.6 million inquiries
because obviously the present text is highly about all the issues that we give advice on, but the
unsatisfactory in every way and is about to be revised main growing issue for CABs is consumer debt. Since
anyway. I hope that is acceptable to you. This session 1997, we have seen a 75 per cent increase in the
is open to the public and it will be recorded for number of inquiries about consumer debt at a time
possible broadcasting or webcasting. A verbatim when inquiries about other types of debt and other
transcript is also taken and that will be sent to you so types of inquiries are falling. This is a very worrying
that, if you feel you have misspoken or you have not problem for us because all Citizens’ Advice Bureaux
explained what you really wanted to say—whatever are charities. Some are funded and have specialist
it is—or you think the record is not correct, it is your debt advice workers and others are not. We have to
chance to tell us that. Eventually, that verbatim deal with this growing number of people coming to
transcript will be published on the Parliamentary

our doors for help. The Citizens’ Advice service is thewebsite and available as a report. You have probably
UK European Consumer Centre. We are part of aseen others of our reports in the past. I think you have
network of European consumer centres throughoutseen a note ofMembers’ interests and there should be
the EU. We have a section that deals with cross-a copy of it in front of you. If you want to submit
border issues that UK and other EU citizens havesupplementary evidence after the session, that would
experienced while purchasing goods and servicesbe very welcome and now I would like you to state
across borders.your names and oYcial positions for the record. If

you wish to make an opening statement, this is your
moment for doing it. Thank you once again for

Q140 Chairman: Thank you. Your original writtencoming before us.
evidence gave us the statistics about the rapid growthMr Tutton: My name is Peter Tutton. I am a social
in consumer debt inquiries which you have bothpolicy oYcer at Citizens’ Advice. I deal with issues
referred to. Other witnesses have told us that seriousrelating to credit and debt, which are quite a big area
indebtedness is only a small and relatively stableof work for theCitizens’ Advice Bureau.A significant
proportion of total UK consumer credit lending. Hasamount of the advice that we give is relating to debt
the growth to which you refer kept pace with or hasand a lot of the evidence we receive in the social policy
it risen faster than the expansion of UK domesticdepartment also relates to issues of debt.
consumer credit? Do you have any figures on that?Ms Edwards: My name is Sue Edwards and I am a
Ms Edwards: We did have a look at this issuesenior social policy oYcer responsible for consumer,
yesterday and our growth in inquiries has not keptmoney and justice issues. Perhaps I can start by
pace with the growth in credit lending. Our inquiriestelling you a bit about the Citizens’ Advice service.
on consumer credit debt have grown 75 per cent sinceWe are a network of charities which were set up at the
1997, whereas domestic UK consumer credit lendingstart of the Second World War. Our aim is to ensure

that individuals do not suVer through lack of has grown by about 130 per cent over that period.
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Q144 Lord Moser: I do not understand quite aboutQ141 Chairman: Your problems are with a fairly
specific group of people, do you think? France, Germany, Italy, etc. You are in touch with

them?Ms Edwards: Yes. We did a piece of research four
Ms Edwards:We are in touch with them but they doyears ago which looked at the characteristics of our
not report this as an issue that they deal with.debt clients. We found they were predominantly on

low incomes. Their average household income was
£800 a month, which is less than half the average UK Q145 Lord Moser: You are saying that they do not
household income. There were very high numbers of know?
people on means tested benefits. 30 per cent were in Ms Edwards: They do not know.
receipt of income support or income based job
seekers’ allowance, which are safety net benefits, and Q146 Lord Moser: They must have information on
a further 11 per cent were in receipt of tax credits. indebtedness, must they not?
They were working on low incomes and receiving tax Mr Tutton: There are a number of reports available
credits. A very small proportion—only a third—of from diVerent people around Europe on levels of
our debt clients were home owners. About 40 per cent indebtedness. The European Consumer Credit
were tenants of social landlords so we are dealing Centres are specifically geared to cross-border issues,
with people on low incomes. Nevertheless, they are in whereas the evidence we get about debt does not tend
debt not just with non-status lenders like home- to be mainly cross-border issues; it is about the
collected credit and other money lenders; they are in problems of being in debt, the practice of facing debt
debt to very large credit providers, high street banks collectors and so on. These are very local issues, in
and major credit card companies. a sense.

Q147 Lord Moser: Are there CABs in otherQ142 Chairman: Is this debt on top of other debts
countries or equivalents?such as rents, mortgages or any of those sorts of
Ms Edwards: There is a growing network of CABs indebts?
other countries but not in the original EU states.Ms Edwards: Yes. Our clients do have debts like
There are some CAB networks setting up in some ofcouncil tax arrears, rent arrears and fuel arrears but
the new accession states, for example.those formed a very small proportion of their overall

debts.
Q148 Lord Moser: I do not know how we deal withMr Tutton: That proportion is historically specific. If
this but I think it is quite important for us toyou went back to the earlier 1990s the proportion of
understand, given the severity of the problem thatdebts like mortgage arrears would be higher.
you have shown us in your evidence, whether thisMs Edwards: In 1991 we did a similar survey and
happens in other countries and, if not, what is itwhen we looked at the type of debts that we had then
about the UK that is so appalling?themost common debts in 1991were bank loans, poll
Mr Tutton:We were looking at background researchtax arrears and then credit card debts and then
and there is over-indebtedness in other countries.mortgage arrears. In 2001 it was also credit cards,
Something I am reading here is suggesting that therebank loans, finance house loans, so the top five were
is quite a strong over-indebtedness perhaps incompletely credit-related.
Germany, as well as in Britain, so this does happen in
other economies, although the pattern of credit use in

Q143 Lord Moser: Your evidence this morning is diVerent European countries tends to be somewhat
extraordinarily worrying especially for low income diVerent. The UK is very keen on credit card lending.
families and so on. Looking at it from a European We are European leaders in credit card use, whereas,
point of view, arewe unique?Doother countries have for instance, in Germany, lending is more through
similar problems? Are you informed about how this the banking system. People tend to get their credit
looks elsewhere in the Community? through things like overdrafts and bank loans. As it
Ms Edwards: We do keep in contact with our happens at the moment in the UK, a warning has
colleague and European Consumer Centres. We are come from the major lenders and the biggest growth
unique because the other European Consumer in bad debts is in credit cards. It may look
Centres are stand alone advice agencies. Our particularly bad in the UK because credit cards seem
European Consumer Centre is part of an established to be particularly prone to default, but it seems that
network of advice agencies and we also have a policy there is over-indebtedness also in other EU
oYcer working on European consumer issues. We economies. Whether it is the same as here, we are not
have asked our other colleague ECCs whether they sure about.
have any issues around debt and they say no.Most of Chairman: If you have reports which give some
the issues they deal with are things like time share information, do you think you could pass those on to

us because we do not have a lot of information onagreements.
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The other bit of the question that perplexes me is thatthat side of it so any informationwhich we can garner
I am sure would help us to understand what the we have heard a lot of evidence from the industry

about their wish to open up the market because theysituation is euro-wide.
want to get their credit card industry into the rest of
Europe. Would you think that might be a really badQ149 Lord Moser: I think that would be very helpful
thing for consumers if they end up with indebtednessbecause I am puzzled why there seems to be such a
at the same level as credit card indebtedness?major problemhere. Looking at thewhole thing from
Ms Edwards: We would not really want to exportthe angle of the consumer, which is your angle, is
some of the problems that we have in the UK to theyour instinct or feeling that from the consumer point
rest of Europe in the way that credit is marketed, lentof view EU legislation might be more helpful than
and collected.domestic legislation or is your feeling that, from the
Mr Tutton: I suspect from the little evidence we havepoint of view of our consumers, local, national
seen that there is expanding indebtedness in Europelegislation is the best route? Which way would you
and there are problems. It seems a fair bet thatgo?
wherever there is credit there is an associatedMs Edwards: We are very supportive of the
problem with debt. One of the problems with theConsumer Credit Bill which is currently going
European Consumer Credit Directive is that it is verythrough Parliament. We see that as a major step
focused on the form of agreements, on paper, onforward to protect consumers from abusive practices
giving consumers information and that is veryby the credit industry. We have been very concerned
important, but it will not address over-indebtednessabout the development of the new Directive because
very well. One of the things that seems to be a big holeit would seem to possibly take away some of the
in the Consumer Credit Directive is dealing with allwelcome changes that are coming in with the Bill. For
the practices that go on around credit agreements.example, possibly the unfair credit test which we
There is lots of stuV about pre-contractualthink will help protect consumers and possibly the
information, contractual information and very littleprotection provided by the OFT consumer credit
stuV that is concrete about what you do when thingslicensing system is in question.
go wrong. What rights do consumers have to redressMrTutton: In theUK,we are blessedwith fairly good
when they find themselves with a problem of debt?consumer credit legislation. We would not say it was
How do we deal with over-indebtedness? UK law isperfect and we look forward to the Consumer Credit
quite good and getting better in many respects. ThereBill as bringing in some major, much needed change.
are holes in UK law but those issues that areThe problem with the Consumer Credit Directive is
problematic in respect of over-indebtedness thethat on the face of it it does not seem to act that much
Consumer Credit Directive does not seem to address.for UK consumers. Most of what it talks about is
It seems to think that information is the answercovered already in UK legislation and there is a fear
rather than protection.that some parts of it may threaten some aspects of

UK legislation.
Q153 Chairman: We have a lot of self-regulation in
this sort of market. I wondered whether you thoughtQ150 Lord Moser: You are saying that, from your

feeling about the European legislation, it does not that was an approach to regulation which could
develop on a European-wide level, or do you think itadd much and may do damage?

Ms Edwards: As currently drafted, it could damage is rather a specific element in our way of handling
matters?the protection that we already have and the

protection we could have if the Bill becomes law. Ms Edwards: Our experience of self-regulation is not
very positive. It is only eVective if everyone signs up
but we always find there are people who are outsideQ151 Chairman: This is the minimum/maximum
regulation.argument, is it not?

Ms Edwards: Yes.
Q154 Chairman: The so-called cowboy operators?
Ms Edwards: They are often big companies. Big,Q152 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Hearing the

evidence, it is quite perplexing. We understand that multinational companies do not sign up to the
Banking Code in the UK. There are people who arewe have this huge indebtedness in the UK and we

cannot get a clear picture of what indebtedness is in known to remain outside. For some of the credit
trade bodies, there is no real checking of compliancethe rest of Europe. There are some indications that it

is somehow less, even though you are saying that the with the Code. It is there as: “This is what we would
like to do but we are not checking whether ourconsumer protection in this country is better than the

consumer protection is in other countries. How members are doing it and we are not prepared to
accept any complaints from the public that ourtherefore have they not got into more diYculties, or

have they and we are just not getting the evidence? members might have breached this Code.”
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diVerent problems.We are not aware that that has allQ155 Lord Moser: I am still baZed. In human terms,
reading your evidence and hearing you, you are gone into the mix that has led to this Directive.

Chairman: That is extraordinary.conscious of millions of people who are in trouble or
have been in trouble whom the CAB helps. This vast
activity may be because you have a wonderful CAB Q158 Lord Moser: Whether the Commission is well
in this country, perhaps better than in Italy or informed about our arrangements and everybody
France. I am not so concerned at the moment with else’s arrangements you are not absolutely sure?
European comparisons. I am still puzzled that, if Ms Edwards: No. I cannot be convinced.
there is this vast problem of lots and lots of poor
people especially in serious trouble in human terms,

Q159 Baroness Neuberger: I wish to declare anyou are quite happywith our legislation. That is what
interest because I was on the Advisory Board foryou said. If you are happy with the legislation which
Citizens’ Advice formany years in SirGrahamHart’sis meant to protect people, are you really saying that
chairmanship. You said you were not consulted andwith the new Bill this will become a rather minor
certainly my experience from work in-house suggestsproblem for the CAB? That would be very good
that consumer organisations have rarely beennews.
consulted on newDirectives by the EU. Can you giveMs Edwards: There will always be people in debt.
us an example of when you have been consulted on
anything by the Commission as a consumerQ156 Lord Moser: Millions of people? organisation?

Ms Edwards: I am not sure there will always be
Ms Edwards: Because our European policy oYcer is

millions of people but there will always be people in not here, can we answer that by a supplementary
debt, whatever the legislation. We feel that the memo?
provisions in the Consumer Credit Bill, particularly

Baroness Neuberger: By all means. I do think it is an
the unfair credit test in clause 19 and the increased important point because if we could say that you
powers for the OYce of Fair Trading to take action were consulted in one area but you have not in
against licence holders who use unfair business another there is a very strong case to make.
practices and the right to redress to the Financial

Chairman: There is also a strong case to make that
Ombudsman Service will help protect consumers. any organisation wanting to rule something as

complicated as a credit market, especially at
Q157 Lord Moser: The Commission is producing European level, ought at least to have some
the new Directive. You say you do not think it is understanding of how the various players, including
going to add much. Have they consulted properly the borrowers, the debtors or whatever it is you want
with people like you and with the European to call them, behave. That seems to me to be a basic
equivalent? Have they studied what we are doing in building block in a set of regulations.
this country? Have they studied what they are doing
elsewhere? Do you feel happy with how they have

Q160 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Could it bearrived at their proposals?
that those who have put this Directive together haveMs Edwards: Even though we are the UK European
an agenda in the European Union outside the UKConsumer Centre, we were not consulted directly by
and have taken a view of that and really do not wantthe Commission on the proposals. We found out by
to be disturbed by all these other things that are goingaccident about the originalDirective in 2002while we
on in this island oV the coast?were researching a possible report on consumer
Mr Tutton: It is hard to comment. Looking at somecredit. We then lobbied the DTI and wrote to the
of the documentation that has gone into it andEuropean Commission. Since then, we have asked to
opinions from people on the Social Committee thatbe kept informed, both by the DG Sanco which is the
all feed into it, the concerns are somewhat diVerent topart of the Commission responsible for consumer
some of the concerns that we would have. Some ofprotection measures, and also by the European
them are the same and talk about the need for aParliamentary news letter and by the Commission’s
Directive to have more protection and more defenceLondon oYce. We are better informed now but we
for consumers, so the Commission should be awarestill have not been approached directly by the
of this.Commission.
Baroness Howarth of Breckland: It makes the pointMr Tutton: Looking at the documents from the
that it is rather better to have local legislation thanCommission and the justification for the changes,
harmonised legislation in this area.there is some academic work but there is nothing that

talks about the direct experience of consumers of
credit. The evidence we produce is based on the Q161 Lord Moser: Your CAB views in the UK are

fed into general thinking from theUK to somewhere.experience of people coming to the CAB. There is a
wide range of consumers who use credit that have To whom do you feed your views, apart from us?
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Mr Tutton: Yes.Mr Tutton: The Department of Trade and Industry.
They launched their consultation document earlier in
the year.

Q167 Chairman: We have been informed by credit
suppliers that their attitude is they do not particularly

Q162 Lord Moser: The DTI does wish to consult want to lend to somebody, let us say, in another
you? continental European country because their worry is
Ms Edwards: Yes, it does. If you look at the Credit debt recovery obviously. They would have to go into
Bill, we are very much in the consultation process. a diVerent legal system. What they do is either buy a
The DTI invited us to various round tables and was company in another country, establish a new
very keen to involve us in launches of theWhite Paper company, or go into partnership and establish a place
and the Bill. They wanted us to do a supporting where they are lending as a British company or a
press release. subsidiary but they are lending within a legal context

in which they get advice as to how to operate. A lot
of that is going on, which is rather like the AmericansQ163 Lord Moser: You feel you have influenced
coming here. Do you have enough basis to thinkour Bill?
whether that is more likely to do with the way thatMs Edwards: Yes.
credit spreads, rather than this Common Market
barriers to trade removal aspect?

Q164 Lord Moser: But not much on European Mr Tutton: It would be diYcult because we do not
thinking? really have the expertise to comment on that directly.
Ms Edwards: No. Classically, the theory on transnational corporations

is that to enter a market in another country you have
to have some advantage to do so, unless there is aQ165 Chairman: One of the Commission’s main complete absence of a market in another country,

aims for this Directive appears to be to create a which in terms of consumer credit in most of Europe
European-wide cross-border market—I emphasise there is not. What is the advantage? It may be easier
those three words—in consumer credit. What do you to go in. Reading a summary of the evidence
understand by that idea? Do you think it is feasible? published by the industry, that is exactly what they
What benefits could British consumers get out of say. I suppose the advantage of a single European
such a market? market in the way the Commission envisages would
Mr Tutton: What we understand by it, I suppose, is be if you are talking about the free movement of
that the Commission has looked and seen there are people. Imagine a consumer in the UK goes to, say,
very few credit agreements being made by Portugal to work. They take out some credit in
organisations in one country and consumers in Portugal under Portuguese law. Then they come back
another. You would go anywhere in the EU and pick to the UK. That credit agreement is still active and
a bank loan or credit card from a supplier. That has they might be facing diVerent enforcement with
not happened. You have very diVerent credit diVerent rights. If we start to see people moving
markets, partly perhaps because of the way they have about a lot more, working in diVerent places in
developed and partly because of national tastes. In Europe and using financial services in diVerent parts
the UK we tend to use credit cards. In Germany they of Europe and we have a model of European credit
tend to use bank loans. In France they tend to use integration which is about mergers and people
more debit cards rather than credit cards. There are moving into local regulatory regimes, the problem
national diVerences. Various reasons have been put may be that we find consumers ostensibly with a
forward for why credit organisations have notmoved similar product. You could have a loan in the UK
cross border into diVerent markets in diVerent and a loan in Portugal, Germany, France or
Member States which relates to diVerent legislative wherever, which had attached to it a diVerent set of
set-ups and so on.Whether that is the case, we do not rights, remedies and reliefs for the consumer which
know. It should be noted that in theUKmarket there would be very confusing and certainly problematic
have been big entries from North American credit for people like us if we get a lot of workers who are
providers. They seem to have entered quite easily. In nationals from other Member States coming to work
terms of how feasible it is and what the problems are, in the UK, bringing their pre-existing credit
I do not think it is necessarily as clear cut because agreements and financial products with them. If they
there are all these diVerent legislative frameworks. It have financial problems they will be bringing them to
is hard for businesses to cross borders.

the CAB and it will be diYcult to advise if things are
subject to Portuguese or German law. There is a
reason for more unified legislation in that sense. HowQ166 Chairman: This is really a barriers against
great that movement of people is currently we wouldtrade operation, in a way, on the old Common

Market view of things? not know. We can certainly see in theory that there is
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a cheap, accessible way. Protection from harassmenta jurisdiction and a need for consumers to have one
set of rights available to them across a number of is something the Directive is silent about. The reality
Member States. of being in debt is often about stress, harassment,
Chairman: Thank you. That is something new to us, being phoned up, being chased all the time. There
which is what we always hope to get from our is a very fine line between tenacious but fair debt
witnesses. collection and aggressive, harassing, oppressive debt

collection. Protection of property is another right.
For instance, we have protection if people have

Q168 Baroness Neuberger: I was going to ask you goods on hire purchase here about how and when
questions about maximum harmonisation. Some of

they can be repossessed. This is an importantwhat I was going to ask has been touched on earlier.
bargaining chip. When people fall into financialWhat you said in your evidence is that you do not
diYculties, the rights of the creditors to recover andreally think the Commission’s aim to get maximum
the rights of the consumers to get redress areharmonisation is a sensible one. You think it is
important determinants in how well the creditorflawed because it is not endowed with a high level
may listen or may respond to financial diYculties.principle. It is not values based and it does not
Perhaps there could be a right to decency so thatrecognise the problems that consumers face with
you do not have all your money taken away fromcredit and debt. We would be very interested in your
you if you find yourself in debt. This is a problemviews about how the draft Directive might be
in the UK, where people will have their benefit orimproved to deal with that flaw.
wages paid into a bank account and, if they are inMr Tutton: That is a very tricky question. If we were
debt to the bank, all that money disappears. Timethinking of an abstract European consumer moving
to pay would be an important principle, which wefrom Member State to Member State, what rights
have in UK legislation. If you are in financialwould that consumer want? The kind of framework
diYculties, can you expect some right toof high level rights that we think would be
forbearance from the lender so you can extend yourimportant for a Directive to have would be things
time to pay, particularly if your diYculties arelike responsible lending, which is in this draft
temporary. Finally, a right to relief fromDirective but in a very unclear and undefined way.
indebtedness is important. We have, imperfectlyWhat you get is one line but how will it be
perhaps, proposals about easier access to insolvencyinterpreted in diVerent jurisdictions? A right to
options for heavily indebted people on low incomes.transparency is perhaps the best bit of the Directive
Indebtedness is slightly diVerent to consumer creditin that it suggests a single APR calculation, a single
in UK law. The Consumer Credit Directive talksway of putting out agreements, but we largely have
about indebtedness in its preamble and itsthat in the UK anyway. The UK legislation is fairly
jurisdiction but in its measures it does not dogood and getting better on how agreements are
anything about indebtedness. We would like to seestructured and so on. A right to fair treatment
that as a principle inherently to do with credit.would be extremely important. We are very hopeful
Where there is credit there is debt.that the unfair credit test in the Consumer Credit

Bill will give consumers a right to challenge any
practice that they think is unfair, “unfair” hopefully

Q169 Baroness Neuberger: Are you saying that youhaving an every day meaning. If you think you have
would like to see that on the face of the Directivebeen shoddily treated, you will have redress. We
as a set of principles and then the measures takingthink that is very important. A lot of the evidence
those up? Is that how you perceive it?we get on consumer credit is about people being
Mr Tutton: I think so. That would be a way of doingtreated poorly. Consumer credit agreements are
it. If we think of regulation by someone like theoften for people who want credit who are in
Financial Services Authority, whether they arevulnerable positions. Credit agreements last for a
treating customers fairly, they have high levellong period of time and a lot can change between
principles. How do we make those work? Thetaking them out and paying them oV. There are a
Consumer Credit Bill introduces this to an extent.lot of sharp practices in the credit industry and in
There will be guidance from the OFT aboutdebt collection. A right to fair treatment is very
registration and fitness which can be negotiated,important. Easy access to redress is very important.
which is flexible and which can develop as productsThe Consumer Credit Bill brings in an alternative
develop. The problem with the Directive is it is thisdispute resolution system. How eVective that will be,
fixed, snapshot wording. If things change, you havewe will see. Going back to the previous points on
to go through the whole legislative procedure again.self-regulation, we would like to see much better
This is a problem that has been recognised in otherredress in self-regulation and this is important.
financial services with the Committee of Wise Men,There is no point in having rights if consumers

cannot easily access redress and use those rights in or whatever it is, and this process where you have
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which raises an immediate question. Article 30, thehigh level principle and underneath that it is set in
the regulation. maximisation Article, says that you cannot take

further measures. Are things outside scope exemptChairman: You can change the regulations
relatively easily. You do not have to go through the from that? It is hinted they would be but no one is

sure. The second theme relating to scope which isentire process of European legislation in order to get
a change in the regulation. slightly diVerent but similar will be where an Article

talks about a particular thing. If the Article only
talks about it here and there is a problem outsideQ170 Baroness Neuberger: At one level you are
of that, do the maximum harmonisation provisionssaying the principles are not there that you would
mean that Member States cannot legislate further?like to see and at another it is over-prescriptive and
An example of that might be with linkedmicromanaged. Can you give us an example of
transactions. I think it is Article 19. The DTI sayswhere you do think it is over-rigid and
it is very unclear what this means. In the UK, wemicromanaged, so no principles on the one hand
have section 75 and with credit cards, if you buyand over-rigid on the other?
some goods and something goes wrong, there is aMr Tutton: It is unclear because we are not sure
linked liability to the credit card provider and theabout the text. It goes back to harmonisation but,
provider of goods and services. We are not sure howfor instance, excluded from the Directive are all
that would work and we think that is a veryloans below 300 euros. That might be in there
important right and it should go across thebecause in some places in Europe it is considered to
European Union because if people are shopping onbe a problem area but those small loans can be a
their credit cards all over Europe it makes sense ifproblem area particularly for disadvantages and
you have a single market to have some protection.vulnerable UK consumers. That is subject to a light
The idea of linked protection is very important.regime. Would that mean that that would be
That would be another example whereby we are notexcluded from the responsible lending part of the
quite sure what the Directive will mean for current,Directive? It is a fixed thing so there is no flexibility
existing UK rights, or indeed how it will work whenthere for what are the problems that these kinds of
this comes in.loans have. It is, “We consider these are not really

a problem. Therefore, they are only subject to a light
touch regime.” Similarly for overdrafts. Overdrafts

Q173 Baroness Neuberger: On the one hand, youare only subject to certain parts of the law so it is
think it is possible that it will constrain futurequite rigid. Also, the way credit is defined. If you fix
British legislation but, on the other hand, you doit once and for all it is also a problem. We are seeing
not really like what the DTI has been saying aboutnew forms of credit developing all the time.
targeted harmonisation either, do you?Recently, there has been a loan exchange and that
Mr Tutton: No. The DTI consultation was aboutwould be outside the definition of credit, but if that
providing a UK negotiating position, includinggrew into a very important form of credit it would
consumers, the industry and so on. There is anotherneed to be regulated. It takes a very long time for
argument about what is suitable for an idealised orthese Directives to get into law. The market
an actual European consumer. The problem withdevelops all the time. It is a highly innovative
what the DTI call the targeted approach is sayingmarket. That has been recognised in the European
that maximum harmonisation makes sense. WeEconomic Social Committee and various other
would agree that on APR calculations that makescontexts. We have these fixed definitions and events
sense. Minimum harmonisation is outside of that sowill move beyond them.
on wider protection—say, protection against
harassment from creditors—each state does its ownQ171 Baroness Neuberger: We see that happening.
thing. We have some sort of minimum standard, butMr Tutton: Yes.
you can go further if you want. We do not think
that is good enough. The Commission promised a

Q172 Baroness Neuberger: You have been very high level consumer protection in their reasons for
worried about the eVect of total harmonisation on this Directive and we think that should happen. We
UK domestic law and you talk about agreements think all consumers in Europe should have a high
that are “in scope”. What does that mean? level of protection. That is why we disagree with the
Mr Tutton: These terms are derived from the DTI DTI approach.
consultation papers. There are two things with
harmonisation that worry us quite a lot as to how

Q174 Baroness Neuberger: Because you do notit will work. In scope is those agreements that are
think they are really interested in protectingcaught by this. I think Article 3 lays out the scope
European consumers. You think that in the end theyof the Directive, those types of credit agreement that

are caught by the Directive and those that are not, are dedicated purely to the UK consumer?
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Q179 Lord Moser: These are credit card companiesMr Tutton: That will be their brief, I guess.
and big banks. Might there be big banks which
would justify the term “sharp practice”?

Q175 Chairman: Your moveable worker wants to Ms Edwards: Yes.
have equal protection, wherever he or she happens Lord Moser: I am staggered.
to be, as a scientist, a bricklayer or a lawyer or
whatever it is. They do not want to find that they
are landed in some country where their rights as a Q180 Baroness Neuberger: You have published
borrower are very much inferior to their rights in some of the evidence, have you not?
this country. That is the point you are making, is Ms Edwards: Yes, in this report which we published
it not? two years ago, In Too Deep, which is about the
Mr Tutton: Absolutely. experience of our debt clients but also our evidence
Baroness Neuberger: Or even a holiday maker. on debt collection.

Q176 Chairman: Or somebody who has a home Q181 Baroness Neuberger: I do not think we all
abroad and wants to buy all their white goods, let have that. Could you let us have copies?
us say, in the local market. We know exactly how Ms Edwards: Yes. We are happy to supply as many
to do it in this country but we might not find it quite copies as you like.
so easy in another country. Lord Moser: Does that mean that if a big bank is
Mr Tutton: Theoretically, the evidence from the “guilty” of what you call sharp practice, under our
lenders talks about possible competitive new Bill that big bank could go “to prison”?
disadvantages. If you have diVerent credit industries
moving into diVerent Member State markets, if you

Q182 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: If we gethave a credit industry from one Member State
ourselves back on track, following on what Lordwhich has a low level of social protection, that
Moser was saying, it is important, is it not, that ifmeans that their credit might be cheaper
we are managing to get our Credit Act through—proportionally in their home jurisdiction, which
and I would like you to say a bit about what youthey can cross-subsidise to enter into our UK
think is valuable there—that valuable informationjurisdiction. Does that give some incentive? It does
can be transferred into Europe if there is going tonot give any incentive to greater social protection.
be an European Directive?You might end up with a competitive disadvantage
Ms Edwards: Yes.to lenders in states with high levels of consumer

protection. We would not want to see people being
penalised for good practice. That would be terrible Q183 Baroness Neuberger: What are you looking
and there is a fear that that could develop. for here that you would also like to see transferred

into the Directive additional to the kinds of things
that you have already told us? Maybe you areQ177 Lord Moser: In your first answer to Lady
wanting to frame some of those things.Neuberger you used the words “sharp practice”,
Ms Edwards: There is current UK legislation onstrong words. Could you characterise the main
extortionate credit but it is very poorly drafted.kinds of culprits?
Fewer than 20 cases over the past 30 years haveMs Edwards: The main culprits or the main
gone to court, because it is so tightly drafted. It ispractices?
just about the interest rate at the time the agreement
is taken out and not about any other clause of the

Q178 Lord Moser: The main kinds of agreement. The new unfair credit test will allow the
organisations. whole agreement to be looked at and anything that
Ms Edwards: They all do. Big banks and big credit happens during the life of the agreement will be
card companies do the same as some dodgy debt covered. That is a major change and a major
collectors. We have evidence of major high street development for our clients. Our clients often enter
banks telling people that the only way they can deal into agreements which represent very poor value for
with their debt problems is to have another loan and money and have very onerous terms attached to
pay protection insurance, even if they cannot aVord them. They are often subject to very high pressure
to repay it. They ring borrowers who have defaulted selling, particularly in relation to hire purchase
several times in an evening, saying, “We will send agreements on cars, where they can be told one
the bailiVs in to take all your goods.” We have thing when they want the car, “Sign here”, and
recently had one where a major credit card company when they get home and get a copy of the agreement

it is completely diVerent to what they were told insaid that their children would be taken into care if
they did not pay the debt. the showroom.
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Q188 Chairman: I think other regulators can doQ184 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: What of that
do you think could be transferred into the EU similar things, can they not?

Ms Edwards: Yes.legislation?
Ms Edwards: The right to challenge credit
agreements which are unfair. Q189 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: You talked a
Mr Tutton: And practices. lot about disadvantaged customers, I have seen your
Ms Edwards: The other important part of the report in the past and I would be grateful to read
Consumer Credit Act for us is the additional powers it again. What more do you think can be done to
of the OYce of Fair Trading to take action against protect these very vulnerable groups? I am sure we
licence holders who indulge in sharp practice. It is have all fallen prey to high-pressure sales in our
very diYcult for us. We have tried to work very time, apart from doing something about that, what
closely with the OYce of Fair Trading and for them else can be done?
to use our evidence to take action using their current Mr Tutton: It is diYcult. There are a number of
regime, but it is very hard for the OFT to take any measures going on which we would support at the
action against a large lender like a high street bank moment. Going back to the point from Lord Moser
or a major credit card company. It is very diYcult on looking at how can there be heavy indebtedness
for us to get clients to agree to provide information here and us thinking consumer credit regulations are
to the OYce of Fair Trading, for a start. They are proof that the Bill is going to be improved on. The
so stressed and under such pressure that they find it consumer credit legislation does one thing, it deals
very diYcult to say yes to those kinds of requests. with unfair practices and it helps people in
Often, although we have quite a large body of diYculties. There are other areas as well which we
evidence, only a few people are willing to give have talked about. If you find yourself in multiple
permission to the OYce of Fair Trading to use the debts, how can you get out of it in an orderly way
evidence as a complaint. We might have, say, 50 with the least cost and the least stress and make a
complaints about a large lender where the action fresh start. We are encouraged by measures
they can take is proportionate. Currently, the only proposed by the Insolvency Service for very
action they can take under consumer legislation is indebted poor people to make insolvency routes
to take away their licence to lend and collect money. easier. It is something we think is important to
If you are a big lender like a major, high street bank, reduce the barriers to relief from indebtedness. The
that is unreasonable but the OFT will have powers Department for Constitutional AVairs has
to allow them to get undertakings and to fine suggested certain reforms to the existing law on the
people, which we think is a major step forward so way that debts are dealt with by the courts. They
those kinds of powers can be used against large deal with things called ‘administration orders’ which
lenders. will be helpful. We think possibly more work needs

to be done there, and once people are in debt, how
Q185 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: Much of can those debts be best managed, how can people
what you are talking about is about responsible seek relief from the courts or legislation to help
lending, is it not? them manage their debts in a way which is not about
Ms Edwards: Yes. lots of diVerent creditors shouting at them for

money, an orderly withdrawal from indebtedness
and a fresh start. We have that to an extent, but weQ186 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: It is making
think the legislation may have improved in asure that people do not get into the diYculties
number of ways; that would be another area. Webefore you have to get involved.
are very encouraged by the proposals from theMs Edwards: Yes. That is one thing we are not very
Financial Inclusion Fund which talks about creatinghappy about because in the DTI White Paper on
lower cost alternative credit for people on lowconsumer credit which came out in December 2003
incomes. Currently, people on lower incomes arethey said there would be a responsible lending part
often subject to more expensive and often very highin the new Bill and there is not. We want to lobby
cost credit.for an amendment to change that.

Q187 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: How would Q190 Chairman: Because they are high risk.
Mr Tutton: We do not believe the answer to thatyou like to see it defined?

Ms Edwards: We would like to see the OFT with a would be to cap that credit for a number of reasons.
We think it would be best not to try and have anduty to provide guidance on responsible lending.

The OFT will have a duty to consult widely. It can alternative system. One of the things in the
Financial Inclusion Fund proposals is to develop abe amended easily without requiring further

parliamentary time, so it can change according to credit unit, we think that is good, the idea of
developing financial capabilities so consumers areother changes.
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a certain period of time. That is not regulated in thebetter able to enter the credit market. Credit
markets develop and they are very competitive, same way that other high-cost credit would be

regulated and it shows how things can move on. Thecertainly UK credit markets are very competitive,
but they compete, like financial products tend to dangers are that in all this activity consumers will

still be suVering and things may not work and itcompete, by increasing the complexity of the
products, which means for all consumers, myself would be diYcult to go back again. I suppose the

other danger is that some things will get left oV. Onincluded, we do not understand how these things
work and often we do not quite know what we are the one hand, I suppose we would say we welcome

the Financial Inclusion Fund, the credit unions and,agreeing to. Things that make consumers more able
to enter the markets for credit, stand on their own on the other hand, we would say, perhaps the Social

Fund needs looking at as well, it would be fair totwo feet, know what their rights are and know how
to deal with creditors when they are being pressured say, that a system which was set up to meet one-oV

cost for people on low incomes is not working verywould be very welcome as well. There are various
initiatives around financial capability and helping well. Certainly, the evidence we get is that people

who are using high-cost credit—people on lowconsumers become more informed in a much wider
sense than the Consumer Credit Directive envisages, incomes—are often using that for everyday items:

for shoes, for your child, for a new cooker, orand we welcome that as well. I think the thing with
dealing with over-indebtedness is there are a number something like that. The welfare system is not

meeting those needs, so people are going to high-of diVerent initiatives going on at the moment which
are just outside the consumer credit legislation, all cost credit. Again, the danger is there is a

complicated pattern of needs and access questions,of which are welcome. We will have to see how they
pan out. Clearly there is a lot of work still to be and I think the measures which are being taken are

helpful, they should be helpful, but things may ordone.
may not work. What we would be concerned with
is debt being very big, credit and debtor being very

Q191 Baroness Howarth of Breckland: There is a much on the legislative agenda and in the press a
complex matrix of activity going on, both in the UK lot. What we hope is that it does not fizzle out and
with existing developments, the new legislation, and then we wait another 30 years for the problems to
the Directive ploughing on at the same time. What build up again. You need an ongoing living process
do you think are the major dangers to consumers in which the consumer needs.
all of that?
Mr Tutton: That is a very tricky question. I suppose

Q192 Chairman: Just one last question. We seem tothe danger to consumers is that change is wiped. We
have learned a great deal during our time with you,have seen the legislation before. The 1974 Act
but I do not think we have talked about this. It is,produced the extortionate credit provisions, as Sue
in a way, coming back to our first openingmentioned, which were designed to protect
discussion. Do you think that one of the things weconsumers from harsh and unconscionable
should be considering is recommending morebargains. It did not work, it did not provide
dissemination of independent consumer adviceconsumers with any protection at all really and the
throughout the European Union, particularly, ofdanger is that things which have been brought in
course, in newer Member States who, one assumes,will not work in practice and the unfair credit test
might be less accustomed to purchasing things onwill be mitigated down to very little protection for
credit? Do you think that would be helpful and isconsumers. That could happen, we hope it will not,
something which could be incorporated inand the remarks the Minister made in a committee
something which comes from the Commissionthe other day suggest that is not the intention of
through a regulation?this, but it could happen and that is the warning for
Ms Edwards: Yes, I think so. We would like to seethe Consumer Credit Directive. This is the point
that, but the UK needs access to advice also.really if you have a big set piece thing which is very

inflexible and hard to change and if it does not work
Q193 Chairman: You provide a backstop, do youand does not seem to produce good evidence of how
not?it is going to work, the danger is consumers might
Ms Edwards: Yes.not benefit at all. The credit industry is very fast

moving, it is very easy for new forms of credit to
come along particularly at the margins of high cost Q194 Chairman: I am not sure there is an oYce I
credit which are outside regulation. In the UK we can walk into on Dorking High Street, apart from
have the phenomenon of buy-back schemes at the the CAB, where I can just say: “Tell me, I want to
moment, whereby you will take your telly down and do such and such a thing, what is the best way of
they will give you some money for it and you can borrowing the money?” Really, there is nobody like

that, is there?buy it back at a higher cost or they will sell it after
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Q195 Chairman: One might be able to go to one’sMs Edwards: There is not. We would not be able to
give that kind of advice because there are issues lawyer, but then not everybody has obvious access
about FSA authorisation bordering on financial to a lawyer, and if they did they might not be able
advice. There is no real equivalent in the UK which to pay the legal fees for such advice.
provides that for its members. We have a pilot Ms Edwards: Our experience of the UK legal
project which we are running at the moment which profession is that they do not know very much
funded by the FSA and some others. about financial matters; they know very little about
Mr Tutton: There are nine bureaux piloting diVerent consumer credit.
ways of assisting people wanting financial advice, Chairman: Thank you very much for coming to see
what product is right for me? There are nine us today. I think we have had an extremely
diVerent bureaux working on diVerent models on

interesting session with you. We are very grateful forhow CAB clients can access financial advisers or
all the information you have given us. I think youfinancial advice through their CAB. This is a
are going to supply us with those reports which youproblem with financial services and the increasing
referred to earlier and also you were going to leavedrive with things like pensions, recommendations
your own report. I am talking about the Europeanand mortgages, with the proposals from the OYce
Report as the first lot and then your own report. Ifof the Deputy Prime Minister down the income
there is anything else which you think will be usefulscale, access to as the financial products coming
as a backup to what you said today, we would bedown the income scale. We are very concerned that
very grateful to see it. Thank you both very muchconsumers are properly prepared to enter those

markets. for your contribution.
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Memorandum by Which?

Overview and Background on Which? Activity

1. Which? (formerly the Consumers’ Association) campaigns for all consumers. With around 700,000
members in the UK, we are the largest consumer group by membership size in Europe. Entirely independent
of government and industry, we are funded solely through sales of our consumer magazines and books.

2. We consider consumer credit to be an integral personal finance campaign area. We actively worked with
the government during the recent Consumer Credit Act review process since 2002, and more in debates in
Europe and the UK over the Consumer Credit Directive, both directly and through BEUC (Bureau Européen
des Unions de Consommateurs). Also in Europe, we directly participated as one of four national consumer
representatives on the Commission’s Forum Group on Mortgage Credit from March 2003 to November
2004.

Overall Issues on European Consumer Credit Harmonisation

3. Which? supports the Commission’s eVorts to introduce minimum standards of consumer protection in the
European retail credit market, provided certain safeguards are ensured. The introduction of relevant
protection measures such as responsible lending and better information on a pan-European basis would also
address issues happening in the UK presently while averting similar problems arising elsewhere.

Level of Harmonisation

4. While we think that increased competition and quality of choice could benefit consumers, steps must be
taken to ensure that existing safeguards oVered in member states are guaranteed. In the desire to bring about
a single market in credit, we believe full harmonisation would undermine consumer protection and confidence
in financial services. We have serious misgivings with Commission’s 2002 proposal of Full Harmonisation.

5. Under full harmonisation, national regulators would be unable to respond quickly to changes and
innovations in the industry. Consumer credit is a fast moving market, and the general inflexibility of a full
harmonisation directive would prevent Member States from introducing additional provisions relating to
issues specific to their national market such as joint and several liability and social lending. We would like a
minimum harmonisation at a high level of consumer protection: this would set a high standard of protection,
but allow states to go beyond this as they see fit.

6. However we support the idea of “targeted harmonisation” on the issue of a single method of calculating
the Annual Percentage Rate (APR).

Pre-contractual Information

7. Pre-Contractual Information (PCI) is a key component of consumer protection, when used in conjunction
with other safeguards including responsible lending and adequate sales procedures. As an organisation that
has for 48 years been producing “best-buy” tables to help consumers chose appropriate products, our own
experience shows that giving consumers key details in an eYcient manner encourages bounded rationality in
their decision making.
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8. For PCI to be eVective, it must satisfy our model comprising the four basic principles of transparency (see
Annex A). We worked with the credit card industry to introduce the Summary Box concept into the UK, and
have found the concept to be largely successful precisely because it meets these four principles.

9. We strongly believe that the Commission should consider introducing (or incentivising the industry to
introduce) a summary box model for diVerent types of credit products such as personal loans, overdraft-
bearing current accounts, and hire-purchase agreements. The voluntary EuropeanCode of Conduct forHome
Loans introduces a European Standardised Information Sheet does this for mortgages. We believe a directive
should do the same for unsecured credit products as well.

Duty to Advise—Credit Sales Practices

10. Although better information provision is very important to help consumers shop around, we believe this
is not suYcient in itself to prevent consumers from being sold inappropriate or unsuitable products.

11. Summary Boxes began appearing across the UK credit card market in February 2004, yet our research
published in January 2005 shows that mis-selling of inappropriate products and aggressive marketing and
selling tactics is still as widespread as before.34

12. For example, reckless “direct mail” marketing campaigns, unsolicited credit limit increases, and
unsolicited credit card cheques are three tactics used by credit providers to tease consumers into ever higher
patterns of expensive borrowing. Other marketing materials suggest that consumers use inappropriate or
expensive products when cheaper options are available: such as a personal loan to borrow when an authorised
overdraft may be more suitable. Meanwhile consumers continue to be mis-sold add-on products such as
Payment Protection Insurance that are often completely unsuitable. Serial borrowing, where consumers are
able to run up debt on several credit products, is still becoming a serious problem, sometimes with tragic
consequences.

13. This all said, we question whether a full “duty to advise” provision as proposed in the Commission’s
November 2004 document is appropriate for this industry. However we do think the directive should contain
a provision to curtail these sorts of aggressive and reckless marketing and mis-selling tactics. A general and
targeted suitability provision is necessary, and we think the answer is through the principle of “responsible
lending”.

Responsible Lending

14. Responsible lending is currently used in industry parlance to describe the process whereby lenders assess
borrowers’ ability to repay debt. We think this is a limited and unconstructive use of an important general
concept.

15. Rather we see responsible lending as a label to describe a range of techniques from product design through
to sales and marketing practices and account management that lenders employ to ensure credit is used
appropriately and carefully. In eVect, it is the extent to which lenders promote “responsible borrowing”. We
think the onus more than ever lies on lenders to ensure that credit should be treated as something to be used
with care rather than any other commodity that is bought and sold. This includes: product design and
simplicity, sales and marketing practices, advertising themes, and clarity of material.

16. We believe the directive should contain a provision placing the responsibility on lenders to design,market,
and sell their products to be used with care, and to ensure adequate steps are taken to ensure the consumer is
not already overburdened.

Databases and Data Sharing

17. We support Article 8 of the 2002 proposal: for a single consumer credit market to work eVectively, all
lenders in the single market must share full information about their customers borrowing habits, and all
lenders must be able to access this data for the purposes of assessing credit worthiness.
34 See “Sneaky Tricks and Hidden Charges,” Which? (January 2005), pp 10–16 (enclosed as Annex C).
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18. Many lenders in the UK are not sharing suYcient information about their customers’ credit history with
the Credit ReferenceAgencies (CRAs) which hinders competition (see Annex B). This results in an incomplete
picture of a consumer’s credit history in the databases and this not only hinders the assessment of
creditworthiness but it also fundamentally obstructs competition. To our surprise, the Government failed to
resolve this in the 2004 Consumer Credit Act Statutory Instruments. We think a European proposal should
enshrine this requirement.

Secured Lending

19. We believe secured lending should remain within the scope of this Directive. Secured lending, particularly
that pertaining to equity release, is a high-risk product which is becoming increasingly common across Europe.
Although we agree that secured lending should ideally be covered by a separate regulatory instrument
governing mortgage credit, we remain to be convinced that this will culminate in consumers’ favour within a
reasonable timeframe, if at all.

20. First, consumers will have to wait a considerable amount of time before such a European regulatory
instrument comes into force. The Commission is only at the early stages of this process with the publication
of its Mortgage Forum Group report in November 2004.

21. Second, we are pessimistic at this time that this regulatory instrument will provide enough consumer
protection.Which? participated in the Commission’s ForumGroup onMortgage Credit in 2003–04. This was
characterised by substantial disagreement between ourselves and the industry representatives over the scope,
depth and enforceability of any European statutory regulation. Clearly the industry is against a consumer-
friendly mortgage market in Europe that covers equity release, so the Credit Directive should cover this
instead.

Annex A

FOUR PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

1. Legible: the information of the PCI document must be presented in a format that consumers will want to
read withminimum reading. Themost recent version of the Summary Box uses simplifiedwording, and avoids
long-winded explanations;

2. Comprehensible: the information must be presented in a manner that consumers can understand and
comprehend with minimum confusion. Although the issue of interest calculation methods still remains
outstanding, most of the essential information is presented in an easy-to-read manner;

3. Comparable: for each type of product, the information should be presented in the same manner or format
across the market so the consumer could simply shop around and know where to look for each piece of
material. The Summary Box uses a standardised tabular template with all entries in the same place, and even
uses standard wording where possible; and

4. Timely: information must be given at appropriate times to facilitate shopping around and switching. The
Summary Box must appear at the pre-contractual stage (in all marketing literature including promotional
leaflets, “mailshots”, the credit card websites) and should also be available at the post-contractual stage on
the back of monthly statements. This is so consumers can see the details of the product they use and can use
this to determine whether the product still meets their needs.

Annex B

DATA SHARING PRACTICES—FEBRUARY 2004

Bank Loans Credit Cards

Abbey Full (1)
Alliance & Leicester Full (1)
Barclaycard Full since November 1992
Bradford & Bingley Default Default
Cahoot Full Full
Direct Line Full n/a
First Direct Default Default
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Bank Loans Credit Cards

HSBC Default Default
Lloyds TSB Default Default
Nationwide Full Full
NatWest Depends on product (2)
Northern Rock Full n/a
RBS Depends on product (2)
Woolwich Full n/a

Notes: Source: Which? February 2004; information collected since then:

(1) Cards administered by MBNA, who declined to respond to survey;

(2) Many products only provide Default information.

25 May 2005

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Laurence Baxter, Senior Policy Adviser, Personal Finances,Which?, examined.

Q196 Chairman: Welcome, Mr Baxter. Thank you MrBaxter:Thank you.My name is Laurence Baxter.
for coming to see us. When we first planned this I am a senior policy adviser at Which?, formerly
inquiry, we thought that we would be able to do a known as the Consumers’ Association. I cover
complete report before the end of this Parliamentary financial services exclusively and specifically
term, but as you are aware the text has gone into consumer credit, mortgages, general banking and
some sort of limbo and themoment at which it comes insurance and protection products. Which? has been
back out of that limbo seems to be something of a campaigning for financial services for pretty much as
moveable feast. But it certainly will not be available long as we have been in existence since 1957. We’ve
to us as a new text until probably the beginning of the been very active both in this country and also in
Autumn term. We are going to make an interim Brussels, both directly as Which? and through our
report and restart the inquiry when we get to the next European umbrella group, the Bureau Europeen des
text. At that point, we might well come back to you Unions de Consommateurs (BEUC), the European
again for your comments if the text has been Consumer OYce. Consumer credit certainly is of
substantially changed. Whether we will ask you to interest to us and has long been so, not only for
come back and talk to us I am not quite sure because consumers in the extreme end of the sub-prime
I do not know how the inquiry will pan out at that market but also people in the mass market using such
particular moment, but we would hope to be in products as credit cards, personal loans and
contact with your organisation when we have the overdrafts.
revised text. You will presumably also look at that
revised text and be able to help us with determining Q197 Chairman: We see from the reports of thehow it diVers from the existing one. Thank you for

GriYths Commission and the Centre for Study ofyour written evidence and thank you for sparing the
Financial Innovation that there is a serious andtime to come to attend today. This session is open to
growing problem of indebtedness. From your ownthe public. A verbatim transcript will be taken of
experience, do you agree with that and is this ayour evidence and it will be sent to you so that you
particularly British problem or does it also aVectcan correct it if you think you have been
other parts of the European Union?misrepresented or you have perhaps not explained
Mr Baxter: Which? has been campaigning forsomething as clearly as you would have liked. It will
financial services for quite some time, pretty much aseventually go onto the Parliamentary website and it
long as we have been in existence since 1957.We havewill be published in the report that we make. If there
also been very active both in this country and also inwere to be a Division called, we would have to
Europe more generally, both directly as Which? andadjourn while we did our duty as voters. You have
through our European brother group, the Bureauseen a note of Members’ interests and, if you have
Europeen des Unions de Consommateurs, thenot, it should be on the table. If you find at the end of
European Consumer Federation. Consumer credityour time with us that you have supplementary
certainly is of interest to us and has long been so. Yes,evidence that you wish to submit or something else
we do think that consumer indebtedness is becomingyou wish to send us, that would be extremely
increasingly a problem in the UK but it is not onlywelcome. Could you start by stating your name and
that consumers are getting increasingly indebted,your oYcial position for the record? If you want to
although that is a very serious problem. We are alsomake an opening statement, we will be happy to go

straight into that. concerned at the eVorts the industry is taking tomake
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Q199 Chairman: Do your European partners haveconsumers even more indebted. They are treating
consumer credit as a product that is bought and sold an opinion about the level of indebtedness or are they

just monitoring it?like anything else and very often it is aggressively
marketed. As with other aspects of financial services, Mr Baxter: I think they do. It is diYcult for me to
there is a lot of complexity. The evidence seems to answer that question in any detail but there is
mount that the industry is taking advantage of this evidence to suggest that they are concerned about the
complexity as consumers very often do not subject. Also, the intensity with which they are
understand what they are buying and this is exploited campaigning on the Consumer Credit Directive from
by the industry in many cases. I know that this is a their own perspectives certainly suggests it is a
problem in the UK. As a policy research oYcer, it is problem.
my job to assess consumer detriment and determine
whether there is indeed a problem that warrants some

Q200 Chairman: What would be the advantages forsort of intervention. As for the other European
the consumer of improved European Union-wide, asMember States, it is very diYcult for me to comment
distinct from domestic, regulation of consumeron what is going on. That is a question best directed
credit; or would the problems be better dealt with atperhaps to our European brother group. From
a national level? Alternatively, is European Union-informal conversations I have had with my opposite
wide self-regulation an option?numbers in other consumer organisations in
Mr Baxter: In answer to your first question, atEuropean Member States, it seems that they are
Which? we believe that increased choice andhavingmany of the same problems that we are having
competition could benefit consumers to a degreehere. Sometimes, the problems happen here first and
within a singlemarket, provided this increased choicethen catch on in Europe, but nevertheless there are
and competition does not detract from existingsome widespread problems happening across the
protections consumers currently enjoy in thesinglemarket. As for consumer debt, it has often been
Member States. British consumers are travellingsaid that British people are less averse culturally to
across into Europe more often than they ever have.credit than our Continental friends. That holds true
Some British consumers buy properties in Europeanin some of the statistics. Personal debt in the UK far
Member States. Therefore, consumers do takeexceeds that inContinental Europe. If you look at the
advantage of this potential single market. This meansEuropean research figures, such as in the European
that consumers do expect some level of protection asCredit Research Institute, you will notice that credit
they go across border. It seems to be happeningis also increasing in other European Member States.
anyway. Lenders are providing products acrossPeople are becoming more comfortable with getting
border. We believe there should be a minimuminto debt, even in those states where debt is not
standard for consumer protection across this singletraditionally a factor. As this develops, it becomes
market. However, we do not believe that thismore and more of a European problem.
standard of consumer protection should come at the
expense of the existing levels of protection enjoyed by

Q198 Chairman: Are they using the same sorts of Member States such as our own.We have quite good
methods of borrowing money like credit cards and consumer protection in some respects relative to
that kind of thing, or are they continuing more down other Member States. We do not want to see that
the mutual way in which, for example, farmers have being detracted from for the love of the singlemarket.
financed their borrowings in France? Moreover, increased competition and more choice
MrBaxter:To an extent, yes. Sometimes, the types of for consumers does not necessarily mean it will all be
credit products used in other Member States are better choice. Four years ago, there were 30,000
diVerent to those in the UK. Nevertheless, credit financial services products available to British
products that we are familiar with here such as credit consumers. That is an awful lot of choice. I can
cards, personal loans and overdrafts are also hardly say that the consumers really enjoyed that
catching on in Europe. About five years ago, in choice very much and that it was a well-performing
France and Germany there was roughly a credit card market. If you were to open up that market even
for every four or five people, whereas in the UK there further and make several hundred thousand more
was about a credit card for every two or three. That products available for consumers, I do not see how
has increased in France and Germany and in consumers are going to benefit that much more,
Germany especially. Now, there is a credit card for especially if it comes at the cost of the protection that
about every 3.5 people and it is increasing. Also, we currently enjoy. In relation to your second
personal loans and overdrafts are being used question about self-regulation, I am afraid I am very
increasingly in other Member States. Although there pessimistic about self-regulation on a European level.

We are very optimistic about self-regulation in theis some diVerence across border, there seems to be a
trend that as companies try to start accessingmarkets UK.Which? is a very strong supporter of the Banking

Code, for example. We have been very supportive ofin new Member States it is catching on.
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centres which allow consumers across the Union tothat process in its biennial reviews. We have
participated quite enthusiastically and welcomed be able to access information about EU activities.

The Citizens’ Advice Bureau, by the nature of theirbeing oVered the opportunity to participate in its
biennial review process in the UK. However, at a national presence in virtually every town and city in

the UK, is a useful organisation. At Which? we alsoEuropean level, this becomes increasingly more
complex. For one thing, self-regulation is voluntary sit on a number of panels at European level. One is

the Expert Group on Pensions, on which myby definition. There is no tradition of self-regulation
in Europe. There are so many diVerent legal colleague sits on a regular basis. There is also the

Financial Services Consumer Panel in the UK whichtraditions as well and also diVerent types of
backgrounds in financial services. You have some sits on a group called FIN–USE. This is a panel by

the commission that has been formed to consult onMember States where a liberalised financial services
market is common and as well established as it is general financial services matters. The Financial

Services Consumer Panel has a representative on thishere; but you have another ten Member States where
a liberal financial services market is a very new thing. group alongside the German consumer organisation

and a representative from the German ConsumerIn that regard, I do not think self-regulation is a very
eVective approach. However there is room for Federation. This sort of activity is happening and

other consumer organisations as well as ourselves arevoluntary approaches and I will come to that later in
our discussion. very heavily involved.

Q204 Lord Moser: Lots of meetings?Q201 Lord Moser: We are interested in how well-
informed Brussels and the Commission are about Mr Baxter: Certainly.
what we and other countries do. Have they taken the
trouble over the months or years when developing Q205 Lord Moser: That is great. Do you have the
their Directive to consult with you and your fellow impression that they would pass good examination
consumer organisations? papers in Brussels on, say, the credit market in this
Mr Baxter: They have and this has certainly country?
increased in the last few years. Mr Baxter: It is increasing. The Commission’s

knowledge on issues from a broad perspective is
increasing, to their credit. They are taking part moreQ202 Lord Moser: Can you talk a bit about the

nature of the consultation? in finding out what the issues are before they try to
hammer together proposals, which is very positive. IMr Baxter: By all means. BEUC, the European

consumer organisation, does work very closely with think it is very challenging as a consumer
organisation to ensure that your views are adequatelyDG Sanco which is responsible for drafting this

proposal. DG Sanco has been consulting with the expressed in a manner that is balanced against the
industry. As we know, the industry puts great eVortEuropean consumer organisations. This has

increased certainly in the last few years with the into and takes a great interest in lobbying at a
European level and they have very powerfuldevelopment of a consultative policy making

approach. For example, the European Mortgage federations in Brussels. They are able to bring plenty
of resources to bear when there is a regulation in theForum Group which DG Internal Market, another

part of the Commission, formed in March 2003 saw pipes. Certainlymy direct experience in the European
Mortgage Forum Group was that it was quitesome 25 stakeholders from about nine Member

States participating, of which I was one of four challenging for us as five consumer organisations
within a group of 30 to try to make sure our viewsnational consumer representatives present in this

group. We met every month for a year and a half to were adequately balanced against those of the
industry.hammer together a Forum report which is now being

considered byDG InternalMarket before it creates a
Green Paper on mortgage credit. This sort of Q206 Lord Moser: In these meetings do you and
consultation is happening and is certainly increasing. your colleagues from other countries speak broadly

with the same voice and the same problems and
issues, roughly speaking, or do you feel the UK isQ203 Lord Moser: This is with people like

yourselves. Who are the other main consumer unique in some respects?
Mr Baxter: As far as consumer protection isorganisations in this country who have been part of

the consultation? concerned, we do speak with broadly the same voice.
We experience very similar problems to MemberMr Baxter: The National Consumer Council

participates in some consultative measures. The States, even though cultures may be diVerent. The
British financial services market is unique in that it isCitizens’ Advice Bureau also participates and it has

been very heavily involved in various types of distinct extremely well-developed. Many of the problems
with consumer protection tend to happen here firstactivities in developing consumer information
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Member States need to be able to respond quickly toand then catch on elsewhere in Europe, so they listen
to us very closely. For example, this whole subject of new innovations in the markets. If we were to

introduce a single level of protection right acrossequity release is a relatively new concept to Europe
but it is catching on. Member States are very Europe under what is called full harmonisation and

not allow Member States to go beyond that, everyinterested in listening to our experiences. Another
example is endowment mortgages and investment- time something new happens and we need a new level

of protection, we would have to appeal back totype products where consumer organisations listen
intently to the experiences we are having in the UK. Brussels and we all know how long it takes to finalise

new regulations in Brussels. This is very critical. The
single market is good but not at the expense of

Q207 Lord Trefgarne: It is clear from what we have consumer protection.
learned from the Commission so far that what they
are seeking is an EU-wide single market in consumer

Q208 Lord Trefgarne: On the question ofcredit, although we have heard diVerent ideas of how
harmonisation, your evidence says that you think fullthat single market might be arrived at. DiVerent
harmonisation would undermine confidence inwitnesses have diVerent perceptions. It would be
financial services. If I read what you have just saidinteresting to know your perception of what the
rightly, that is because you see the EU being slow tosingle market might be and what advantages it might
respond on innovations in new products, foroVer to British and, for that matter, other EU
example, or new scams which might emerge in theconsumers.
consumer credit business.Mr Baxter: From a strictly British perspective, the
Mr Baxter: That is exactly right. New scams,single market does oVer some benefits for consumers,
products, issues and concerns about financial servicesespecially as they increasingly are active in Europe
products happen virtually every year in this country.through various activities, buying and selling
As long as I have been working at Which? virtuallyproducts cross-border and so on. It also improves
every year has been characterised by some newconsumer confidence cross-border, in knowing that
product which we have been concerned about. Wefinancial services products are available cross-
have had to respond very quickly and try to doborder. That said, here are we as an active EU
something about it. This would be very diYcult ifMember State outside the eurozone. There are
there was a single market. Lenders would like to seeobvious concerns about buying financial services
a maximum standard because it would help themproducts within the eurozone. Which? is completely
access markets more easily without having to hurdleneutral on whether or not we should join the euro,
these regulatory barriers. These regulatory barriersbut if a consumer buys a financial services product
are there for a reason. We have specific consumercross border in the eurozone there are obvious risks
protection in this country, unique consumerassociated with things like exchange rates and
protection in this country, which we enjoy. Also, wecurrency fluctuations which could disadvantage
have regulators in this country who are there tothem. They have to be aware of these risks, but there
respond to specific issues that come up. To destroy allare consumers who are aware of these risks and a
that just so that certain lenders can access under-single market could be very eVective for them. Also,
reporting markets more easily I am sure is not a verythere might be levels of consumer protection that we
consumer-friendly proposition.could introduce across Europe and a standard might

be very helpful in assisting consumers compare
products. That is why we support the idea of a single Q209 Earl of Dundee: Your evidence argues for
market. However if that single market comes at the minimum harmonisation at a high level of consumer
cost of the protection we currently enjoy in the UK, protection. What are the essential elements of
that is something we definitely would not support. minimum harmonisation which may give such
For example one unique provision that we have protection? Then you give some support to what the
under British law is joint and several liability, DTI describe as targeted harmonisation. What does
otherwise known as section 75 of the Consumer that termmean and how is it to be distinguished from
Credit Act 1974, which allows British credit card minimum harmonisation?
holders to appeal to their credit card company if they Mr Baxter: Minimum harmonisation essentially
are not satisfied with a product that they have bought allows Member States to set higher levels of
with a credit card. The last proposal of the Consumer protection, as they see fit. Minimum harmonisation
Credit Directive brought that into question and at a high level sets a high standard across Europe but
would have substantially reduced that level of allows Member States to go further. The DTI and
consumer protection that we currently enjoy. I would some members of the European Parliament have
not be very supportive of such a proposal. You must suggested something called targeted harmonisation
also remember that the financial services market is a where virtually everything is minimum

harmonisation, except one or two specific provisions.very dynamic and fast changing field. National
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Mr Baxter: It could well do. There are specificThere is one specific provision that seems to be under
debate right now which is about APR calculation. provisions not only in the text of the Consumer

Credit Bill that is currently before Parliament butWe think that might be a good idea because a single
method of calculating APR right across Europe also the consumer credit statutory instruments that

were adopted last summer that came into force onwould be very helpful for consumers, provided the
calculation is done correctly. Other measures as well 31 May. There are very important provisions on

precontractual information. These are very usefulcould be detrimental, which is why targeted
harmonisation under one specific provision could be provisions which I think the Commission and

oYcials of DG Sanco are watching very closely.quite helpful for consumers. Does that make sense?
There are some provisions though that simply might
not be appropriate at European level because they

Q210 Earl of Dundee: Yes, it does. If you take both are responding to specific concerns within the UK
minimum harmonisation and targeted market. These are certainly food for thought in the
harmonisation, at the moment, how much provisions that the UK government is considering.
acceptance are they receiving through the Our organisation has some concerns about the fact
Commission process? What does the Commission that some aspects of the Consumer Credit Bill did not
think about them? Does it entertain them? Is it go far enough in addressing some concerns that we
reflecting further upon them? have about the consumer credit market. One area, for
Mr Baxter: It is very hard to know what the example, is responsible lending and credit data
Commission’s current position is. There seems to be sharing. Even under the statutory instruments that
a lot of interest in targeted harmonisation for APR, are now in force and even under the Consumer Credit
but I do not honestly know what the Commission’s Bill there is nothing to stop lenders from continuing
position is at the moment. their rather reckless marketing practices, continuing

to issue unsolicited credit card cheques and
continuing to mislead consumers in many ways.Q211 Earl of Dundee: You indicate that the debate
None of the new statutes were making muchon this subject will develop and mature. If so, and
diVerence in these areas. Even precontractualregarding the concepts of to minimum
information, which is often seen as the panacea for allharmonisation and targeted harmonisation, how
people’s credit problems, is useful and welcome, butmight these influence the European thinking so that
is not enough by itself. In the UK, for example, weinstead of just entertaining the single market
have had summary boxes for credit cards since lastharmonisation concept that of minimum
spring. The credit card industry introduced summaryharmonisation and of targeted harmonisation are
boxes following the Treasury Select Committeeconsidered to be respectable alternatives?
Inquiry. They have been very helpful and yet theseMr Baxter: There has been a lot of debate in Europe
reckless selling practices continue. We are still seeingabout the level of harmonisation in this Directive.
credit card cheques being divvied out willy nilly toThe last several years have seen some quite
consumers and we are still seeing various hiddensubstantial debates within the Parliament and there
charges and sneaky tricks that the UK credit cardwas a strong view held by industry that there should
market is very much involved in. Summary boxes arebe maximum harmonisation. Some Member States
not the answer. Responsible lending? How could aare realising that maximum harmonisation is not an
lender possibly lend responsibly when they do notappropriate approach to this and Member States are
have the information about consumers to knowwhatlistening to their consumer bodies as well. From this
a consumer’s creditworthiness is? The whole point ofcountry’s perspective, the government is currently
responsible lending is to assess people’sabout to finalise the Consumer Credit Bill which will
creditworthiness and make sure that people are notimprove consumer protection on the unfair lending
overburdened. We are seeing examples of consumersside especially. Certainly I would not want to support
being overburdened, sometimes with tragica Directive that could bring into question some of
consequences and this is disturbing.We fear that verythose provisions and may crash into them. Hence
little is being done by the industry, or the governmentthere is a strong interest in a targeted approach.
for that matter, to address these problems. For the
purposes of labelling things like “legal certainty”
lenders are being exonerated from making sure thatQ212 Baroness Massey of Darwen: As you no doubt

know, there is a Consumer Credit Bill going through they lend to people who can aVord to repay. I find
this very strange. Perhaps less strange is the fact thatParliament at the moment which will expand the

scope of consumer protection which is already quite some banks are beginning to feel the eVects of bad
debts and bad lending as we see some of the biggesthigh in theUK.Do you think that theUKmight oVer

a useful model for the Commission to incorporate banks in our country are beginning to report
concerns about bad debt. Perhaps the banksinto this Directive?
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they have, how much it costs them and how itthemselves will begin to realise that lending to people
willy nilly comes at a cost to them as well. compares to other credit cards on the market. If you

do not incorporate those four points, you lose the
plot. You miss the whole point of the exercise. When

Q213 Baroness Neuberger: Perhaps you would like the DTI released its statutory instruments last
to say something about how you would like to see summer all they did was list what information people
responsible lending applied in practice. This is part of should be given and therewas no indication as to how
the Commission’s philosophy but you are this information was to be given to consumers,
unconvinced as far as the Commission and as far as whether it was in a summary box or in area point five
the UK are concerned. What would Which? like to on page 73 of a massive book of terms and
see? conditions. When is it to be given? Five seconds
Mr Baxter:What we would like to see is very rarely before a person signs on the dotted line or in a format
implemented into full practice. In my ideal world, we they can take oV the premises and so on? There are
see responsible lending not just as assessing people’s ways that it can be done at a European level. How can
ability to repay but as a much broader concept about this be introduced at a European level? It is to the
not only helping consumers to borrow responsibly benefit of both the industry, consumers and the
but also designing products that consumers will use government for responsible lending to be embraced
eVectively. In other words, designing credit as as a concept as opposed to a very simple term that
something to be used with care, an eVective firms would rather skirt around.
instrument but a double-edged sword for many
consumers, incorporating practices from the product

Q214 Chairman: The responsible lending envelopedesign to sales and marketing practices, to
starts before the consumer takes a decision andprecontractual information, right through to account
continues until he or she has repaid the debt. It is formanagement, so that consumers understand what
the lifetime of the debt?they are getting into, understand the risks of what
Mr Baxter: Absolutely. That is how it should work,they are getting into, are given appropriate products
in my view. It ends when the consumer finishessuitable to their needs, and also to mitigate any
paying oV the agreement. It is a long process and it isnegative eVects that happen from time to time. It puts
about the relationship between the lender and thethe onus on banks to help consumers choose the best
debtor.products for their needs and to borrow responsibly.

Bits and pieces of this are being done. Summary
boxes, we think, are a huge step forward. We Q215 Baroness Neuberger: You are very clear about
welcomed with open arms the Treasury Select what you want to see. You want that specified in
Committee’s announcement calling for the industry some way in the European legislation and that is
to introduce summary boxes.We also welcomedwith your ideal.
open arms APACS, the credit card industry body, Mr Baxter: That is the ideal but we know this would
coming to us and consulting with us on how they be very diYcult. A European Directive has to be
think summary boxes should look. We also welcome legally binding and it is very diYcult to get anything
their introduction across the industry to the extent too prescriptive in a Directive. Things might
that now they are virtually ubiquitous.We think they accidentally be captured and it might not be flexible
are very useful for four very critical reasons. They are enough to capture diVerent types of product. It
legible. The information is presented to a consumer would also be very diYcult to draft such a specific
in a language that he or she can understand. It is provision and to make sure you get it right, first go.
comprehensible. Long-winded explanations are cut A second possible way of doing it is by simply letting
down to short, easy-to-understand terminology that the industry in their various trade associations work
makes sense. They are also comparable. Not only is out something for consumers, much in the same way
the information presented, but it is in a standardised as APACS, the UK credit card industry body, did for
format so that consumers can put one summary box summary boxes. The trouble with that though is that
beside another and compare like with like. The trade associations are diVerently established in
information is in exactly the same place, in this box diVerent Member States and they are diVerently
format, which makes it very attractive to look at. It is represented in Brussels, so it would be diYcult to
also timely. It is given to consumers at a time when work closely enough. We know from our experience
they can use the information eVectively. For with mortgages that only a subset of lenders adopts
example, on the internet or in precontractual the principles of the European mortgage
literature, sales or commercial literature, all that sort standardised information sheet. A viable, innovative
of thing. It is there for consumers to see. Also, some third method that is perhaps the best would be to
lenders have been going beyond the APACS adopt European standards, to engage the European
requirements and stamping on the back of monthly standards body, the DEC, the same people who

stamp the CE label on products and things like that.statements so that consumers can seewhat credit card
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certain marketing practices and selling practices.You could develop a draft Directive which lists the
diVerent bits of information that should be given to However, other types of sales practices would not be

adequately covered under the Unfair Commercialconsumers but then draft a text allowing European
standards organisations to develop rules on how this Practices Directive and I think specific financial

services regulation is necessary.information would be given. Consumer
organisations could work with the industry under the
European standards body, the DEC. We would then Q218 Lord Harrison: The Committee has heard a
work through the European consumer standards number of practical oVerings from you about how
body called ANEC and the industry would work matters might be progressed within the single market
through their respective standards organisations to but listening to you carefully I get the very strong
hammer together a European standard that firms feeling that you are very worried about the consumer
could voluntarily sign up to but they would of course and the developing single market, to the extent that
be commercial incentivised to sign up to it, because you said you did not want the single market at the
the standard would be introduced across Europe. expense of consumer protection. You even seemed to
This we think is the only really viable way of imply that the fundamental idea of a market which is
introducing such a complex provision across 25 open, free and fair, which would provide a greater
Member States. variety of choice for the consumer was in doubt.

Your example that there are many more financial
oVerings than there once were was true. It was almostQ216 Baroness Neuberger:What particularly should

be done to protect the most disadvantaged of like the many channels on the TV, but there was not
the quality. I wonder whether you and yourconsumers, other than the information?

Mr Baxter: First of all, you could ensure that all association see the single market more as a threat
than an opportunity for consumers to be able to diglenders in all Member States share full credit

information about their borrowers. This would allow deeper and wider and obtain services, goods and so
on which are cheaper and of a higher quality; andlenders to access a real, complete picture of a

consumer’s credit history. There are other provisions whether you feel overwhelmed by the industry. In my
time when I was in Brussels, BEUC was thesuch as early settlement and early repayment to allow

consumers to settle their debt early if they wish to and European Consumers’ Association led by Jim
Murray.to take control of their personal finances without

having to incur a penalty. This is a real problem and Mr Baxter: It still is.
a very disappointing thing in UK legislation.
Consumers should be allowed to settle their loans Q219 Lord Harrison: He was very eVective in
early and, if they do, they should not be discouraged putting forward the consumer’s point of view. I am
from doing that by being charged. Also, there should wondering whether you are missing an opportunity
be redress systems in place and there should be a on behalf of consumers here in Britain and in Europe
provision within the Directive to ensure that lenders to ensure that the consumer protection that you
have some sort of redress available so that if rightly demand is well and truly in any Directives
consumers have a problem they can go to their which emerge. After all, in your last example you say
lenders and seek redress. Unfortunately, that is not that with respect tomortgages it is already happening
the case at the moment. There are various other anyway across borders. It is not something that we
provisions as well but I think those are the key ones. cannot not do something about.

Mr Baxter: I think you are right. It is important for
consumers to be able to take advantage of the singleQ217 Lord Harrison: There is a series of problems

like reckless, high-pressure sales tactics,mis-selling of market. This is our underpinning policy viewpoint.
Your assessment that we are cautious is certainlycredit products and so on. Are there proposals in

existing Directives like the EU Unfair Business-to- correct. The financial services market is very
complex. Every experience we have had inConsumer Commercial Practices Directive which

perhaps would aid and abet consumer protection in campaigning on financial services points to the fact
that it is a unique market. There is not a level playingthis area?

Mr Baxter: The Unfair Commercial Practices field between consumers and the providers of
services. There is a lot of information discrepancyDirective is quite helpful to consumers in many ways

and does come into financial services. It does protect between those two groups. The perceived principles
of competition do not always apply in financialconsumers in that regard. However, Unfair Practices

is what we call a horizontal Directive which covers a services. Just because you have more choice does not
mean to say that themarket is performing better. Thewide range of issues, including financial services.

Sometimes these sorts of Directives do not go deep UK example is a case in point. We have plenty of
financial services products here and yet there is not aenough to really address some of the problems in

financial services. It would do something about week or two that goes by without some sort of
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organisations across Europe. We were sitting roundscandal or issue emerging about poor consumer
confidence. a table talking about problems we were having in our

national markets. It was uncanny how familiar a lot
of them sounded. When we talked about problems in

Q220 Lord Harrison: That is not to do with choice, our national market, they said, “That sounds
is it? You would not argue for reduced choice. That familiar.” I only wish there had been amember of the
is to do with consumer protection which is why I am Commission observing this meeting because it really
throwing it back to you and saying that what should showed that although we have diVerent cultures and
be happening in parallel to opening and freeing the diVerent languages there is a commonality of
market up, providing greater choice and so on is a experience.
greater opportunity for the consumer to discriminate
about whether a product is good, provides the service

Q221 Lord Harrison: Is that not a secure basis forthat he or she needs and that the method of getting
ensuring good protectionwithin a singlemarket if thereparation if there is a problem is made that much
problems are common?more easy for the consumer within that widermarket.
Mr Baxter: The protection has to be at a level thatMr Baxter: Indeed. If you have those adequate levels
develops some confidence. It also has to be aof safeguards in place, by all means, a fully integrated
standard that is suitable right across the market.consumer credit market could be very helpful for
Some Member States are not as developed in theirconsumers. These safeguards are absolutely critical
financial services markets as we are. They might notand they should not be seen as barriers. If a national
require as high a level of protection as we do here.government wishes to introduce a safeguard in
Similarly, other Member States might have moreresponse to a specific concern in its market, that
stringent requirements in certain areas than we do.should not be seen as a barrier to another Member
France has a complete ban on early repayment fees.Statewishing to enter thatmarket. If, for example, we
In Belgium, lenders in the mortgage market have apass better laws on mortgage protection, as we have
cap on early repayment fees, on redemptionin the UK, that should not be seen as a barrier to
penalties. That might not be appropriate hereother European lenders entering that market. The
because of the particular types of products we sellmortgage regulation was done after a very long
here and the level of confidence that consumers have.consultation process in which we were very active. It
To introduce a very, very high level of protectiongreatly improves consumer protection in that very
across Europewould be very diYcult to achieve. Alsocritical area. If other Member States do not wish to
how does one go about amending that legislationsee that high level of protection in their own country,
when new innovations happen from time to time?so be it, but if lenders in other Member States see

specific UK mortgage protection as a barrier that
does not serve consumers very well. We are seeing Q222 Lord Colwyn: In earlier questions you talked
examples in our nationalmarkets of underscoring the about data sharing and that would be one way of
level of protection needed for UK consumers. helping disadvantaged consumers. In your evidence,
Redress; precontractual information, sales processes, you say that for a single consumer credit market to
all these sorts of things to ensure that consumers are work eVectively all lenders in a single market must
given a level playing field. These are absolutely share full information about their customers’
essential in any consumer credit market, whether it is borrowing habits and all lenders must be able to
a single Europeanmarket or a specific Britishmarket. access this data for the purpose of accessing
For example, if you try to develop a more integrated creditworthiness. Do you think that will benefit the
single market in financial services oVering consumers consumers ultimately? You mentioned earlier
high risk products such as insurance and investment responsible lending and the fact that the UK is not
products and certain types of consumer credit sharing suYcient information about credit history
product, that is like trying to build an ocean liner which results in an incomplete picture of a
without a lifeboat. What happens if consumers get consumer’s credit history, which will hinder the
into trouble?What redress do they have?What rights assessment of creditworthiness. Do you not feel that
do they have in diVerent Member States? If you can might be raising diYculties with aspects of privacy in
develop a standard across Europe that gives any way?
consumers a basic safety net, it provides a degree of Mr Baxter: There are ways of ensuring people’s
confidence while providing the industry with a level privacy is maintained in those sorts of situations. We
of legal certainty. This improves the lot for both have the Data Protection Act in the UK which is an
lenders and borrowers and the government, for that implementation of data protection laws at European
matter. That is what we are trying to achieve. We are level. We have a need to ensure that consumer data is
cautious. Of course we are, because all our Member adequately handled and that if there are violations of
States have horror stories. I was at a meeting just last that data protection there are criminal proceedings

brought. There are appropriate safeguards to ensureweek with my opposite numbers of consumers’
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Therefore, the best place to stick it would be in thatthat people’s data is handled with reasonable care.
Also, you could introduce even further safeguards Directive. That all sounds very nice and the

Commission has been promising a Directive onthat ensure this data is used solely for the purposes of
assessing creditworthiness. The 2002 proposal in the secured lending. The Mortgage Forum Group that I

was involved in was the first step in that process.Consumer Credit Directive contains a subsection in
an Article which ensures that the data will only be Having experienced the Mortgage Forum Group at

first hand and having participated very closely in thatused for the purposes of assessing creditworthiness. It
would help consumers considerably, ensuring that all process, I have some misgivings as to whether equity

release is even going to be covered in any kind of newlenders shared full information. How can a lender
lend responsibly or adequately assess a consumer’s piece of European legislation and whether it will

benefit consumers. Also, how many years will it becredit risk when they simply do not have the data?
Moreover, how could a consumer get the best before we have such a Directive? At the moment,

equity release is catching on quite substantially in thepossible deal when there are circumstances in which
they might be unfairly, inaccurately assessed as being UK. People see it as a viable option not only to

squeeze money out of their homes but also it is ana poor credit risk because their lender does not share
the fact that they have been an excellent customer? option for a retirement plan. In some circumstances

it might be an appropriate product for certainThat is a very serious problem in the UK. People are
being unfairly assessed. Right now in theUK—and it consumers, provided they understand the risks.

However, it is a very high risk product and it could beis catching on in Europe—there is a practice called
risk pricing whereby consumers are priced according a fertile breeding ground for some of the most

unscrupulous practices in the financial servicesto their perceived level of credit risk. How can this be
done eVectively when lenders simply do not have industry. We cheered when the UK government

announced that it was going to regulate these types ofinformation about what people’s credit risk really is?
We think it is fundamental that there has to be some products. However, European consumers are

catching on also. As consumers buy property abroadsort of sharing of data. If this is going to be extended
to the European level across a single market, there and as the single market happens, it is happening

anyway. How long will consumers have to waithave to be standards on how this information is
shared and what information is to be used. before they get adequate protection at European

level?

Q223 Lord Colwyn: It works both ways, does it not?
Q225 Chairman:Your argument is that this is a riskyRecently, I was stopped in a well known store, John
procedure. We have a window of opportunity toLewis, and asked whether I wanted one of their new
hitch it on and retain it in this Directive and thatcredit cards. My wife and I were asked at the same
should not be missed, because otherwise consumerstime. She was accepted; I was turned down as not
are going to continue to be exposed to the dangers ofhaving suYcient credit. It might cost me 10 quid to
a risky operation which they do not reallywrite to somebody to find out they had made a
understand.mistake. They still have not told me why they said
Mr Baxter: That is a very good summary. There is athat.
fear of it slipping through the crack, that it will fallMr Baxter: That is an interesting point. We want to
out of the Consumer Credit Directive because ofensure that people can have mistakes about their
lenders and governments not wanting to put it in. Itinformation corrected. This all comes under theData
might also fall out of the other Directive because it isProtection Act that we currently enjoy in the UK.
not adequately covered. My experience in theThere needs to be some sort of provision to ensure
Mortgage Forum Group is that one approach mightthat this is all done at a European level as well.
be to create a single market on very few aspects of
mortgage credit and not others, the ones that mightQ224 Chairman: There is a small argument going on
be easiest to integrate. We honestly do not know.Wein a diVerent part of the forest, as it were, about
are waiting for a Commission Green Paper on thesecured lending, particularly equity release, which
subject some time later this summer.you seem to wish to be retained within the Directive

and other persons, particularly the lenders, do not
Q226 Chairman: It is still a long way ahead.want it to be. Can you enlighten us as to the
Mr Baxter: Absolutely, which is why we are holdinginwardness of that argument?
on to it in the Directive.Mr Baxter: Yes. There has been quite an exciting

debate going on. There seems to be a view that
secured lending should not be part of this Directive Q227 Chairman: My last question is to do with the

availability of independent advice. One of thebecause it is mainly about unsecured lending and at
some point in time the Commission is going to come diYculties, it seems to us, that consumers might face

is the diYculty of finding an adviser who isout with a new Directive covering secured lending.
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29 June 2005 Mr Laurence Baxter

someone says, “You should take out a personal loanindependent and not expensive. You can buy
independent advice, of course, but if you do not have for £5,000 at our very competitive interest rate plus,

payment protection insurance, if you want”. But athe funds to buy independent advice and you are a
vulnerable borrower or a relatively poor borrower, it simple, authorised overdraft might be a better

product for me. I have no way of knowing that as ais very diYcult to know who to go to to get good
advice. Do you think we should be encouraging the consumer. I might not even be eligible for payment

protection insurance. It is very diYcult. How you goCommission in this particular case to somehow
encourage the greater dissemination of the kind of about ensuring that that advice is delivered is very

diYcult at a European level. You have to have aindependent advice that you oVer to your members,
for example? Directive that empowers national regulators to set

appropriate standards. From our perspective, underMr Baxter: That is a very good point. That is a very
critical element of financial services. The trouble is the ConsumerCredit Directive, this is something that

might best be left to national Member States tothat it is an extremely complex area to regulate, as we
have seen from the Financial Services Authority determine for themselves which is the most

appropriate safeguard for consumers. This is why weregulations, trying to ensure that independent advice
is truly independent and that consumers are made favour a minimal approach, to allow Member States

to set a high level as necessary to suit their particularaware what “independent” is and also what advice is.
It has become a very complex issue that has been markets.
exercising consumer organisations, the industry and
government for years. To try and develop that at a Q228 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for

everything you have told us and your generosity withEuropean level is also very complex. We spent an
awful lot of time in the Mortgage Forum Group your time. It has been a very interesting session. I do

not knowwhether you want to add something. If youtalking about this very subject. How do you ensure
that the advice being given is the correct advice and do find that you think something has been left out, a

note would be very welcome on our side andis suitably independent?We are having debates about
this not only under the auspices of the Consumer hopefully will not take up too much more of your

time.Credit Directive but also the Directives relating to
investment services. At the moment in the Consumer Mr Baxter: It is very important for us to be able to

give evidence like this and should you have any otherCredit Directive, the industry is concerned that the
best type of product is very diYcult to provide in questions please do not hesitate to ask me.

Chairman: Thank you very much.certain circumstances. If I want to borrow £2,000 and
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Written Evidence

Memorandum by Barclays

1. Introduction

1. Barclays is pleased to provide the House of Lords with some views about the European Commission’s
proposals for a Consumer Credit Directive (CCD). In line with the request, we have limited our response to
four sides of A4—this has meant that we have been selective in those areas we have chosen to comment upon.
We have recently contributed in full to a detailed questionnaire from the Department of Trade and Industry
and would be happy to share this with you—please let us know.

2. A Single Market in Consumer Credit

1. Barclays considers that a single market for consumer credit across the EU is in the interests not only of
European consumers but also the economies of both the UK and the EU. The competitiveness of the UK
consumer credit market has created eYcient, consumer-centric organisations that are already leading players
in other European countries. Barclays, for example, is the sixth largest bank in Spain and has significant
operations in several other EUMember States. Removing further barriers to competing cross-border would,
we believe, be in the UK’s interests.

2. However, the success of the UK consumer credit market—and the wide range of choice this provides
consumers—is at risk from an increasing burden of regulation. Whilst we accept that success is dependent on
consumer confidence, and that this results in part from an up-to-date regulatory regime, there comes a time
when the benefits are outweighed by the costs. Barclays is currently in the final stages of implementing the
changes to agreements and other regulations passed last year, has recently implemented changes to mortgage
and general insurance regulation and the Banking Code, and last October implemented changes to
advertisement regulations. In this environment, we are naturally concerned about having to implement further
changes arising from the Consumer Credit Directive, particularly where no clear consumer benefit exists.

3. Consumer Credit Bill

1. The Government has recently reintroduced the Consumer Credit Bill into the House of Commons. We
anticipate that this will be with the House of Lords soon, given that the Bill progressed rapidly through the
Commons in the previous Parliament.

2. We have several concerns about this Bill, which we can expand on in a separate letter if you would like us
to. Given the comments above about the cost of regulation, it seems inappropriate to change the law in the
UK when we expect further changes in a relatively short time period due to the Consumer Credit Directive.
Too much change cannot be in the interests of the consumer, who will have to get used to diVerent rules, new
rights and new procedures.

3. We would suggest that the Lords consider whether it would be more appropriate to amend UKConsumer
Credit legislation only once (ie following the passing of the Directive).

4. The Core Objective of the Directive

1. We believe that the Consumer Credit Directive should focus on delivering a level of harmonisation that
enables lenders to oVer products to consumers throughout the EU, rather than just in their home country.
This would deliver increased choice to consumers and benefit the EU economy as the financial services sector
would become more eYcient. We consider that UK companies are in a leading position to take advantage of
a more open market.

2. Whilst some people will want to shop for credit products across borders, this is only likely to be a concern
for relatively financially sophisticated and “internet-savvy” consumers. Making it easier for lenders to come
to them is a better—and more realistic—way of delivering the benefits of a single market to many.
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5. Maximum Harmonisation Requirements

1. With this in mind, we believe that the Directive should look for maximum harmonisation on the following
limited number of areas:

(a) Data sharing

— This is currently missing from the Directive, but is essential if UK companies are to compete
eVectively cross-border.

— In order to lend responsibly, it is important that lenders have access to both positive and negative
data about consumers—legal impediments to this are significant barriers to UK lenders. Without
access to this data, new competitors are at a significant disadvantage to established domestic lenders.

— There are legal barriers to sharing data in the UK (primarily caused by data protection legislation
which means that positive data on accounts opened for some time cannot be shared). Legislation
which dealt with this issue would be welcome.

(b) APRs

— Assumptions behind the definition of APR—especially for revolving credit products such as credit
cards—need to be tightly defined and consistent across the EU. Without this, lenders would need
diVerent systems for each country and consumers would not be able to make meaningful
comparisons between providers.

(c) Maximum limit

— We agree with the European Commission that there should be a credit value threshold above which
the Directive does not apply, in order that lenders and (more sophisticated) borrowers can negotiate
with flexibility over large amounts. However, if secured lending were to be in-scope (at present, it is
proposed that this remain out-of-scope, a position we support), the limit would need to be higher
than the proposed ƒ100,000.

(d) Advertising

— For the consumer to feel confident borrowing from lenders throughout the EU, the advertising
regime needs to be similar. However, we do not support Article 4 as currently constituted, as it
prescribes information that must be in every advertisement. (Lenders should be free to advertise
brands without needing to cloud the picture with complex financial information). The UK’s
regime—recently introduced in October 2004—mandates the publication of key financial
information in certain circumstances. This would seem to be a useful approach for the EU to adopt.

6. Concerns

1. Lender’s Duty to Establish the Most Appropriate Credit Product (Article 6, paragraph 4)

(a) This requires that a creditor or intermediary “shall seek to establish among the credit agreements
they usually oVer or arrange, the most appropriate type and total amount of credit taking into
account the financial situation of the consumer, the advantages and disadvantages associated with
the product proposed, and the purpose of the credit”.

(b) As currently worded this would be impossible to implement in a direct mail or direct sales
environment, and would create an uneven playing field between organizations with wide product
ranges (such as Barclays) and monolines. It would also result in customer confusion—as we would
have to tell consumers about a wide number of diVerent products rather than just one—and destroy
the advances in transparency made in recent years by the industry. For example, the Summary Box
(which we are starting to introduce on loans as well as credit cards) brings to the customer a clear,
consistent and simple way of explaining the key terms of one product. If we were to have to provide
this on all alternative products at the same time, the customer would suVer information overload and
the type of confusion Summary Box-structures have been designed to remedy.

(c) This provision could also result in unintended and absurd consequences. For example, our
international cards business has separate co-branded products with two airlines. We could have to
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understand the consumer’s travel habits in order to help them decide which airline card is most
appropriate.

(d) We understand that the Commission is considering amending this provision so that lenders have a
“duty to assist”, although we are unclear what this means. We believe that the ideas stem from a
reasonable desire to help protect consumers from borrowing irresponsibly. However, such measures
are likely to serve only to increase consumer confusion, reduce choice and increase cost.

2. Debtor-creditor-supplier liability (Article 19(2b)

(a) This issue at stake here is whether the provisions of Section 75 of the Consumer Credit Act (“S75”)
should be allowed to continue (via minimum harmonisation).

(b) Under S75, under certain circumstances the lender is equally liable with the supplier for breach of
contract. In the UK, purchases by credit card are covered even though there is no direct relationship
between the credit card issuer and the supplier (as there would be, for example, if a borrower used
point of sale finance to purchase goods).

(c) Whilst we can understand why other EUMember States would not wish to create an equivalent of
S75 in their countries, UK consumers value it because it provides increased protection when making
purchases by credit (and credit card). Politically, it would be very diYcult for the UK Government
to agree to its removal and, for the credit card industry, it provides a valuable additional benefit to
consumers for relatively low cost.

(d) We agree with the UK Government that S75 should continue in the UK as currently applied.

3. APRs for overdrafts (Article 6(new))

(a) In the UK, APRs (Annual Percentage Rates) do not apply to overdrafts as they are used to compare
longer term borrowing (hence the “annual” percentage rate). Instead, simpler AERs (Annual
Equivalent Rates) are quoted to enable rates to be compared eVectively between lenders.

(b) Introducing APRs could greatly confuse consumers. For example, current accounts often include
additional benefits, the fees for which would have to be included in an APR calculation. This could
lead to wide variations in APRs.

(c) The cost of changing UK banks’ systems to replace AERs with APRs would be significant, and we
are unable to determine that there would be consumer benefits of any substance.

7. Responsible Lending

1. Article 6 states that “the creditor . . . shall adhere to the principle of responsible lending” before defining
(albeit at a very high level) what this means.

2. We believe that consumers have a right to expect the lender to comply with the principle of responsible
lending. However, in order for the Directive to be meaningful, there needs to be a clearer definition of what
is meant by responsible lending. In Barclays, responsible lending is about good practice—from recruitment
(being transparent and clear), assessment (we should lend only if we assess the customer as able to repay),
monitoring (we should regularly monitor for change of circumstances) and collections (we should help the
customer to deal with financial diYculty and not act in a heavy-handed way). However, this is very diYcult
to enshrine into law, which is why we prefer for it to be the matter of voluntary codes. A European version of
the Banking Code could, at some stage in the future as the internal market develops, be an appropriate
response from the industry.

3. In the meantime, we would not be against this requirement to lend responsibly to be included in the
Directive. It sets a high level benchmark which can be developed at a later date. We also consider that it is
more appropriate than the provisions in the UK’s Consumer Credit Bill around unfair relationships, the
principles behindwhich are particularly unclear andwill lead to ambiguous law.As stated above, we are happy
to provide you with further information on this upon request.
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Memorandum by the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland

1. The Consumer Council

1.1 The General Consumer Council for Northern Ireland (The Consumer Council) is a statutory non-
departmental public body established in 1985 with the general duty to promote and safeguard the interests of
all consumers here. Its mission is to make the consumer voice heard and to make it count by all those who
make decisions that aVect consumers.

1.2 The Consumer Council has specific responsibilities for energy (including natural gas, electricity and coal),
passenger transport and food, and it has been proposed by theGovernment to take on the role of the consumer
representative body for water services.

1.3 The Consumer Council performs its role in many diVerent ways including conducting research to
determine consumer issues and views, campaigning for the best possible standards of service and protection,
and handling complaints, which arise when things go wrong for consumers. It plays a key role in ensuring that
consumers are informed and educated, and that they gain the necessary skills and confidence to exercise their
rights with responsibility.

1.4 The Consumer Council welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the Committee on a proposed
European Consumer Credit Directive. We have confined our comments to matters, which we consider relate
to consumer interest and have taken into account the recent Department for Trade and Industry (DTI)
consultation on the same subject.

2. Consumer Credit Bill

2.1 Before commenting on the consultation on the proposed Directive, the Council would like to express our
disappointment that the Consumer Credit Bill was not successful in becoming law before Parliament was
dissolved on 11 April 2005.

2.2 We welcome the fact that changes to the regulations have been made ahead of the Consumer Credit Bill
being brought before Parliament in relation to the Consumer Credit (Agreements Amendment) Regulations
2004, the Consumer Credit (Advertising) Regulations 2004, the Consumer Credit (Disclosure of Information)
Regulations 2004, and the Consumer Credit (Early Settlement) Regulations 2004.

2.3 However, we welcome the fact that the Bill was included in the Queen’s speech and would urge that the
Government brings forward the Consumer Credit Bill early in the new parliamentary term to ensure that it
passes all necessary legislative stages as soon as possible.

3. The Proposed European Consumer Credit Directive

3.1 The consumer credit industry in theUnitedKingdom is booming. Excludingmortgages, Bank of England
figures show that on average each UK household owes around £7,000 on credit. As such the UK has the most
developed credit industry across Europe. The UK accounted for over 30 per cent of the total consumer credit
across Europe in 2002 and is reported to be responsible for 75 per cent of all European credit card debt.

3.2 Over recent years, the credit market in the UK and across Europe has developed and as such
modernisation of the legislation and regulations have been needed. The Council strongly welcomes the
proposals to update the 1987 European Consumer Credit Directive.

3.3 Level of harmonisation

We are concerned, however, that the proposal is based on maximum harmonisation for every aspect of the
Directive. Thismayweaken consumer protection provisions in somemember states andwill hinder potentially
higher consumer protection provisions in the future.

3.4 MaximumHarmonisation would mean some members might lose elements of their protection, if they are
currently set at a higher standard of than provided by the Directive. These include joint and several liability
in the UK (ie that the consumer when making a purchase with a credit card, can, in case of a problem with
the product, turn to several actors for redress: the supplier or the lender), the best advice principle in Belgium
(ie advice on the most suitable credit for the consumer) and the right of withdrawal in Germany. Maximum
harmonisation throughout would also make it more diYcult to address specific national developments and/
or “innovative” financial products.
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3.5 As a main aim of this consultation is to modernise consumer credit protection across Europe, the Council
cannot see the benefit in introducing a Directive, which eVectively means a loss of protection for some
consumers. The Consumer Council recommends that a minimum harmonisation approach be taken with the
majority of the elements outlined by the Directive. This would allow for protection now as well as in the future
and would mean no European member state would see a reduction in its existing consumer protection as a
result of this Directive being introduced. Minimum harmonisation could set the lowest possible level of
protection and allow members states to build and enhance this.

3.6 However, the Council does agree with DTI, that maximum harmonisation of certain elements of the
Directive would be beneficial for consumers. These are data sharing, contractual information, the calculation
of APRs and licensing requirements.

4. Specific Elements of the Directive

4.1 Loans below ƒ300

The Council would strongly recommend that the Directive cover loans below ƒ300. Many vulnerable
consumers seek relatively small loans for shorter periods of time. If the Directive did not cover loans below
ƒ300, many consumers, particularly those on low incomes, would potentially miss out on areas of consumer
protection and so we agree with DTI that the ƒ300 loan threshold is too high.

4.2 Credit advertisements

All charges stated in advertisements need to be clear, accurate, reliable, comparable and up-to-date. The
Council supports DTI’s position that typical APRs should be used as the new provision in UK law; also the
rate quoted must be the rate for at least 66 per cent of customers.

4.3 Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

As previously stated, the Consumer Council believes this is one element, which would require maximum
harmonisation. APRs need to be calculated in the same way to ensure fair and accurate comparison between
products across Europe. The Council agrees that all compulsory costs should be included in the calculation
of APR.

4.4 Responsible lending

TheCouncil believes there should be a duty on credit providers to lend responsibly.We support theDirective’s
proposal to set up a database in eachMember State for lenders to consult in order to check a consumer’s credit
history. However, it is imperative that the information collected, stored and used, be reliable and secure. An
individual’s ability to repay the credit, as well as their existing credit commitments, should be taken into
account in assessing applications for credit or for credit limit extensions.

4.5 Credit Unions

The Council agrees that Credit Unions should be subject to a bespoke regulatory regime and so excluded from
this directive. Credit Unions play an important role for consumers and in the social economy of Northern
Ireland but as they are locally based, the Council agrees that there would few cross border issues.

5. Conclusion

TheCouncil welcomes the development of the EuropeanConsumer CreditDirective to bring legislation across
Eur25 to a minimum standard fit for 21st Century. In the main we support a minimum harmonisation
approach to set a base level of consumer protection, which can then be enhanced bymember states.We believe
that this is necessary because the credit industry is at diVerent stages of development across Europe.

Memorandum by the Consumer Law Sub-Committee of the Law Society of Scotland

The Consumer Law Sub-Committee (“the Committee”) of the Law Society of Scotland has had the
opportunity of considering the consultation on a Proposed European Consumer Credit Directive issued by
the Department of Trade and Industry. Our comments are made bearing in mind the position stated within
paragraph 27 of section B, on page 14, that specific views on the draft are not invited. In addition, a number
of questions relate to industry issues on which it would not be appropriate to comment. The Sub-Committee’s
comments are, therefore, of a general nature.
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Chapter 1: Aim, Definitions and Scope

Q1: Do you have any concerns arising from any of the other definitions in this Article?

The Sub-Committee agrees with the DTI’s concern over the definition of “credit intermediaries”.

Q2: What do you think is the appropriate level of harmonisation for the Directive? Why?

The Directive should seek to achieve a suYcient degree of harmonisation to enhance cross/border trade and
promote uniform consumer protection measures. The Sub-Committee agrees with the DTI’s approach that
there should be tempered harmonisation and not maximum harmonisation.

Q3: If you support a targeted harmonisation approach which areas do you think should be subject to maximum
harmonisation, which minimum?

The Sub-Committee agrees with the DTI’s approach at paragraph 44. The areas of maximum harmonisation
should include: data access, information, APR.

Q4: Do you agree with the proposed UKGovernment position with regard to the various scope and specific requirement
issues—if not, what would you amend and why?

The Sub-Committee agrees with the DTI’s approach. In particular, we share their concern in relation to hire
purchase and leasing agreements. The Society agrees that the UK should support the Commission’s eVort to
create a singlemarket, but that it should not supportmoves whichwill reduce level of protection to consumers.

Chapter 2: Information and Practices Preliminary to the Formation of the Agreement

Q5: Will the article, as drafted, assist the development of a cross-border market and consumer protection for credit by
making credit advertisements more transparent?

The Sub-Committee agrees that the approach taken within the Directive could be unduly restrictive,
particularly in relation to advertisers of credit products who are merely seeking to increase brand awareness
rather than advertise or sell specific products.

Q6: Do you think that a principled approach based on mutual recognition would be appropriate for advertising? If so,
what key information do you think should be included in all credit advertising?

Where the advertisement goes beyond a mere “brand awareness” advertisement the APR or total charge for
credit should be included as should the amount of loan, the total cost of interest and the repayment terms.

Q7: Do you agree with the UK position on contractual information?

The Society agrees with paragraphs 84–88 and the UK’s concerns about “responsible lending” being
unclearly defined.

Q8: Do you agree with the position on pre-contractual information and in particular the reference to “in good time”?

The Society agrees with the phrase “good time” for reasons stated. This could be set as a specified time period.
The Society also agrees with less onerous requirements for telephone conversations (paragraph 93) so long as
there is a duty to advise in writing consequently.

Q9: Do you agree with our position on a duty to advise?

The Society agrees with paragraph 98 and the implications for using account credit cards. The Society also
agrees that there is an inherent diYculty in creating a duty to advise, which conflicts with seller’s interest. The
duty to advise may also make the application process longer. This may limit credit purchase to face-to-face
agreements. This would reduce choice.
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Q10: Do the extra requirements of the Article cause lenders and borrowers any difficulties?

The Consumer Credit Act 1974 (“the CCA”) does not require the APR to be provided in respect of overdrafts.
Overdrafts are partially exempt from the CCA. Extra requirements could, in practice, cause diYculties.

Q11: Do you agree with the UK approach to Credit Unions?

Yes, agreed.

Q12: Do you have any comments on how the proposal contained inArticle 7 can be amended so that the consumer clearly
benefits and is not exposed to exploitation?

The Society agrees with paragraphs 113–114, that the reference to legal proceedings should be tightened and
that this article refers to only the original lender. This is an area where the creditor should be required to advise
the consumer according to his or her best interests.

Chapter 3: Database Access

Q13: Do you agree with the UK position on Databases?

No comment.

Q14: We would like to know of any concerns you may have arising out of this Article, including any concerns about
the costs of implementation.

No comment.

Chapter 4: Formation and Surety Agreements

Q15: Would lenders have systems difficulties in providing the personalised information currently required by the draft
Directive?

This is an issue on which lenders are best placed to comment.

Q16: Please provide any specific comments you might have on these extra items of information that the Directive
proposes should be included in credit agreements.

The Society agrees with paragraph 129 that there are diYculties with the high level of UCT legislation. If this
is included, information on excluding liabilities under UCTA would be appropriate.

Q17: Do you agree that the UK should argue for the inclusion of all of the above information requirements in the
Directive?

Yes, the Society agrees that this should be argued.

Q18: Do you agree with the UK position on right of withdrawal?

A right of withdrawal can be a substantive andmeaningful measure of consumer protection. It does, however,
require to be carefully weighed against the lender’s requirement to achieve certainty.

Chapter 5: Annual Percentage Rate of Charge and Borrowing Rate

Q19: Do you agree with our policy to seek maximum harmonisation on the subject of APR on the basis of the policy
suggestions outlined?

Yes.

Q20: Given that we aim to retain the current provisions relating to the calculation of APRs for HP transactions, are
there any difficulties associated with this proposal and if so what are they?

The Society is unaware of any diYculties associated with this proposal.

Q21: Do you agree with our policy to resist the requirement that the new APR and amortisation table must be given
when borrowing rates are varied?

Agreed.
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Chapter 6: Unfair Terms

Q22: Do you support the inclusion of these terms in the Unfair Contract Terms legislation? If so, why?

Agreed.

Chapter 7: Performance of a Credit Agreement

Q23: Would you prefer to see maximum or minimum harmonisation in this area? Why?

The Sub-Committee agrees with the DTI’s position on the retention of rights.

Q24: Do you agree with our position on assignments of rights?

Agreed.

Q25: Do you support our policy to maintain current UK law and retain the provisions contained in the 1987Directive?

Agreed.

Q26: Would you support our approach of maintaining joint and several liability as set out in the UK?

Agreed.

Q27: Do you agree with a minimum harmonisation approach in this area?

No comment.

Chapter 8: Specific Credit Agreements

Q28: Is there any need for this Article? If so, in what circumstances should it be retained?

This may be a matter for national variation.

Chapter 9: Performance of a Surety Agreement

Q29: In view of the differences between the Article and UK law do you agree we should seek minimum harmonisation?

Minimum harmonisation would be an advantage.

Chapter 10: Non-Performance of a Credit Agreement

Q30: Are there any problems with applying this requirement to running account credit?

No comment.

Q31: Do you agree that a minimum harmonisation approach to default and enforceability is appropriate?

Agreed.

Q32: Do you think that this Article provides adequate regulation for unauthorised overdrafts?

Agreed.

Chapter 11: Registration, Status and Control of Creditors and Credit Intermediaries

Q33: Do you think that this Article is strong enough to protect consumers in an open internal market? Or do you think
that such light requirements will upset the balance of competition and level of consumer protection?

No comment.
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Q34: Would it be more appropriate to introduce a passporting system similar to the banking Directives, where creditors
or intermediaries would have to fulfil passporting provisions demonstrating that they are “fit” before they lend cross-
border?

No comment.

Q35: Is there any reason why credit intermediaries should not be required to divulge whether they are an independent
broker, or work with one or more clients?

No comment.

Q36: Would you agree that the instances when a credit intermediary can charge a fee should be limited? If so, do you
agree with the conditions above?

No comment.

Section C: Regulatory Impact Assessment

Q37: Do you agree with the assumptions, figures and impact assessments made in this RIA—if not, please provide as
much supporting evidence as possible.

No comment.

June 2005

Memorandum by Debt on our Doorstep a Network for Fair Finance

1. Debt on Our Doorstep

1.1 Debt on our Doorstep is a national campaigning organisation made up of local activists and public
organisations. We aim to end extortionate lending and ensure universal access to aVordable credit and other
financial services. To this end our objectives are to:

— Publicise the extent and impact of extortionate lending on low income groups.

— Lobby Parliament, assemblies and other decision makers to end extortionate lending.

— Research and promote models of aVordable credit.

— Provide a platform for people on low incomes to comment on the impact of debt.

1.2 A list of current members of the campaign is contained in the Appendix to this submission.

1.3 This submission has been prepared following discussions with the Institute for Financial Services in
Hamburg (IFF) with whom Debt on our Doorstep has developed close links during the past two years.

1.4 Debt on our Doorstep is currently organising a series of conferences with IFF and other European
partners with regard to consumer protection in Europe and these are scheduled to take place in November
2005.

1.5 The EU proposals for Consumer Credit Harmonisation

1.6 Debt on our Doorstep welcomes the opportunity to provide this submission to the House of Lords
inquiry. We believe that there are three fundamental issues that need to be considered in relation to the
proposed Consumer Credit Directive as follows:

— The need to balance market harmonisation with measures to prevent overindebtedness (currently
absent from the Directive).

— The need to debate openly the likely impact of the Directive on the operation of interest rate ceilings
in many EU states and to consider whether a market without any limit on the price of credit is
acceptable for consumers.

— The need to enshrine the principle of responsible lending within the Directive, to define this, and to
learn from other EU countries in relation to UK legislation in this area.
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1.7 The Need for Debate

1.8 The first point to note is that the amended proposal from the Commission bears little relation to the
original proposal (2002), and that the amendments almost all relate to a weakening of consumer protection.

1.9 As a consequence of the scale of the changes from the original proposal to the new amendment, Debt on
our Doorstep believes that the “amendment” should be viewed as an entirely new proposal and that all
national Governments should debate this prior to determining the future direction of the Directive.

1.10 Instead of consumer protection, the goal of the Directive as currently written appears to be the opening
of markets for more aggressive lenders who favour the Internet, standardized products, cross-selling,
refinancing and concessions to lenders who provide small amounts of credit at unreasonably high prices seems.

1.11 There is considerable concern relating to the proposal in other European countries that have stronger
regimes for consumer protection in respect of consumer credit than the UK.

1.12 Indeed, it is disappointing to note that the UK has one of the weakest consumer protection frameworks
in Europe in this area. This will remain the case despite the measures announced by the Government in the
current Consumer Credit Bill.

1.13 In particular, Debt on our Doorstep is concerned that the proposed directive will allow lenders based in
the UK to export socially harmful lending products to the continent, and bypass the significantly better
consumer protection regimes that have been established in, for example France and Germany.

1.14 In this respect the US experience is an interesting comparator. For many years individual US states were
able to regulate against predatory lending and control interest rates through the use of ceilings set by state
legislatures. In recent years, however, these protections have been eroded by court rulings. Lenders can now
base themselves in states without usury laws andmake loans cross border into those states that were previously
protected. Some states have permitted this in order to attract the finance sector as employers, but it has come
at a cost for many consumers. The resultant growth of (for example) payday lending in those states that were
previously protected, has been particularly harmful.

1.15 The same can now be foreseen for Europe. The Directive as currently proposed would allow UK based
lenders (which are not regulated in terms of the costs that they can charge) to start to lend in European
countries that have had long histories of controls against usury.

1.16 In Germany, France, Holland and Italy there are controls on the levels of interest that can be charged
through anti-usury legislation. These are now all at threat as a result of the proposals in the Consumer Credit
Directive.

1.17 What Improvements Can be Made?

1.18 Debt on our Doorstep believes that the directive needs to include the prevention of overindebtedness as
an aim alongside that of consumer protection. There has been a significant amount of work done at a
European level in respect of assessing the causes and extent of overindebtedness and the measures that may
be eVective in preventing this. Debt on our Doorstep would therefore like to see this incorporated into the
Directive as a balance against a liberalisation of the consumer credit market. If the market is to be liberalised
and competition encouraged across national boundaries (which we accept is a major part of the rationale for
the EU) then this should not come about at all costs but be balanced with the needs of individual consumers
to remain in control of their finances.

1.19 There appears to be no single measure of APR proposed within the Directive. This is also absent from
the UKGovernment’s Consumer Credit Bill. This is confusing to borrowers with recent evidence given to the
UK Treasury Select Committee demonstrating that even mathematics professors have diYculty in
understanding how APR’s have been calculated by lenders in respect of certain types of agreement. If there is
to be harmonisation across the EU then there should be harmonisation concerning how interest rates are
calculated and expressed by lenders.

1.20 All nation states should sign up to anti-usury controls prior to harmonization.At the present time, nearly
all European countries have usury rates or rate ceilings which prevent exorbitant pricing in credit and a
systematic exploitation of consumers who feel or are personally forced to take up credit, to prolong credit at
any price. While most countries like France, Italy and the Benelux as well as Scandinavian countries prefer
administratively fixed rate ceilings (informed by the work of the equivalents of the OYce of Fair Trading),
Germany and Austria use the old systems of usury linked to the legal concepts of “bona fide” or
reasonableness that has been developed through case-law. In all systems, however, the rate ceiling is fixed
according to a market rate at about 150 to 200 per cent of the average market rate in consumer credit. This
margin gives enough space to allocate diVerent risks and service intensity in the provision of consumer credit
and have proven to be acceptable for the credit industry.
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1.21 It should be noted that the increase in confidence and trust in such regulated consumer credit systems
has kept the levels of financial exclusion low in comparison to those few countries (unfortunately including the
UK) who still accept credit extension at any rate. In countries without price regulation, we have experienced a
retreat of banks from the provision of credit to lower income households, increased denial of access and the
growth of a “grey” market that menaces especially those consumers who face temporary income problems or
are already overindebted.

1.22 All goals of this directive: harmonisation, consumer protection and the prevention of overindebtedness
necessitate the core regulation of some form of limit on prices. The present situation leads to basically diVerent
systems of cost allocation and hinders trans-border credit extension. They are to the detriment of the economic
interests of weak consumers and they are to a large extent a reason for overindebtedness which rises through
unscrupulous refinancing and ever higher interest rates. The Directive therefore appears to Debt on our
Doorstep to necessitate a debate as to whether we wish to see a European credit market without an upper limit
on credit prices, or a European market with that regulation in place in all EU countries. It will simply not be
possible to have a harmonized market along the lines envisaged in the Directive that contains some countries
with interest rate ceilings and some without,as the US experience teaches us that those countries that reject
interest rate ceilings will eventually erode the protection in other states.

1.23 The amendedDirective (Article 9) proposes that lenders adhere to the principle of “responsible lending”.
We support that, however the Directive only then refers to the provision of information at pre-contractual
stage in this regard. To ourmind this is completely inadequate and there needs to be a significant strengthening
of the concept of responsible lending to include a requirement that borrowers properly take into account the
means of the borrower at the time of making the loan and their long term ability to repay. It is of note that
such a concept is also currently absent from the UK Consumer Credit Bill.

1.24 For example, on other EU countries the concept of responsible lending incorporates “reckless lending”
“unconscionable credit extension”, “sittenwidrige Überschuldung” etc as they are now combined in the notion
of “responsible lending” of Swiss law.

8 June 2005

Annex

List of Members of Debt on our Doorstep as at 8 June 2005

— All Saint’s Church, Kings Heath, Birmingham

— Association of British Credit Unions Ltd

— ATD Fourth World

— Barnardo’s

— Barnardo’s Candl Project

— Barnsley Credit Union

— Birmingham Money Advice & Grants

— Blackpool Moneyline

— Bristol Debt Advice Centre

— Bulwell Credit Union Limited

— Cambridge Housing Society

— Cheltenham Community Support Centre

— Church Action on Poverty

— Church in Society, Maidstone

— Clwyd Coast Credit Union Ltd

— Conference of Religious

— Credcer Credit Union

— Daughters of Mary & Joseph, Kent

— Diocese of LlandaV BSR

— East Bristol Advice Centre

— East End Reinvestment Trust
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— Exchange House National Traveller Mabs

— Five Lamps Organisation

— Foxhill and Parson Cross Advice Service

— Glasgow Taxi Trade Credit Union

— Halifax Citizens Advice Bureau

— Hartlepool Credit Union

— Help the Aged

— Housing Justice

— Hull East of the River Credit Union

— Hull Northern Credit Union

— Hykeham Team Ministry

— Justice and Peace, Scotland

— Kendray Laying the Foundations

— Kirby Unemployed Centre

— Landsker Community Credit Union Ltd

— Lea Road URC, Wolverhampton

— Leicester City Council Advice Services

— Merseyside Region Church Action on Poverty

— Methodist Church

— Millom and District Credit Union

— Money Go Round Bristol Inner City Credit Union

— Money Tree Credit Union

— Moneywise Newcastle Credit Union

— National Association of Bank and Insurance Customers

— National Energy Action

— National Housing Federation

— No1 Copperpot Credit Union

— Our Lady of England, RC Church, Reigate

— Oxfam UK Poverty Programme

— Oxford Credit Union

— P & P Regeneration

— Penwith Credit Union Limited

— People for Action

— Pilch Lane and District Credit Union

— Plymouth Focus

— Pollock Credit Union

— RadcliVe Resource Centre, Manchester

— Sandwell Advice & Moneylink

— Single Parent Action Network

— Springfield Community

— South West Lancashire TUC Centre

— St Aidan Project

— Student Christian Movement

— Tower View Community Credit Union

— Trading Standards Team Hartlepool

— Unitarian Social Responsibility

— United Reform Church Responsibility
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— UVP Advice in the Community, Barnsley

— Vos Amis

— Walsall Money Advice Project

— Wansbeck Citizens Advice Bureau

— Welfare Rights & Money Advice Service, Bristol City Council

— Worcester Black Pear Credit Union

— York Credit Union Study Group

— Yorkshire Chapter of Credit Unions

— YMCA England

Memorandum by Antony Elliott, former Chief Risk Officer of a major
UK retail bank and author of the report entitled “Not waving but drowning: over-indebtedness
by misjudgement”, edited and published by the Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation,

a financial services think-tank.

Background

The CSFI report (“the Report”) is a piece of case study research that seeks to gain a greater understanding of
why borrowers are becoming over-indebted in the UK. It uses this understanding together with corroborative
data to make recommendations for action that would enable borrowers to make better choices when deciding
to borrow and lenders to make better decisions when lending to people with substantial existing unsecured
debts.

This submission relates to consumer protection measures for unsecured consumer credit.

1. Does the UK have sufficient consumer protection for unsecured credit?

This Report and others are very clear in identifying that at present in the UK there is insuYcient consumer
protection in this area. The large amount of consumer credit in the UK relative to other European countries
would not be a problem if it was spread more evenly in the population. This report notes that for most income
groups the average amount of unsecured debt is in the region of 20 per cent of gross household income; a very
manageable level. The Report highlights evidence from research undertaken by the Bank of England and the
DTI that shows that in recent years, the increase in the debt level has been concentrated among a section of
the population that has been increasing its level of borrowing. Survey research data is presented that shows
that for households in the income range £8,000 to £40,000 there are a troubling number with a high ratio of
debt to gross household income. This is linked with changes in the consumer credit market in the last 10 years
that have made credit extremely easy to obtain. The Report argues that, in the UK, it has become too easy to
obtain consumer credit and that this acts against the interests of many consumers. The UK does not currently
have enough consumer protection for unsecured consumer credit.

2. Will taking any action in the UK damage the economic benefits from consumer spending?

The UK appears to have benefited economically from the easy availability of consumer credit to enable
consumer spending. Unfortunately, the facilitating of competition has not been balanced with progressive
regulation to ensure that the industry does not act against the consumers’ interests when lending to a sizeable
minority.

It is a question of striking the right balance. In the UK there are many understandable complaints from the
financial services industry in respect of expensive and intrusive regulation. These complaints need to be
considered on a case-by-case basis and an excessive regime in one are, for example money laundering, has little
relevance to the appropriateness of the regulatory framework for consumer credit.

Unfortunately, the initial benefits of easy consumer credit in the UK are now being out-weighed by the many
examples of households that will struggle as a result of excessive borrowing.Many would agree that following
a laissez faire attitude in consumer credit, the time has arrived formore protection. This answer is not definitive
since it is diYcult to measure the costs and benefits of the easy availability of consumer credit.
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3. Are some other countries in the EU more concerned about the consumer?

Certainly this is the case. The Report highlights France and Belgium, although in under-taking the research
it was clear that Germany was also concerned about over-indebtedness. The Report does not comment on the
cultural diVerences in continental Europe that lead to a diVerent attitude to consumer credit. The Belgium
situation is particularly interestingwhere there is legislation that requires lenders not to knowingly over-indebt
somebody and puts some onus, arguably toomuch, on the lender to ensure that they could defend the decision
to lend in court if necessary. In Belgium the credit reference agency has become a state body that means that
all datamust be shared and lenders are required to access the credit reference agency prior to advancing further
credit. It is also noteworthy that in Belgium there is a specific organisation established to undertake research
into over-indebtedness. In France, there has been a recent change in the law (January 2005: loi Chatel) tomake
it illegal to increase a credit facility without the agreement of the borrower.

The Report has a recommendation that it should be illegal to increase the credit limit on a credit card without
the agreement of the borrower. If this were to be included inEuropean legislation it would be good for theUK.

4. Why does the UK borrower need consumer protection in respect of unsecured consumer credit?

The Report maintains that a significant number of households are over-borrowing. The pattern identified is
that borrowers are under a financial pressure, they are naı̈ve or foolhardy in financial management and that
they are tempted by lending practices. A substantial number of households in the UK when under pressure
are vulnerable to excessive borrowing and lenders encourage them to borrow when they are in this position.
Sophisticated credit scoring systems are intended to protect a lender from incurring excessive levels of default
that would damage profitability, but they do not assist consumers to determine whether a loan is in their best
interests.

The UK borrower needs to be encouraged to consider whether a loan is in his or her best interests. The UK
lender needs to be put under an obligation to ensure that lending to individual borrowers is not excessive and
when high multiples of household income is leant unsecured, that there is some evidence that the borrower
could repay at the time of lending.

5. Are credit reference agencies in Europe in a better position than those in the UK?

The Report argues strongly that credit reference agencies should be in a position to provide lenders with the
total amount of debt outstanding across all creditors. It is clear that for many borrowers they do not have a
clear understanding of debt levels and are not able to provide this to a new lender, even if asked. Borrowers
assume that lenders are provided with this information by the credit reference agencies. In some European
countries the credit reference agency is a state entity. The Report does not argue that this is preferable to the
UK system of three competing credit reference agencies. The Report maintains that the UK credit reference
agencies should be in an equivalent position to the state entities in other countries. This would mean that all
lenders are obliged to provide positive information on amounts out-standing and the reference agency
database must be consulted prior to advancing further credit lines to a borrower.

6. Conclusions

The Report relates to the actions of borrowers and lenders of unsecured consumer credit in the UK and draws
on some examples of European and US experience in order to consider appropriate recommendations in the
current environment.

It will be important that any new entrants to the consumer credit market in the UK should be required to
operate responsibly and be put into a position in which they are able to do so as far as possible. Specific
examples where EU-wide minimum standards would be useful are as follows:

Credit Reference Agencies—the EU should ensure that via the approved credit reference agencies of the
country concerned, suYcient data is collected to enable lenders to have a reasonably current view of a
borrower’s total out-standing consumer credit at the time of making further credit available. The lender
should be required to access the information, although any decision that results would be for the lender to
determine.

Not knowingly over-indebt—within the context of a fair consumer credit agreement it should not be legal for
a lender to advance money to a borrower when it is clear that the individual has too much debt.

Aggressive marketing practices—there should be a requirement that these are assessed in the context of the
national environment and that appropriate action is taken. Flexibility will be required to ensure that new
practices that are not in the consumer interest can be restricted before they become too widespread. A major
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example in the UK is the unsolicited increase in credit card increases that is used as a marketing tactic to
discourage customers from changing credit card, but has the eVect of tempting many into excessive debt. No
justification for the practice has been produced by the industry and a European standard could be very
helpful.

Transparency—the EU will no doubt require this, but it is particularly important that credit products make
clear the penalties that can be incurred for late payment or exceeding limits. In theUK these can quicklymount
up and form a substantial component of the debt level. The Report makes clear that in the UK, consumers
do not appreciate the consequences of becoming over-indebted and this point to a requirement to make this
more transparent on the part of the lender.

The consumer credit market can change rapidly, certainly over a period of two years. It is important to
maintain national flexibility to identify practices that are not in the consumer interest and respond. For
example, if a new form of unjustifiable fees are being charged as a penalty; this may cause a significant increase
in the debt of some customers; this could be dealt with through local regulation.

The culture for consumer credit appears to vary in diVerent countries in Europe. TheUK is themost accepting
and has the greatest availability and competition. This should mean that the UK would be the most receptive
to proposing the flexibility to identify aggressive practices soon after they have started to be used and identify
actions through local regulation or the industry code.

In the UK, the Consumer Credit Act should have been updated some three to four years ago in order to
enhance consumer protection in an increasingly competitive market. The EU cannot necessarily look to local
legislation to respond to local needs in order to address the concerns of the consumer. The minimum standard
should involve a formal review of local legislation with an independent view as to its adequacy. The local
legislation should give enough flexibility to the relevant regulator to respond to developments. Self-regulation
in the UK has had the benefit of flexible up-dating of an industry code (“the Banking Code”); unfortunately
the enforcement has been poor.

This is such an important area in terms of the eVect on a significant minority of borrowers that EU legislation
should not expect countries to operate under self-regulation and make clear which part of government is
responsible for ensuring that any self-regulation is being diligently implemented.

June 2005

Memorandum by Professor Sir Roy Goode QC

Summary

The proposed newConsumer Credit Directive is in many respects to be welcomed. The existingDirective does
not adequately respond to developments in the range of credit facilities now available, and the proposals add
more substance, particularly in relation to the application of the Directive to surety agreements, pre-
contractual and contractual information, the statement of the annual percentage rate of charge, the right of
withdrawal, provisions as to default and default notices and the introduction of a requirement to regulate
intermediaries.

The principal weakness of the Directive lies in the move from minimum to maximum harmonisation as
provided by Article 30. The eVect of this is that in relation to agreements within the Directive Member States
will be required to ensure that their laws not merely provide the degree of protection given by the Directive
but do not confer any greater protection. In countries with relatively undeveloped consumer credit laws this
may not be a problem. In the UnitedKingdom, where the volume of consumer credit is far and way the largest
in Europe andwhich has a highly structured and sophisticated consumer credit industry, experience has shown
the need for very detailed regulation to protect the consumer, so that we have a Consumer Credit Act
consisting of 193 sections and five Schedules, shortly to be expanded through amendments introduced by the
Consumer Credit Bill, which itself has 71 sections and four Schedules, all of these being buttressed by a
substantial number of statutory instruments and a determination of the (former) Director General of Fair
Trading. To conform to the maximum harmonisation provision would involve a trawl through the vast mass
of current legislation and a dismantling of numerous consumer protection provisions that have been thought
necessary.

There is very little cross-border consumer credit and no point in trying to develop a single market in consumer
credit. The Commission’s central thesis, that diVerences in national consumer credit laws are the cause of the
small volume of cross-border credit, is mere assertion, with no attempt to back it up by empirical evidence and
no citations at all from the unpublished studies it says it has commissioned. The move to maximum
harmonisation is driven by a dogmatic belief in a single market, regardless of the facts.
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The lack of development in cross-border transactions is due not to diVerences in national laws but to a host
of other reasons which must be obvious even to the most uninformed observer but none of which is even
mentioned by the Commission, which surely has some obligation to present a dispassionate analysis. First,
there is no need for such a market. The Consumers’ Association has estimated that in the UK alone there are
some 30,000 financial products. These cover all sectors of the market, and each sector is keenly competitive.
The notion that yet more competition would be provided by foreign credit institutions is untenable. Second,
a consumer credit transaction is not a one-shot deal; it involves a continuing relationship, detailed
documentation and the certainty of default in a percentage of transactions. Why would a consumer from this
country wish to negotiate with a creditor in a foreign country, with whose language the consumer may be
unfamiliar and whose contracts he or she may be unable to understand? Whywould a consumer prefer to deal
with a foreign, relatively inaccessible, credit provider instead of with local credit institutions? Why would he
or she regard it as an advantage to be deprived of the various advisory services that can assist him or her in case
of diYculty or default but whichwould obviously find it diYcult, if not impossible, to give assistance where the
creditor is a foreign institution? Third, from the creditor’s perspective there are obvious diYculties in breaking
into a foreign market: lack of interest on the part of the local consumers, language problems, and the
additional expense in having to sue the consumer in the country where he or she resides.

Other weaknesses in the proposed Directive—the vagueness of some of the provisions, the inflexibility of
others—can be cured by appropriate redrafting. The requirement of maximum harmonisation cannot and
despite the Commission’s assertion to the contrary—an assertion which flies in the face of reality—it will
involve a substantial reduction in consumer protection not only in this country but in every other Member
State which has protective provisions outside those contained in the Directive. The move to maximum
harmonisation for consumer credit, alone of all the numerous consumer protection measures introduced by
the European Community, was strongly criticised byMember States and by the European Parliament, which
amended the proposal to restore the current concept of minimum harmonisation. Article 30 should therefore
be strongly resisted.

The Draft Consumer Credit Directive

I. Introduction

The background

1. Consumer credit law in the United Kingdom was completely restructured with the enactment of the
Consumer Credit Act 1974, which implemented the sweeping changes recommended by the Crowther
Committee in 1971.35 This Act, currently consisting of 193 sections and five Schedules, is buttressed by a large
number of statutory instruments which (apart from commencement orders) cover some 10 diVerent aspects
of control36 and byGeneral Notices issued by the OYce of Fair Trading relating to licensing and the operation
of the consumer credit register. Further measures are being introduced by the Consumer Credit Bill, which
itself runs to 71 sections and four Schedules.

2. The complexity of UK consumer credit legislation reflects the size of the market and the wide diversity of
credit providers and intermediaries. The consumer can readily (often too readily) obtain credit from a
bewildering variety of sources, including banks, building societies, mortgage companies, finance houses,
insurance companies, credit card issuers, mail order companies, check and voucher traders, friendly societies,
industrial and provident societies, credit unions, moneylenders and pawnbrokers. These cater for diVerent
sectors of the market and for diVerent risk categories, so that credit ranges from low-risk, low-cost credit
provided by banks to high-risk, high cost credit furnished by moneylenders and pawnbrokers. Within most
of these groups there is keen competition for the consumer’s business. According to the Consumers’
Association, there are around 30,000 financial products available in the UK, so that there is no shortage of
choice.37 In addition there are several kinds of ancillary credit business—in the language of the Act, credit
brokers (including most retail stores and other retail suppliers), debt-adjusters, debt-counsellors, debt-
collectors and credit reference agencies—and a variety of finance, trade and consumer organisations.
35 Report of the Committee on Consumer Credit (Cmnd 4596, March 1971).
36 For details, see Goode: Consumer Credit Law and Practice, vol 3, pp III/xi-III/xv/
37 Consumers’ Association position (October 2002) on proposals for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
harmonisation of laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States concerning credit for consumers.
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EC Directives

3. The current Directive in the field of consumer credit law is the Consumer Credit Directive 1987.38 This has
been implemented in the above-mentioned legislation. It embodies the concept of minimum harmonisation,
a concept hitherto common to all EC consumer protectionmeasures. In accordance with this conceptMember
States are required to ensure that their legislation provides the consumer with no less protection than is
aVorded by the Directive but does not preclude them from giving greater protection.

4. It is widely accepted that the present Directive needs updating to reflect developments of the consumer
credit market. However, the proposed new consumer credit Directive39 goes much further, marking a new
departure by moving from minimum to maximum harmonisation, so that within the field covered by the
Directive the laws of Member States must give neither less nor more protection than the Directive aVords. In
short, the concept is one of uniformity, not of minimum standards. This approach does not currently feature
in any other EC consumer protection measure and has been strongly resisted by Member States and by the
European Parliament, which while supportive in many ways has criticised the Commission’s proposals and
substantially revised the text, both to restore the minimum harmonisation basis and on technical grounds.40

The Commission has accepted many of the technical amendments and has reduced the scope of its original
proposal41 but has insisted on maintaining the principle of maximum harmonisation. The robustness of the
Commission’s response no doubt reflects a sensitivity to the unusually acerbic tenor of the comments by the
Parliament’s rapporteur.42 But it also conceals significant diVerences of opinion between two Directorates,
the DG for Health and Consumer AVairs (DG Sanco) and DG Markt.

The scope of the proposed new Directive and its impact on UK consumer credit law

5. The proposed new Directive, like the existing Directive, does not seek to cover the entire field of consumer
credit regulation. It is confined to the following specific aspects:

(1) Consumer credit agreements except so far as excluded by Article 3.

(2) Surety agreements, that is, agreements guaranteeing the obligations of the debtor under a consumer
credit agreement, except so far as excluded by Article 3.

(3) The regulation and certain obligations of credit intermediaries.

Outside these aspects Member States are free to retain their existing legislation and to introduce new
legislation.

A general comment on the draft Directive

6. If one leaves on one side various drafting defects, the proposed new Directive is a significant improvement
on the existing Directive, making provision for various matters which were not previously covered, or covered
adequately, but which experience has shown require regulation. Among these are surety agreements, pre-
contractual and contractual information, the statement of the annual percentage rate of charge, the right of
withdrawal, provisions as to default and default notices and the introduction of a requirement to regulate
intermediaries. There is general support for such provisions.

7. Appendix 1 lists the most important changes introduced by the new Directive. Many of these are sensible.
Some are not. The most important change, and that which is the focus of the present paper, is the move from
minimum to maximum harmonisation as provided by Article 30. Other problems with the present text are
inflexibility and vagueness. Moreover, while in various respects the concept of maximum harmonisation
would reduce the burdens on the consumer credit industry, other aspects of the Directive would increase them
to a degree that may be thought unjustified.
38 87/102/EEC, as amended 90/88/EEC and 98/7/EEC.
39 Not published by the Commission except in the form of comments on the amendments by the Parliament (COM(2004)747 final,
28 October 2004) but available in a helpful unoYcial text produced by the Department of Trade and Industry as Annex I to its
consultation paper.

40 Second Report, Final A5-0224/2004, 2 April 2004.
41 In particular, by excluding loans above ƒ100,000 and certain other credit agreements, introducing a simplified set of “light rules” for
overdrafts, agreements with credit unions and small loans, removing detailed rules for the registration and regulation of credit
intermediaries and withdrawing the proposal to set up national consumer credit databases.

42 Who reported that the text needed to be completely rewritten by the Parliament.
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II. Maximum Harmonisation

The provision for maximum harmonisation

8. This requirement is contained in Article 30, which is headed:

“Total harmonisation and imperative nature of the Directive’s provisions”

Paragraph 1 emphasizes this in the following terms:

“Member States may not introduce provisions other than those laid down in this Directive.”

The impact of Article 30

9. As regards agreements within the scope of the Directive, Article 30, if retained, would involve a trawl
through the Consumer Credit Act (in its about to be amended form) and through numerous statutory
instruments and the repeal of every item of consumer protection additional to that which the Directive
provides. A non-exhaustive list of these is contained in Appendix 2. The scale of the exercise should not be
under-estimated. It would involve a detailed examination of the statutory provisions governing exempt
agreements, advertising, canvassing, the deemed agency of intermediaries, the form and content of
agreements, rights of withdrawal and cancellation, the liability of the creditor for breaches of duty on the part
of a linked supplier, the provision of information as to the state of the account and the binding nature of
information statements, the variation of agreements, the exclusion of liability for another’s misuse of a credit
card, the creditor’s duty on the issue of new credit tokens, limits on the exercise of remedies on the consumer’s
death, notices of sums in arrear and default sums, the restrictions on interest, restrictions on the repossession
of protected goods and the consequences of unlawful repossession, the prohibition of entry on premises to
retake goods, early settlement and rebates for early settlement, the termination of agreements, the provisions
as to guarantees and other securities, safeguards for debtors pawning their goods, the reopening of
extortionate credit bargains and agreements giving rise to unfair relationships, the regulation of agreements
made on the introduction of an unlicensed credit-broker and the restrictions on credit brokerage fees.

10. Many of the above statutory provisions find no counterpart in the Directive at all and would have to be
repealed or revoked. Others may in some degree be covered by a general formulation, such as the provision
in Article 16(1) that creditors “may not take disproportionate measures to recover amounts due to them in
the event of non-performance of such agreements”, but the scope of the formulation is unclear. One thing is
certain: there would be a significant reduction in the protection of the consumer.

The issues raised by the maximum harmonisation approach

11. The Commission’s insistence on “total harmonisation”, contrary to the views of Member States and of
the Parliament, raises two basic questions:

(1) Is there a need for maximum harmonisation?

(2) Is a “one size fits all” approach appropriate in a EuropeanUnion consisting of 25 countries in widely
diVering stages of development?

Is there a need for maximum harmonisation?

12. The move to maximum harmonisation in the field of consumer credit is a fundamental change which will
be peculiar to this particular field of regulation. It will involve in every Member State a close examination of
every statutory provision to ensure that it does not go beyond what the Directive prescribes. It was therefore
to be expected that compelling reasons would be advanced for maximum harmonisation outside specific areas
where there is general agreement on complete harmonisation, such as the computation of the annual
percentage rate of charge. This has not happened. The sole reason advanced by the Commission for total
harmonisation is that it is essential in order to promote cross-border consumer credit and thus a single market
in credit, an objective which the existing Directive has failed to achieve. The Commission notes that there has
been only marginal growth in the market and ascribes this to the diVerences in national laws resulting from
the minimum harmonisation approach.

13. A major concern, which I share, is that the Commission has adduced no evidence to support its assertions
and that these reflect a purely dogmatic position instead of the balanced and dispassionate assessment which
EU citizens are entitled to expect of a responsible Community institution. It is significant that while the
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Commission’s ExplanatoryMemorandumof 11 September 2002 refers to the series of studies it commissioned
on diVerent issues, these are not studies available on its web site and the Explanatory Memorandum does not
contain a single quotation from the research to support its statement in its responses of 29 October 2004 to
the Parliament’s amendments that if the existing minimum harmonisation were to be retained consumer
credit would:

“continue to be largely a national and local market, depriving consumers of all the advantages an EU-
wide market credit would oVer them” [emphasis added].

Nowhere are the advantages stated. Nowhere is there the slightest analysis to indicate that opening up the
consumer credit market would confer the slightest advantage on consumers who, in the UK at any rate, are
already overwhelmed by choice. Nowhere is there any indication that a survey of consumers has been
conducted to test the validity of the above statement. Moreover, the concept of an EU-wide market, which
the Commission does not define, seems curiously limited. The focus appears to be on the extension of credit
by a credit institution in one Member State to a consumer in another. For reasons indicated below this is
extremely diYcult to achieve on a scale that wouldmake it worthwhile to credit providers, even with electronic
trading. But there are other ways of creating an internal market in consumer credit, for example, through joint
ventures andmergers between credit providers in diVerentMember States, and it is far easier to establish these
than to penetrate foreign market directly.

14. It is no doubt true that from the viewpoint of credit institutions diVerences inmandatory rules in this field,
as in others, create problems in opening up markets. What is surprising, however, is that the Commission
places so much emphasis on diVerences in laws as the reason for the lack of development of cross-border
consumer credit and entirely fails to mention other, much more compelling causes which have nothing to do
with the legal rules, including an amplitude of local sources of credit, problems of language, diYculties of
access, diVerences in culture and a perfectly natural desire to do business with institutions in one’s own
country.

Factors relevant to the consumer

15. (1) In the UK, as mentioned above, the consumer has a great many possible sources of credit and has
no need to look abroad.

(2) Access to credit in another country is not going to provide any greater degree of competition than
the fierce competition that already exists in this country.

(3) Consumer credit transactions usually involve discussion between the consumer and the prospective
creditor and detailed documentation.Whywould aUK consumer shop for credit in another country
where discussions and documents will be in a foreign language which he or she may be unable either
to speak or to read?

(4) Consumer credit transactions are not like cash deals; they are typically spread over time and involve
detailed documentation and a continuing relationship between consumer and creditor which in the
case of running-account credit will often be of indefinite duration. AUK consumermay need to have
ready access to his or her credit provider to negotiate additional finance, a longer period of credit,
an arrangement to clear arrears, a transfer to another, or a cheaper form of credit, or as a response
to the threat of legal proceedings. Is it likely that the consumer will wish to walk into all the problems
be involved in ongoing dealings with a credit institution in another country, with all the diYculties
of access and language?

(5) Consumers are much more likely to feel at home with a local credit institution than with a foreign
one, even if one discounts problems of language and distance.

(6) A UK consumer who gets into diYculties has ready access to a range of advisory and support
services, including citizens’ advice bureaux, money advice centres, and law centres. None of these
would find it easy, or even possible, to assist him or her in dealing with a foreign credit provider.

Factors relevant to the credit provider

16. Even from the viewpoint of the credit provider, diVerences in local consumer credit laws are not the
principal factor aVecting its ability to engage in cross-border credit.

(1) Market penetration can only be achieved by credit operations on a major scale. Given the powerful
disincentives to the consumer to do business with a foreign credit provider, as set out above, the
diYculties of establishing a customer base for a scale market are obvious.
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(2) Added to these is the fact that in evaluating the creditworthiness of an applicant for credit a credit
institution has access to many local sources of knowledge, credit scoring techniques, and the like,
which would have to be created from scratch in a foreign environment.

(3) The diYculties of access and language diVerences aVect the creditor as well as the debtor.

(4) Cross-border payments are more diYcult to organise and likely to be more expensive.

(5) If proceedings against the debtor become necessary the creditor will usually have to sue in the
debtor’s jurisdiction,43 with whose legal rules and practices the creditor is likely to be unfamiliar and
will necessitate its engaging foreign lawyers.

(6) DiVerences in tax regimes may be an additional factor causing diYculty.

17. Thus it is highly likely that the real reason why there has been little development in a cross-border market
for consumer credit is not the existence of diVerences in national laws but the fact that the consumer has no
need of such amarket and would confront potentially serious disadvantages in obtaining credit from a foreign
credit provider, who would likewise find it diYcult to establish a market in credit to foreign consumers. The
Commission does not appear to have undertaken (or if it has, it has not identified) any surveys of consumers
or credit providers to establish why consumers do not shop for credit abroad or why credit providers do not
oVer credit to foreign consumers. The statement that it is because of diVerences in national laws is mere
assertion.

Is the “one-size-fits-all” approach sound?

18. Laws are not made in the abstract; they are designed to meet the particular needs and concerns of those
for whose benefit they are made. In the field of consumer credit there are undoubtedly rules that can be
standardised throughout the European Union because they will be relevant regardless of the particular
market. These include rules requiring licensing of credit providers and intermediaries and rules governing the
components of the total charge for credit, the computation of the APR, the provision of a cooling-oV period,
the right to accelerate payment and to receive a rebate of charges calculated in a particular way, and the
requirement on creditors to serve a default notice giving the consumer a limited opportunity to bring payments
up to date before proceedings can be instituted. But other rules are very much dependent on the structure and
organisation of the credit industry and the range of credit instruments available. The UK has a large, highly
developed, extremely competitive consumer credit market, and has had to develop rules to meet the particular
features of that market. It would be absurd to suppose that rules suitable for such a market would necessarily
be appropriate in, say, Poland or the Czech Republic or even in France or Germany. The eVect of maximum
harmonisation is that, while it may increase consumer protection in countries with less developed consumer
credit laws, it will reduce it in those whose laws give greater protection in areas covered by the Directive. This
is disputed by the Commission. Commissioner David Byrne, who in the debate in Parliament last April stated:

“I wish to reiterate that full harmonisation will not lead to a reduction in the level of consumer
protection . . . The Commission is willing to consider excluding areas from the scope of the proposal
that would not aVect the single market. For these areas Member States can maintain their national
provisions.”

In the absence of any specific indication as to what does aVect the single market it is not clear on what basis
exclusions will be allowed. But whatever exclusions are made it is manifestly untenable to suggest that in the
case ofMember States whose lawswill have to be jettisoned to the extent that they go beyondwhat is permitted
by the Directive there will be no reduction in consumer protection. Paragraph 9 above, together with
Appendix II, identifies numerous areas in which such protection will be reduced. One of the most notable is
the removal of the liability of the creditor under section 75 of the Act for misrepresentations and breaches of
contract by the supplier.

19. To be fair to the Commission, some of the rules are expressed in very general terms, allowing a good deal
of leeway to Member States. These includes the provisions on rebates for early settlement (Article 16), the
remedies against the creditor in a linked transaction (Article 19(2b)) and restrictions on the exercise of
remedies (Article 24). Others have been dropped altogether. Moreover, Member States are left entirely free to
regulate consumer credit activity outside the three areas listed in paragraph 6. Even so, the maximum
harmonisation approach will have a considerable impact on existing UK legislation as mentioned above.
43 1980 Rome Convention on the law applicable to contractual obligations, art 5.
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III. Other Areas of Concern

Inflexibility

20. Examples of provisions lacking flexibility and a potential source of diYculty for the UK are those relating
to advertisements (Article 4), pre-contractual information (Article 6), Article 11 (right of withdrawal), Article
14(4) (notification of any change of borrowing rate), and 23(1) (surety agreement). The reason why the present
Directive is now unsatisfactory, and one of the main reasons given by the Commission for replacing it, is that
it is not responsive to new instruments and techniques in the consumer credit market. But the Commission
has failed to draw the necessary conclusion from this, that the same thing will happen to the present Directive
unless it is suYciently flexible to allow new developments to be accommodated. Since these will vary widely
from State to State it is essential to allow reasonable freedom of Member States to tailor their cc provisions
to evolving needs and practices. It is thus surprising to find set rules in the proposed new Directive which in
due course will give rise to exactly the same problem. It is essential for consumer credit rules to be suYciently
flexible to respond to new methods of marketing and new financial instruments. Otherwise the rules will stifle
innovation.

21. Article 4 requires an advertisement to set out standard information in a required order. The standard
information is not necessarily appropriate to simple advertisements, such as a willingness to provide credit,
and the requirement to set out the details in a specified order is unnecessarily restrictive.

22. Article 6 requires the creditor to assess the consumer’s creditworthiness on the basis of the information
provided by the latter and, where appropriate, on the basis of a consultation of the relevant database. I have
considerable sympathy with this provision in that far too much credit is extended with no credit checks at all.
But lending institutions may argue that to break into a new market it is simply not feasible to carry out
individual checks and that mass oVers are unavoidable. My own preference would be to allow this but with
the sanction that the court could reduce or even extinguish a debtor’s liability if the creditor is not able to show
that at the time of the agreement there were no reasonable grounds for believing that the consumer would be
able to repay in accordance with the terms of the agreement. That would provide amuch clearer criterion than
clause 19 of theConsumerCredit Bill, which inserts a new section 140A into theConsumerCredit Act allowing
the court extensive powers to order repayment by the creditor or reduce sums payable under the agreement if
it determines the relationship between the parties to be unfair. The criteria to be applied by the court are so
vague that everything is left to the court—an impossibly uncertain provision and one guaranteed to generate
thousands of law suits, leaving it to the Court of Appeal to establish authoritative criteria to produce
consistency.

23. Article 11 gives a universal right of withdrawal, apart from the exception, meaningless in the UK, relating
to “credit agreements concluded through services of an oYcial.” This provision, covering credit in the shop
or bank as well as doorstep credit, is capable of causing serious problems. It should be left to countries having
experience of the types of transaction giving rise to abuse to determine what should be cancellable.

24. Article 14(4) requires the consumer to be informed of every change to the borrowing rate. In the case of
bank loans this requirement will involve vast expense and is quite unnecessary. Giving details of changes in
the national press and in posters at branches, as currently permitted, is perfectly adequate.

25. Article 23(1) limits the period of a guarantee to three years and precludes the creditor from taking action
against the guarantor unless the consumer has failed to complywith a default noticewithin threemonths. Even
if the former restriction is justified, the latter is not. It is absurd that a creditor should have its position put at
risk by such a long delay, particularly since it does not apply ro proceedings against the consumer, who is the
principal debtor. A further adverse eVect is to compel the creditor who does not wish to delay proceedings
against the consumer to institute two separate actions, one against the consumer and the other some time later
against the guarantor.

Vagueness

26. Examples of provisions that are too vague to be workable are Articles 6(4) (appropriate type of credit),
which should anyway be jettisoned as suggested above, 7(3) (“in good time”), 11(4) (“credit agreements
concluded through services of an oYcial”), and 24(1)(a) (“disproportionate measures”).
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The burden on the industry

27. One has to treat with a degree of circumspection claims by the consumer credit industry of the burdens
imposed by protective legislation. No one likes to be subject to additional regulation. Nevertheless there are
certain provisions of the draft Directive which do appear to impose serious burdens, or constrict legitimate
development, even if taken in isolation. Examples are: the provisions on advertisements in Article 4; the duty
imposed on the creditor by Article 6(4) to seek to establish the most appropriate type and amount of credit,
taking account of the consumer’s financial situation and the advantages and disadvantages of the credit
proposed, a requirement that is not only too general to be useful but also too burdensome to be workable; and
the restrictions on enforcement of a surety agreement in Article 23.

IV. Conclusions

28. There is much in the proposed newDirective that is useful and represents a significant improvement on the
existing Directive. But the shift to maximum harmonisation will cause serious diYculties of implementation,
necessitating a large number of changes to our existing statutory provisions and the elimination of various
measures for the protection of the consumer which reflect the particular conditions, practices and areas of
concern in the UK consumer credit market. The UK should therefore urge the Commission to adopt the
approach of the Parliament by retaining the concept of minimum standards except in relation to very specific
matters on which there is general agreement for total harmonisation, such as the computation of the annual
percentage rate of charge.

29. Opportunity should also be taken to introduce flexibility into the provisions identified in paragraph 20
and to clarify Articles 7(3), 11(4) and 24(1)(a).

3 June 2006

Annex 1

CHANGES INTRODUCED BY THE PROPOSED NEW CONSUMER CREDIT DIRECTIVE

(1) The principle of maximum harmonisation.

(2) A longer list of defined terms, primarily because of new provisions governing surety agreements, linked
credit agreements and intermediaries.

(3) The extension of the Directive to cover surety agreements, ie guarantees of the consumer’s obligations.

(4) The introduction of a requirement to state a “borrowing rate”, ie a periodic rate, in addition to the annual
percentage rate of charge (APR).

(5) The replacement of a requirement of writing by the more flexible requirement of a durable medium,
which would include storable data transmitted by computer.

(6) An expansion of the list of credit agreements excluded from the scope of the Directive.

(7) A requirement to include in advertisements a number of items of “standard information” in addition to
the APR.

(8) A requirement of responsible lending, including assessment of the consumer’s creditworthiness on the
basis of information provided by the consumer and, where appropriate, on the basis of a consultation of
the relevant database.

(9) A requirement to provide detailed pre-contractual information, including the borrowing rate, with
special rules in relation to overdrafts and to agreements that would otherwise be outside the Directive.

(10) A requirement, in the case of cross-border credit, to ensure access to creditors from otherMember States
on a non-discriminatory basis.

(11) A substantial expansion in the list of items of information to be included in credit agreements.

(12) The introduction of a right of withdrawal from the agreement within a specified time, and consequent
cessation of liability under a linked transaction.

(13) A refinement of the APR formula and an increase in the number of worked examples to cover running-
account credit.

(14) A ban on the use of bills of exchange, promissory notes and cheques as a guarantee of payment.

(15) The imposition of a duty to provide regular information to the consumer of his situation on a current
account or debit account.
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(16) The introduction of the consumer’s right to terminate an open-end credit agreement on three
months’ notice.

(17) Provision as to defaults and default notices, including a requirement to prohibit creditors from taking
disproportionate measures to recover amounts due to them on non-performance of credit and surety
agreements.

(18) The provision of information to the consumer about exceeding his credit limit.

(19) The introduction of a requirement to regulate intermediaries and to impose conditions on their right to
receive fees.

Annex 2

NON-EXHAUSTIVE LIST OF STATUTORY PROVISIONS THAT WOULD REQUIRE REVIEW,
REPEAL AND REVOCATION

Exempt agreements

Consumer Credit Act 1974, ss 16, 16A* and 165B*

Consumer Credit (Exempt Agreements) Order 1989

Advertisements

Consumer Credit Act, s 43

Consumer Credit (Advertisements) Regulations 1989

Consumer Credit (Exempted Advertisements) Order 1985

Canvassing

Consumer Credit Act, ss 48, 49

Deemed agency of intermediaries

Consumer Credit Act, s 56

Form and contents of agreements

Consumer Credit Act, ss 62–64, 74

Consumer Credit (Agreements) Regulations 1983

General Notice No. 34

Rights of withdrawal and cancellation

Consumer Credit Act, ss 58, 67–73

Consumer Credit (Cancellation Notices and Copies of Documents) Regulations 1983

Consumer Credit (Repayment of Credit on Cancellation) Regulations 1983

Liability of creditor for breaches by linked supplier

Consumer Credit Act, s 75

Information as to the state of the account

Consumer Credit Act, ss 77, 77A*, 78, 97, 107–109

Consumer Credit (Running-Account Credit Information) Regulations 1983

Consumer Credit (Prescribed Periods for Giving Information) Regulations 1983
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Variation of agreements

Consumer Credit Act, s 82

Consumer Credit (Notice of Variation of Agreements) Regulations 1977

Exclusion of liability for misuse of credit card

Consumer Credit Act, ss 83, 84

Creditor’s duty on issue of new credit tokens

Consumer Credit Act, s 85

Limit of exercise of remedies on consumer’s death

Consumer Credit Act, s 86

Notices of default, sums in arrear and default sums

Consumer Credit Act, ss 86A,* 86B*, 86C*, 86D,* 86E* 87–89

Consumer Credit (Enforcement, Default and Termination Notices) Regulations 1984

Restrictions on interest

Consumer Credit Act, ss 86F*, 93

Restrictions on the repossession of protected goods

Consumer Credit Act, s 90

Prohibition of entry on land to recover goods

Consumer Credit Act, s 92

Early settlement and rebates

Consumer Credit Act, ss 94–96

Consumer Credit (Rebate on Early Settlement) Regulations 1983

Termination of agreements

Consumer Credit Act, 98–100

Consumer Credit (Enforcement, Default and Termination Notices) Regulations 1983

Guarantees and other securities

Consumer Credit Act, ss 105–113

Consumer Credit (Guarantees and Indemnities) Regulations 1983

Safeguards for debtors pawning goods

Consumer Credit Act, ss 114–121

Consumer Credit (Pawn Receipts) Regulations 1983

Consumer Credit (Loss of Pawn Receipt) Regulations 1983

Consumer Credit (Realisation of Pawn) Regulations 1983
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Reopening of extortionate credit bargains and agreements giving rise to unfair relationships

Consumer Credit Act, ss 137–140, 14A*–140D*

Regulated agreements made on the introduction of an unlicensed credit-broker

Consumer Credit Act, s 149

Restrictions on credit-brokerage fees

Consumer Credit Act, s 155

*Clauses of the Consumer Credit Bill

Memorandum by the Institute of Credit Management

The Institute of Credit Management is the largest professional credit management organisation in Europe. Its
9,000 members hold important, credit related appointments throughout industry and commerce with a
significant proportion engaged in consumer credit. The Institute is therefore well-placed to comment on the
consultation paper.

The Institute is supportive of the UK position on the proposed Directive, and its detailed comments are set
out below.

Chapter I: Aim, Definitions and Scope

Q1: Do you have any concerns arising from any of the other definitions in this Article?

The Institute has no concerns beyond those raised in the consultation paper.

Q2: What do you think is the appropriate level of harmonisation for the Directive? Why?

The Institute supports the Government’s view that the Directive calls for a targeted harmonisation approach
as described in paragraph 44 of the consultation paper, allowing for the retention of certain important
consumer protection features of our legislation, such as Section 75.

Harmonisation should be at a level that encourages cross border trading, and permits comparisons to bemade
easily throughout theMember States. Flexibility is required, however, in order tomeet local cultural variances
without giving way to national protectionism.

One of the Institute’s senior members made the following point which, though minor, has implications and is
therefore worthy of consideration:

“I can foresee that in order to make credit agreements from, say, a particular finance house readily
available, understandable and enforceable throughout the EU, documentation may eventually need
to be provided in all oYcial languages. This would create an additional financial burden for small
and medium sized finance companies.”

Q3: If you support a targeted harmonisation approach, which areas do you think should be subject to maximum
harmonisation, which minimum?

The Institute considers that full harmonisation could hinder modification of the law in the light of practical
experience, for example, in advertising.

In the Institute’s view access to data, comparative pricing and interest calculation should be subject to
maximumharmonisation. Cancellation periods could be varied locally tomeet custom and practice needs, and
areas that would add bureaucratic costs should be subject to minimum harmonisation. The Institute agrees
with the Government’s stance on consumer protection as set out in paragraph 44.
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Paragraphs 47–55

The Institute agrees with theGovernment that lending secured on property should be excluded from the scope
of the Directive.

Hire-Purchase—Paragraphs 57 and 58

One senior member made the following observation:

“There is a need to clarify not only the legal meaning of hire purchase as used in the Directive, but
also how it is practised in other EU Member States. My understanding is that the practices diVer
considerably from hire purchase in the UK.”

Q4: Do you agree with the proposed UKGovernment position with regard to the various scope and specific requirement
issues—if not, what would you amend and why?

Subject to the comments made above, the Institute agrees with the proposed UK Government position.

Chapter II: Information and Practices Preliminary to the Formation of the Agreement

Q5: Will the article, as drafted, assist the development of a cross-border market and consumer protection for credit by
making credit advertisements more transparent?

It is the opinion of the Institute that minimum requirements must be included, as currently suggested in the
paper. In the Institute’s experience, advertisers expend vast amounts of ingenuity in pursuing a supposed
advantage by circumventing the rules. These therefore need to be clear and specific whenever information on
credit products is to be given, but the Institute believes that there can be no objection to simple “name and
occupation” types of advertisement.

The Institute suggests that all advertising should state clearly the amount to be paid back by a consumer,
subject to changes in interest rates, to make credit advertisements more transparent.

Q6: Do you think that a principled approach based on mutual recognition would be appropriate for advertising? If so,
what key information do you think should be included in all credit advertising?

The Institute supports an approach based on the same principles as the Consumer Credit (Advertisements)
Regulations 2004.

Q7: Do you agree with the UK position on contractual information?

And Paragraphs 80–88

The Institute agrees with the reasons why the UK Government rejects the principle of “responsible lending”
as set out in the Directive. There is nothing intrinsically wrong, however, with the Directive’s aims to ensure
that lenders employ best practice in credit assessment. Proper assessment of risk will define a fair price, and
failure to do so will not.

Another concept that might be considered is that of injudicious lending, which applies in particular to lending
to over-committed individuals and the striking out of a debt by the court if the decision to lend is considered
injudicious. Any real or threatened publicity surrounding injudicious lending cases will, of course, encourage
the lender to settle such claims out of the court, and to take a more lenient view on concurrent cases by the
same loan oYcer. This tends to bury the extent of such cases beyond view, however. The Institute suggests
that it would be better to encompass “responsible lending” and “injudicious lending” within the same area,
as few borrowers are currently aware that if lending is felt to be injudicious then it is irrecoverable, and that
level of awareness needs to be improved. In turn, lenders would raise their standards to avoid having a debt
struck out.
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Q8: Do you agree with the position on pre-contractual information and in particular the reference to “in good time”?

And Paragraph 92

In the Institute’s view the term “in good time” is too vague, and what might be appropriate for a simple
agreement for a small sum might not be appropriate for a more complex transaction. Such a subjective
expression is likely to lead to inappropriate and unnecessary court proceedings. In many cases the customer
will derive little benefit but will merely be delayed in finalising the agreement. The Institute suggests that a
more positive term would be “before the agreement is made”.

Many transactions (especially hire purchase and lease/hire deals) are initiated by the consumer, and not from
telephone, postal or doorstep canvassing. If a specific time period were laid down this would create delays to
the detriment of the customer.

Q9: Do you agree with our position on a duty to advise?

The Institute agrees that this is an undesirable proposal which should be resisted, and suggests that more
should be done to provide education, especially for young people who are often financially naı̈ve.

Q10: Do the extra requirements of the Article cause lenders and borrowers any difficulties?

The Institute does not envisage that the extra requirements of the Article would cause lenders and borrowers
any diYculties.

Q11: Do you agree with the UK approach to Credit Unions?

The Institute agrees, on balance, with the UK approach to credit unions.

One senior member made the following observation, however:

“Whether locally based or not, the law should apply to all credit providers without exception, and
I can see no single reason for special treatment for credit unions as this would lead to unnecessary
complexity.”

Q12: Do you have any comments on how the proposal contained inArticle 7 can be amended so that the consumer clearly
benefits and is not exposed to exploitation?

The Institute recommends that Article 7 should preclude specialist debt consolidators from entering into any
contract that would disadvantage the customer when compared with the original calculation of the cost of
credit, and that variable interest rates for this type of transaction should be prohibited.

Debt consolidation, and those involved in this area of the lending industry, need to be more closely regulated.
For consolidation loans there should be a specific obligation on the lender to demonstrate, in writing, that the
terms of the proposed loan are no less favourable to the borrower than the terms of the existing loan.

The Institute agrees with the Government’s concerns in relation to this section.
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Chapter III: Database Access

Q13: Do you agree with the UK position on databases?

The Institute agrees.

One senior member of the Institute made the following detailed comments, however, which have implications
worth considering further:

“When assessing credit in the UK, the lender has access to a wide array of databases. A fundamental
issue of accessing such data is that the consumer consents to the accessing of the various databases,
and it is important that this is retained and not replaced by a legal right of lenders to access such
information without consent.

Many of the shared account performance databases and fraud databases are based on the principle
of reciprocity, ie, lenders can only see data if they have contributed data to the central database for
the benefit of other members. It must therefore be understood that, even within the UK, all creditors
do not have equality of access to data.

Furthermore, it is not just access to databases that is at issue. There should also be an EU wide set
of rules of reciprocity, and an EU set of principles for constructing and use of credit scorecards. The
Directive must prescribe the minimum type of information to be held on each database if this is to
be used across lenders in diVerent Member States in a reasonably fair and equal way.”

Q14: We would like to know of any concerns you may have arising out of this Article, including any concerns about
the costs of implementation.

In the Institute’s view a company’s lending criteria should not be made known to the consumer. Such a system
would be open to abuse. If the lender is obliged to disclose to a consumer without charge, then ultimately the
cost of borrowing will increase.

The Institute believes that if, as drafted, details are to be disclosed then an equitable charge should be levied
to reduce the number of enquiries. This would go some way towards acknowledging that the cost of providing
a file could be onerous for the finance company. In addition, if references are to be obtained from other
sources, for example banks, the Institute asks whether these too would have to be disclosed?

There is a more radical solution, however. One senior member made the following comment:

“The provision of credit file information to consumers is now a right in many parts of the United
States, and is accessed annually from a website to save costs and reduce the incidence of supply of
files.

I believe a similar system would work better than placing the burden of this on lenders in the EU, as
it is also impractical for lenders to supply a credit file in each case. Some lenders use several agencies,
others use none, in particular for applicants who score so high or low that the credit file information
would not change the lending decision.”

Chapter IV: Formation and Surety Agreements

Q15: Would lenders have systems difficulties in providing the personalised information currently required by the draft
Directive?

The Institute is in no doubt that smaller lenders would have considerable diYculty in providing such detailed
information as currently required by the draft Directive. This would involve significant programming and
training costs, and at the very least a defined but adequate development period to allow system development
should be included. Software packages would need to be amended to provide the required information at a
substantial cost.

Q16: Please provide any specific comments you might have on these extra items of information that the Directive
proposes should be included in credit agreements.

The Institute is supportive of the UK position. However, one senior member made the following comment:

“The danger of including this kind of information is that it could be considered exhaustive rather
than mere example. The UK courts are experienced in deciding what is or is not fair and lawful, and
should not be excluded from doing so when required.”
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Q17: Do you agree that the UK should argue for the inclusion of all of the above information requirements in the
Directive?

The majority of Institute members agree that the UK should argue for the inclusion of the information
required under UK law in the Directive. One senior member made the following observation, however:

“There is a body of opinion amongst those who have had to devise agreements under the amended
Agreements Regulations that these are unnecessarily detailed and prescriptive, and that they may
end up by confusing rather than helping the consumer.”

Q18: Do you agree with the UK position on right of withdrawal?

The Institute agrees with the UK position on right of withdrawal, in particular paragraph 136. This proposal
would undoubtedly lead to inconvenience for consumers and retailers alike.

Chapter V: Annual Percentage Rate of Charge and Borrowing Rate

Q19: Do you agree with our policy to seek maximum harmonisation on the subject of APR on the basis of the policy
suggestions outlined?

The Institute agrees thatmaximumharmonisation is appropriate in this area. There is ample evidence of banks
and others endeavouring to find their way around the rules and thereby confusing the customer. To give scope
for such practices in relation to cross-border marketing is to invite trouble.

In relation to paragraph 151, however, the Institute is suspicious of a provision that the term (duration) of the
agreement should be based on the terms of the contract, particularly where this would be calculated from the
minimum repayment. In the past this has led to UK banks ending up with agreement terms of several tens of
years, or even of infinite duration, in an eVort artificially to lower the advertised APR.

The Institute agrees that “blended rates” (paragraph 152) are open to manipulation and misuse, and
thoroughly supports the recommendation that credit cards should advertise APRs based on the “purchase
rate”.

The Institute is hopeful that the assumptions for calculating the APR in running-account credit contained in
the Consumer Credit (Advertisements) Regulations 2004 Schedule 1 Paragraph 1, and the amended
Agreements Regulations, will bring a worthwhile improvement and reduce confusion.

The Institute agrees that overdrafts should be required to show an APR rather than an EAR for the reasons
given in paragraph 157.

Q20: Given that we aim to retain the current provisions relating to the calculation of APRs for HP transactions, are
there any difficulties associated with this proposal and if so what are they?

And paragraph 159

The Institute is not aware of hire purchase agreements with the option to purchase exercisable on a number
of dates. In the UK, the option is exercisable on completion of the payments or at the customer’s option when
he chooses to settle early. The proposal appears to the Institute to be unnecessarily complicated, involving
complex calculations for little or no purpose.

In addition, the Institute points out that documenting several APRs on a single hire purchase agreement,
which is pre-printed or pre-formatted, would be very diYcult, and additional programming and training
would be required in relation to point-of-sale computers and mainframes. And which APR would be used
when calculating settlement examples or, indeed, actual settlement figures? The APRwhere the residual value
of the goods could not be determined, could look disproportionately high and would not be representative.

Q21: Do you agree with our policy to resist the requirement that the new APR and amortisation table must be given
when borrowing rates are varied?

The Institute agrees with the policy to resist the proposal for a new APR and amortisation table to be given
every time that borrowing rates are varied, on grounds both of expense and confusion.
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Chapter VI: Unfair Terms

Q22: Do you support the inclusion of these terms in the Unfair Contract Terms legislation? If so, why?

The Institute does not consider that the inclusion of these terms in the Unfair Contract Terms legislation is
required.

Chapter VII: Performance of a Credit Agreement

Q23: Would you prefer to see maximum or minimum harmonisation in this area? Why?

The Institute would prefer to see minimum harmonisation for the reasons given.

Q24: Do you agree with our position on assignments of rights?

The Institute agrees with the UK position on assignments of rights.

Q25: Do you support our policy to maintain current UK law and retain the provisions contained in the 1987Directive?

The Institute supports the policy to maintain current UK law and retain the provisions contained in the 1987
Directive.

Q26: Would you support our approach of maintaining joint and several liability as set out in the UK?

The Institute believes that the UK approach of maintaining joint and several liability is fair and should be
maintained.

Q27: Do you agree with a minimum harmonisation approach in this area?

The Institute agrees with a minimum harmonisation approach in this area.

Chapter VIII: Specific Credit Agreements

Q28: Is there any need for this Article? If so, in what circumstances should it be retained?

The Institute can see no justification for this Article, and still less for imposing a need to give three months’
notice. The existing UK method is tried and tested within a very large market, and operates satisfactorily.

Chapter IX: Performance of a Surety Agreement

Q29: In view of the differences between the Article and UK law do you agree we should seek minimum harmonisation?

In the Institute’s view paragraphs 194 and 198 set out proposed limitations on the usefulness of a guarantee
which are both unduly restrictive and unknown in English law. The Institute therefore sees no alternative but
to seek minimum harmonisation in view of the complexity of this area.

Chapter X: Non-performance of a Credit Agreement

Q30: Are there any problems with applying this requirement to running account credit?

In the Institute’s view, the requirement described in paragraph 204 to inform the customer before blocking an
account is a “rogues’ charter” as it leaves customers free to increase their over-limit borrowing further.
Creditors must be allowed to manage their risk, and this could not only encourage irresponsible borrowing
but could, at a later date, be considered irresponsible lending.
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Q31: Do you agree that a minimum harmonisation approach to default and enforceability is appropriate?

The Institute agrees that this chapter needs completely re-writing on a minimum harmonisation basis.

Q32: Do you think that this Article provides adequate regulation for unauthorised overdrafts?

And Article 25, second paragraph

The Institute agrees that this Article provides adequate regulation for unauthorised overdrafts, and should be
linked to Article 24. However, the Institute cannot see the necessity for a new credit agreement when raising
the credit limit for an over-limit borrower. In the Institute’s view all that is required is notice of the increase.
Furthermore, the word “significant” is too subjective. The Institute suggests that this should be expressed in
a diVerent way, perhaps as a percentage.

Chapter XI: Registration, Status and Control of Creditors and Credit Intermediaries

Q33: Do you think that this Article is strong enough to protect consumers in an open internal market? Or do you think
that such light requirements will upset the balance of competition and level of consumer protection?

In the Institute’s view this Article is strong enough to protect consumers in an open internal market, and the
Institute does not consider that such light requirements would upset the balance of competition nor the level
of consumer protection.

Q34: Would it be more appropriate to introduce a passporting system similar to the banking Directives, where creditors
or intermediaries would have to fulfil passporting provisions demonstrating that they are “fit” before they lend cross-
border?

The Institute has mixed views about this. In theory, if an organisation is approved in its own country, that
should be suYcient to allow it to operate throughout the EC. In practice, however, matters might prove rather
diVerent.

Q35: Is there any reason why credit intermediaries should not be required to divulge whether they are an independent
broker, or work with one or more clients?

The Institute can see no reason why credit intermediaries should not be required to divulge whether they are
an independent broker, or work with one or more clients.

Q36: Would you agree that the instances when a credit intermediary can charge a fee should be limited? If so, do you
agree with the conditions above?

The Institute agrees.

Chapter XII—Final Provisions

One senior member of the Institute made the following comment:

“Member States have two years from the date of coming into force to bring in legislation to comply
with the Directive (Article 35). In Article 34, however, it appears that the Directive would apply
immediately to all agreements entered into, on or after the date of coming into force.”

The Institute would be grateful for further clarification.
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Section C: Regulatory Impact Assessment

Q37: Do you agree with the assumptions, figures and impact assessments made in this RIA—if not, please provide as
much supporting evidence as possible.

In the Institute’s view it is diYcult at this stage to provide a sensible RIA until details of the final Directive are
known, and how it will diVer from the current UK views on the European Union Consumer Directive. An
added complication is the potential impact of the Consumer Credit Bill.

The Institute understands that the changes will not reduce a lender’s costs which means that, despite the
potential for increased competition within the EC, the consumer will face higher costs or less available credit.

Memorandum by Lloyds TSB

Introduction and Background

1. Lloyds TSB Group welcomes the opportunity to comment on the European Commission’s proposal on
consumer credit.

2. In June 2003, Lloyds TSB provided comments on the original proposal. We based ourselves on the findings
of an impact analysis we had carried out on this proposal in the preceding Winter. We outlined numerous
serious concerns with it.

3. Since then, Lloyds TSB has maintained a close interest in developments. It has provided input—directly
and through its main trade associations—to European Commission oYcials, MEPs on the parliamentary
committees concerned, Permanent Representative OYces and, with respect to the UK Government, the DTI
andHMT in London and the UKPermanent Representative OYce in Brussels. In particular, Lloyds TSB has
contributed regularly to—and supports—the work of the Cross-Industry Group.

4. The European Parliament’s vote in Plenary, in April 2004, took on board many of our key concerns and
suggested significant improvements to the Commission’s proposal. Many of its amendments featured
skillfully-worked compromises between Rapporteur and colleague MEPs representing a broad spectrum of
views and it was, therefore, most worrying to see such important parts of this work discarded in the new “text”
the Commission issued during the Autumn. Following the change in Commissioners last Winter, and the
severe representations made by the private sector just prior to that time, the Commission did agree to
re-consider certain aspects of its proposal, and issue a fresh consolidated oYcial text. Lloyds TSB awaits the
new text with interest.

Issues of Outstanding Concern for Lloyds TSB

Mortgages

5. The most important outstanding issue regarding scope has been the Commission’s continued stated
intention to retain mortgages in the text of the directive, despite European Parliament’s vote in Plenary to
remove them. We, therefore, firmly support the UK Government’s position on this issue (paragraphs 46–56
of the DTI’s CP), which reflects and takes on board the recommendations the trade associations and Lloyds
TSB have consistently made over the past two years.

6. We have, however, observed a progressive change of position on the part of the Commission, since its new
College of Commissioners was appointed. Commission oYcials have indicated privately that mortgages are
now likely to be excluded from the scope of the directive. This was even stated by Dr Staudenmayer, the lead
responsible oYcial, to representatives of all European trade associations on 11 March 2005.

7. Although there is now a likelihood that mortgages will not be covered by the CCD, we believe that, until
such time as this is confirmed in the oYcial revised text, the UK Government should retain the position as it
has stated it in its CP. At the same time, we note the Commission’s intention, in its recently-published Green
Paper on post-FSAP issues, to address mortgages as a separate subject.
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APRs for overdrafts

8. We agree with the UK Government’s support for a “light regime” (paragraph 64 of the DTI’s CP) but
continue to have a serious concerns on the question of providing an “APR by means of a representative
example” for overdrafts.

9. As argued when APRs were imposed for credit cards, Lloyds TSB believes it impossible for a “standard”
APR to be calculated for overdrafts that would be consistent not only across various current account products
within one firm, but also across a variety of account providers in the market place. The variety of usage would
mean that any “assumed” standard could not be applicable to most customers and so would add little value
to their understanding. To be able to quote APRs, providers would need to make judgements as to definitions
and assumptions (eg amount drawn, period of borrowing, amount repaid etc) that would not be aligned to
customers’ actual overdraft usage.

10. The situation becomes far more complicated if one considers “added value accounts” (AVAs), which
group diVerent facilities for one single fee. Because providers will take diVerent views as to how to apportion
their annual fee to the overdraft element, with consequent eVects on their stated APRs, the consumer would
face diYculties in comparing the pricing of alternative suppliers. This could mislead 4 million customers of
Lloyds TSB.

Examples of how APRs for overdrafts can differ depending on assumptions used:

— The eVect of fees: A monthly interest rate of 1.2 per cent yields approx 16 per cent pa APR: a
£15 monthly fee would, if all allocated to an overdraft of £100, increase the APR to in excess of
200 per cent.

— The eVect of interest free “buVers”: Our Classic Account (no free overdraft) would have a monthly
rate of 1.2 per cent, APR 16 per cent; whereas our Platinum Account (first £250 of overdraft interest
free) would have a monthly rate of 0.85 per cent but the APR would be 59 per cent.

— The eVect of utilisation: £100 overdraft utilised for 10 days every month at a monthly rate of 1.2 per
cent would pay £4.88 in interest charges (4.9 per cent), but the APR (ignoring any fees) would be
16 per cent.

11. Given these complications, Lloyds TSB believes it would be far preferable to allow lenders to express the
costs for overdrafts—as indeed they are at present—as the annual interest rate, and complement this
information with a “box” stating the related fees payable. The overdraft is a facility highly valued by
consumers for its simplicity, flexibility and easy access in times of immediate but temporary need. It would be
a pity to destroy these attributes.

Right of withdrawal—possible effects on “immediate delivery” channels

12. Lloyds TSB’s essential concerns—as a major provider of retail finance on trade premises—are the
unintended consequences, that “immediate delivery”44 may be closed or become more expensive. This would
be to the detriment of consumers, who find immediate delivery channels convenient and at times most useful.
They would face a less competitive market, and less choice.

Point-of-sale finance: sequence of events in the UK

— Consumer chooses goods.

— Retailer arranges finance with credit company.

— Finance agreement signed by the consumer and by retailer on behalf of the finance company.

— There is no right of withdrawal if the finance contract has been signed on the dealer’s premises.

— Consumer takes away the goods.

— Retailer has payment guaranteed by finance company, until—

— The finance company pays the retailer on the day of settlement.
44 For instance, the ability for a consumer to leave the supplier’s premises with goods purchased on credit immediately after the
transaction, ie without waiting for the “cooling oV” period to pass.
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13. Under existing UK rules, a credit contract signed on the supplier’s premises may not be cancelled by the
consumer. The supplier will provide the goods to the consumer as soon as the credit contract—approved on-
line by the credit provider—is signed by the consumer. This is because the supplier, when handing over the
goods, is guaranteed payment by the credit company. Payment by credit provider to supplier, however, occurs
later according to the agreement binding those two parties.

14. If the consumer were allowed to cancel the credit contract before the supplier were paid, the credit
company would have a problem paying the dealer under a cancelled contract, because that credit contract
would no longer exist. It is true that the consumer would still have the obligation to pay the supplier. However,
the supplier would no longer face the “prime” risk of the credit company but risk on the customer, who would
be an unknown risk and one which the supplier is in any event not equipped to assess.

15. It would in such circumstances be reasonable on the part of the supplier to refuse to deliver until the
cancellation period has lapsed. At the very least, markets would need to adjust to the introduction of a right
of withdrawal by apportioning the risk of cancellation between retailer, customer and financing company, and
this would entail in increase in the costs of the goods, of the finance, or both, and possible delays in availability
of goods.

16. Moreover, smaller retailers would be more adversely aVected than larger retailers.

Duty to advise

17. We wholeheartedly support the UK Government’s continuing resistance (95–101 of the DTI CP) to the
“duty to advise” provisions in the CCD text. Its conclusion, that the consumer would not benefit from these
stipulations, echoes points Lloyds TSB has made on successive occasions. We share the views of those who
believe that lenders should not have a duty “to advise” the customer which product to opt for, but a duty “to
inform” the customer of the salient constituents of the credit facility they are oVering. We understand the
Commission is at last considering modifying its approach, and look forward to its revised proposition. We do
of course support the principle of “transparency”.

Maintaining joint and several liability as set out in the UK

18. Lloyds TSB recognises that s 75 is a current fact in the UK, and that the UKGovernment’s wish to retain
it would not add to the rules UK providers need to comply with.

19. However, the UK Government’s intentions to achieve “better regulation”, which it has consistently and
frequently stated of late, both in theUK and in the EU, have given us cause for reflection. InMarch, the Better
Regulation Task Force issued its report to the Prime Minister. Its key recommendation is that the UK
Government should reduce the regulatory burden on business by lowering administrative costs, and
simplifying existing regulations—removing them if appropriate. It specifies that “EU Directives should be
transposed without gold plating”.

20. In the same month, the Cabinet OYce issued its Transposition Guide “How to Implement European
Directives EVectively”, which states, in section 3.18, that “It is Government policy not to go beyond the
minimum requirements of European directives, unless there are exceptional circumstances justified by a cost-
benefit analysis and extensive consultation with stakeholders”.

21. Given these developments, Lloyds TSB believes that the time may now have come to review s 75 in the
light of “better regulation”.

22. That consumers should be able to sue a creditor if that creditor intended them to rely on its reputation
when they bought goods on credit, is entirely appropriate. However, in the case of credit cards, there is no
endorsement by the card issuer of the quality of the goods or services purchased. The original logic to make
certain transactions subject to joint and several liability does not extend to credit cards.

23. Indeed, credit cards did not exist in their present form when the CCA was enacted in 1974. Credit cards
are now highly popular payment instruments: £113 billion was spent on purchases via credit cards in 2004
(excluding ATM withdrawals)45. They are not generally credit instruments, as the following facts indicate:

— 77 per cent of credit card spending is paid oV in full the next month; and

— only 3 per cent of customers always pay oV the minimum balance and take extended credit.46

It appears to us, therefore, unfair to treat all mere payments by credit card as if they were “credit”, and give
them s 75 protection.
45 Source: APACS Plastic Card Review 2004.
46 Source: APACS A Market Review of the Plastic Card Industry in 2003.
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24. Moreover, the potential scope of s 75 is highly disproportionate. A consumer is potentially able to charge
£1 towards a £30,000 purchase to his card, pay it oV the next day, and, perhaps 10 years later, when the
purchase is shown to be defective, sue the card issuer for say £10,000,000 in consequential damages, which
that issuer is unable to recover from the merchant. There is no commercial, economic or consumer protection
rationale for such exorbitant compensation. The financial extent of this risk is of genuine concern to UK card
issuers, and should be of concern to the DTI. A series of product liability claims from eg the USA could
genuinely jeopardise the financial stability ofmajorUKfinancial institutions, whichwould not be in the public
interest let alone that of the banks.

Impact assessments

25. Pursuant to the comments we have oVered above, Lloyds TSB recommends that the following issues be
subjected to impact assessments:

— the UK regime for joint and several liability;

— the proposition in the proposed directive, that APRs should not be required for overdraft
facilities; and

— the potential eVect the right of withdrawal provisions in the proposed directive might have on
floor-plan financed sales.
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